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OBJECTIVES
S

The objectives of this work are to develop and implement numerical simulation techniques
that would enable us to understand the mechanisms of mixing and chemical reaction in
unpremixed turbulent reactive flows. In particular, we are interested in (1) simulating
spatially evolving flames and studying the phenomenon of flame extinction for an Arrhenius
reaction rate, (2) understanding the mixing process in parallel shear layers, and (3)
investigating the dynamics of molecular mixing in homogeneous turbulent flows.

The interest in simulating spatially evolving flames was mainly motivated by the fact that
most of the flows of practical interest are spatially developing, and there is a need to develop
and implement numerical schemes that are capable of simulating such flows accurately. In

* particular, the spatial evolution of a nonequilibrium diffusion flame and the phenomenon of
lift-off in turbulent unpremixed flames have been the subjects of our investigation.

The interest in understanding mixing in parallel shear layers mainly stems from the results
of recent experinental observations at Cal-Tech and Stanford. These experiments show
strong evidence of mixing asymmetry in mixing layers and point to the shortcomings of the

t;; previously developed advanced turbulence models in attempting to describe the mixing
process in such flows and, hence, the need for developing new models to describe the process
of convective mixing in shear layer configurations.

Finally, the simulations of homogeneous turbulent flows were undertaken to investigate the
isolated effects of molecular mixing in turbulent flows. This study was performed to assess the

Svalidity of stochastic models in turbulence and to address the advantages or the shortcomings
of many popular mixing and reaction models that have been extensively employed for
predicting the conversion rates of the reactants in unpremixed turbulent reactive flows.

The approach followed in this work is based on the direct numerical simulation (DNS)
Smethod. This method involves the accurate solving of the appropriate convection-diffusion-

reaction transport equations of turbulent flows by means of very accurate numerical
simulations so that no turbulence modeling is required. This approach has proven successful
in investigating various aspects of turbulent reactive flows in general (for a review, see Jou
and Riley, 1987), and, as will be seen in the next section, it provided a very valuable tool in
our numerical experiments.

STATUS OF THE RESEARCH

During the three-year period of this research, we concentrated on both code development
and on extracting useful information from the results of numerical simulations. A systematic
approach was followed, and the results of every step were submitted for publication in
appropriate combustion and thermal sciences journals. All these papers are provided in
Appendices I through VII. In this section, the important findings of our investigation are
briefly presented.

TR-440/03-88 I



First-Year Effort

in the first year of this research, we focused on an initial understanding of the physical
aspects of the problem through simulations of two-dimensional flows. Specifically, we exam-
ined the effects of large coherent structures in two-dimensional, unpremixed shear flows
under either temporally evolving or spatially developing assumptions. The results are sum-
marized below.

1. In a two-dimensional temporally evolving mixing layer, a temperature-dependent chemi-

cal reaction was incorporated into a computer code that uses pseudospectral numerical
methods. The nonequilibrium effects leading to the local quenching of a diffusion flame
were investigated. The results indicated that the most important parameter to be con-

sidered for flame extinction is the local instantaneous scalar dissipation rate conditioned
at the scalar stoichiometric value. At locations where this value is increased beyond a

- critical value, the local temperature decreases and the instantaneous reaction rate drops

a' to zero, leading to the local quenching of the flame. This finding is consistent with the
model of Peters and Williams (1983), who proposed that in a turbulent mixing layer, the

* turbulent eddies produce highly stretched and contorted sheets across which molecular
diffusion of species occurs. Combustion appears as laminar flamelets on these sheets,

and the flame would be extinguished if the strain rate is sufficiently high that the local
reduced Damkohler number is lower than the critical value (Linan, 1974). This work

*a' was published by Givi et al. (1987a) and is included in this report as Appendix 1.

2. For the purpose of simulating spatially developing flows, as an initial effort, a two-
dimensional hybrid pseudospectral-finite difference code was developed. The spectral
method using Fourier transforms was employed for the periodic direction of the flow,
whereas the finite difference method using a second-order upwind scheme was used for
the discretization of the equations in the direction of the spatial development. The
resulting code was used for simulating the pretransitional region of a laboratory mixing
layer. The asymmetric nature of the mixing process was numerically simulated and the
"preferred" mixed concentration value (Masutani and Bowman, 1987) was numerically

calculated by constructing the profiles of the probability density functions (PDFs) of a
passive scalar quantity across the shear layer. The results of this simulation were also
used to explain the shortcomings associated with turbulence models using simple eddy-

* diffusivity concepts to model the convective flux of the PDF, such as the one used previ-
ously by Givi et al. (1985). This work was published by Givi and Jou (1988a) and is
included as Appendix II.

TR-440/03-88 2



Second-Year Effort

During the second year of this research, we were primarily concerned with developing
very accurate computational tools for simulations of three-dimensional spatially developing
turbulent flows. At the same time, we also continued our study to better understand the phy-

O sics of mixing in parallel flows. Our accomplishments during this year are summarized below.

1. Our experience from the results obtained during the first-year effort indicated a need for
developing a more accurate code than the previously used hybrid spectral-finite differ-
erce code for the simulation of spatially evolving flows. The main problem associated
with second-order finite difference methods is that this form of discretization requires a

0 maximum cell Reynolds (Peclet) number of 2 (Roache, 1!72) for accurate calculations.
This means that one has to use a large number of grid points to capture the physics of
the problem. To circumvent this problem, different types of upwind differencing have
usually been used (for a recent review of different upwind schemes, see Leonard, 1988).
Although such schemes result in an improvement of the capability in resolving sharp gra-
dients for moderate-Reynolds-number flow simulations, they contain an artificial
(unphysical) numerical viscosity (diffusivity), which is not desirable. Givi and Jou
(1988a) and Lowrey and Reynolds (1987) were not very concerned with that problem

because their simulations were restricted to nonreacting flows in which the effects of
molecular viscosity were not significant.

In reacting flow simulations, however, the upwind differencing can lead to large
errors, because the physics of the problem is directly influenced by the diffusion coeffi-
cient, and the presence of the artificial viscosity results in the unphysical higher reaction
conversion rates (Jou and Riley, 1987). To improve the scheme, one can use higher-
order (than the second-order) differencing schemes to better resolve the sharp gradients.

* The convergence of the finite difference scheme is algebraic in nature. This is in con-
trast to the spectral :onvergence of a pseudospectral scheme.

Presumably, the finite difference discretization can be replaced by spectral methods

using Chebyshev expansions in the direction of spatial development (with nonperiodic

boundary conditions) of the flow. The Chebyshev polynomials do not require periodi-
city (as Fourier polynomials do) and can be employed for any type of boundary condi-
tions. In practice, however, the distance between the Chebyshev collocation points near
the boundaries becomes extremely small if higher-order polynomials are used to discre-
tize a large computational domain. Consequently, time integration becomes very stiff
due to numerical stability restrictions (Roache, 1972). Also, the relative grid density
cannot be adjusted to reflect the flow physics. A compromise between numerical accu-
racy and efficiency may be achieved by combining the accuracy obtained by spectral
methods with the versatility offered by other numerical schemes, such as finite element
methods. Such a scheme has recently been introduced by Patera (1984) with the capa-

bility of dealing with complex flows such as spatially developing turbulent flows. This

TR-440/03-88 3
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approach of combining the accuracy of spectral methods with the versatility of finite ele-
ment techniques is more flexible than either technique alone could be and, thus, pro-
vides a logical way of dealing with complex boundary conditions.

For the reasons given above, it was decided to implement this "new technology"
based on a spectral-element method into our direct numerical simulations of a turbulent
diffusion flame. This p-type finite element method divides the streamwise direction into
a number of elements, and, within each element, the thermo-fluid variables are
represented by Chebyshev polynomials. The governing equations are approximately
satisfied by the discretized system at the collocation points within each element. The
compromise between the accuracy and the efficient time integration can be achieved by
adjusting the number of finite elements and the order of Chebyshev polynomials in each
element. By increasing the number of elements and using moderately low-order polyno-
mials within each element, the stiffness in time integration can be avoided while high
accuracy is maintained.

A complete description of the algorithm was provided in our last annual report (Givi
S et al., 1987b). Most of our efforts during the second year were focused on developing,

debugging and implementing the spectral-element code to simulate a three-dimensional
spatially developing mixing layer under the influence of nonequilibrium chemical reac-

. tions. In this code, spectral methods using Fourier expansions are implemented in two of
p,-the directions with periodic (or even-odd) boundary conditions, and spectral-element

methods using Chebyshev polynomials are employed in the direction of spatial evolution.

S. 2. During the second year, we also continued our study on the mixing phenomenon in
parallel shear layers. This study was motivated by the findings of Kosaly and Givi
(1987), who showed that the behavior of the PDFs of a conserved scalar property is sen-
sitive to the choice of the molecular mixing model employed in the PDF transport equa-
tion. Therefore, the calculated PDFs of a conserved scalar quantity was carried out in a
temporally evolving flow, and it was emphasized that indeed it is the shortcomings asso-

*, ,,,ciated with the gradient diffusion modeling and not the coalescence/dispersion (C/D)
modeling that cannot predict the location and magnitude of the PDF of the mixed fluid
concentration in parallel two-stream layers. This study points to the need for advancing

• .turbulence models that predict the turbulent convective fluxes of the PDF in the physi-
cal space more accurately. This work was published by Givi and McMurtry (1988a) and
is included as Appendix III.

3. One of the final achievements during the second-year included the publication of an
updated review article on direct numerical simulations of turbulent reactive flows (Jou
and Riley, 1987). This review, which resulted from an invitation extended to Dr. Jou
(the lead author of the review and the principal investigator of this contract), includes a
very recent bibliography of directly relatel work in DNS and state-of-the-art computa-
tional methods in numerical combustion. A copy of this invited review paper is included

0 as Appendix IV.

TR-440/03-88 4
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Third-Year Effort

The final year of this research was particularly fruitful in that the results of our numerical
experiments from the codes developed in the previous year started to emerge. In this year, we
continued our research in two parallel directions. In one study, we investigated the spatial

*, convolution of a reacting mixing layer under the influence of nonequilibrium chemical reac-
tions and employed the above-mentioned spectral-element code for the simulations. In
another study, we employed DNS to study a reaction of the type A + B = Products in a homo-
geneous turbulent flow in which the influence of molecular mixing was insulated and was stu-
died in detail. The first study is in the direction of simulating spatially developing diffusion
flames and studying the phenomenon of lift-off in such flames, while the second study was

* Omotivated by the conclusions drawn from the work of Kosaly and Givi (1987). A brief dis-
cussion of our findings is given below.

1. As an initial effort, the two-dimensional option of our spectral-element code was
"I, employed to examine the compositional structure of a diffusion flame near extinction. In

this work, the structure of a nonequilibrium flame stabilized on a harmonically forced
mixing layer was simulated by the spectral-element code. The instantaneous data
obtained by these simulations were statistically analyzed, and the statistical results show
favorable agreement with recent experimental data. It was shown that by increasing the
intensity of mixing (decreasing the local Damkohler number), the flame extinction
phenomenon is more pronounced. The results, in particular, indicated that as the flame
approaches extinction, the mean and the rms values of the reactants' concentration fluc-
tuations increase, whereas those of the product species and temperature decrease. These
results also confirmed our previous findings that as the magnitude of the local dissipation
rate is increased, the diffusion lame cannot keep pace with the large diffusive flux of
the reactants into the reaction zone. As a result, the magnitude of the temperature drops
and the reaction rate locally reduces to zero. However, it was concluded that the calcu-
lations should be extended for three-dimensional flows for a more meaningful corn-
parison with the data obtained for a turbulent flame. This work was submitted for publi-
cation by Givi and Jou (1988b), and is included as Appendix V.

2. The boundaries of our research were further extended in this year by examining the
* phenomenon of mixing in turbulence from another perspective. It was decided to study
*mixing in a context that has been extensively investigated by the chemical engineering

community, and there is an extensive body of literature available on their analyses. The
type of flows considered are homogeneous, incompressible flows, and the type of reac-
tion is a single-step irreversible reaction of the type A + B = Products. Such homogene-

* ous flows have the advantage that the effects of molecular mixing are isolated from other
factors influencing the rate of reactant conversion. Therefore, they make an excellent
system in which the dynamics of molecular mixing can be investigated.

TR-440/03-88 5
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As an initial effort, we concentrated on the applicability of Toor's hypothesis (Toor,
1962, 1969, 1975) for the prediction of the reaction conversion rate in homogeneous tur-
bulent flows. According to this hypothesis, if the reactants are introduced at
stoichiometric conditions in a homogeneous flow, the rate of decay of the "unmixedness"
term is independent of the rate of the chemical reaction and is the same under both non-
reacting and reacting unpremixed conditions. This hypothesis, which has been
employed extensively by the chemical engineering community, reduces the problem of
turbulent reaction to the simpler (but yet unsolved) problem of turbulent mixing.
Although there is an extensive body of experimental data available for validating Toor's
hypothesis (see Brodkey, 1981, for a recent review), there have not been any formal
"analytical" attempts to validate it.

Givi and McMurtry (1988b) used direct numerical simulations to validate Toor's
hypothesis in a systematic manner. For that purpose, they simulated a three-dimensional
homogeneous "box" flow under the influence of a stoichiometric reaction of the type A +

A B = Product. Calculations were performed with zero rate and infinitely fast rate kinetics.
The results of simulations indicated that the PDF of a conserved Shvab-Zeldovich scalar

* quantity (which characterizes mixing) evolves from an initial "double-delta function" dis-
tribution to an asymptotic shape that can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution.

*i . Givi and McMurtry (1988b) theoretically showed that Toor's hypothesis would be valid
if (and only if) the transport of the PDF can be characterized by the variation of its first
two moments. However, the results of the numerical experiments indicated that this is

4j not the case in an initially unpremixed system, in that the evolution of the PDF from an
initially "double delta function" to an asymptotic Gaussian distribution cannot be
described by the first two moments of the PDF. Based on these results, Givi and
McMurtry (1988b) suggested a revision of Toor's hypothesis and showed that, while the
hypothesis is valid for the initial stages of mixing, it should be modified to describe the
asymptotic stages correctly. The form of the suggested revision depends on the asymp-

-. totic shape of the PDF distribution. Givi and McMurtry (1988b) developed an analytical
expression for the case of an asymptotic Gaussian PDF distribution, and the results
based on this expression and those obtained by DNS data compared very well. In con-
clusion, it was suggested that the laboratory experimental data available on this type of
flows should be examined more carefully if they are to be used to validate Toor's
hypothesis. The work by Givi and McMurtry (1 988b) is included as Appendix VI.

3. The work of Givi and McMurtry (1988b) indicated a need to study molecular mixingfrom a more fundamental point of view. The results of this work, and those of the previ-

ous work of Kosaly and Givi (1987), encouraged us to compare the results obtained by
• DNS to those predicted by a class of C/D models that have been widely used to simulate

mixing in homogeneous turbulence. Among the family of C/D models, the closures of
Curl (1963) and Janicka et al. (1979), and the LMSE approximation of Dopazo and
O'Brien (1976), have been very popular in the literature and were chosen for the pur-
pose of comparison to DNS data.

TR-440/03-88 6
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Again, a three-dimensional homogeneous "box" flow was the subject of our numerical
investigation. The evolution of the PDFs of a random scalar variable was compared with
that obtained by the Monte-Carlo (Pope, 1981) calculations of a stochastic C/D transport
equation for a system with the same initial statistical distribution as that of the DNS.
The comparison with DNS data resulted in a number of very useful findings, which are
documented in detail in Appendix VII, and is only briefly discussed here.

Our data showed that the initial stages of the mixing process are well predicted by
applying the LMSE closure of Dopazo and O'Brien (1976). However, as mixing
proceeds at intermediate times, the experimental results fall between those obtained by
the two closure models of Dopazo and O'Brien and Janicka et al. (1979). Curl's model
(1963) resulted in the least-accurate predictions. Therefore, a C/D model between these
two closures is expected to result in a favorable comparison with our experimental data.
The final stages of mixing were not well predicted by any of the C/D models in that all
of the closures predicted an increase without bounds of the fourth- and higher-order
concentration moments of the random scalar, whereas our data indicated the asymptotic
distribution of the moments of the scalar can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution
(with finite central moments). The exception was the Dopazo-O'Brien model, which
predicted unphysical constant moments during all stages of mixing. This shortcoming
associated with C/D modeling has been previously recognized by Pope (1982), who sug-
gestcd an improved mixing model by an age-biasing technique to the C/D modeling.

0 This improved model is plausible in that it results in a Gaussian asymptotic PDF; how-
ever, it is not capable of predicting the initial stages of mixing accurately. The results of
our numerical experiments can be useful for constructing a mixing model (or models)
that can accurately predict all the stages of molecular mixing. Such a task, however, was
not performed in this work and was postponed to our future investigations.

S A number of other useful realizations were also made in regard to the statistical vari-

ations of tht; scalar quantities under no reaction, finite-rate reactions, and infinitely fast
reaction rates. The results were further analyzed in conjunction with applying Toor's
hypothesis (Toor, 1962). These observations, including our other major conclusions
based on the numerical experiments, were documented and submitted for publication by
McMurtry and Givi (1988). This manuscript is included in this report as Appendix VII.

TR-440/03-88 7
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CURRENT ACTIVITIES

In our final effort during the closing months of this program, we concentrated on simula-
tions of turbulent, three-dimensional, spatially developing flows, which were the main focus of
the proposal. From the physical point of view, this type of flow is the most interesting, and
from the computational point of view, they are the most challenging. In this section, the
results of our preliminary calculations of a turbulent shear layer are presented. However, as
will be seen below, we are presently only at the initial stages of these simulations, and some
additional work is required for an in-depth understanding of the complex physical
phenomena. Nevertheless, the results obtained to date are extremely encouraging, and form a
starting place for future simulations.

In this effort, the three-dimensional "option" of our spectral-element computer code, which
was developed during the second year of this research (Givi et al., 1987b), was employed to
simulate a turbulent, three-dimensional, spatially developing flow under the influence of a
second-order Arrhenius chemical reaction. It would have been desirable to simulate the spa-
tial development of the flow under the influence of random perturbation (with a specified tur-
bulence spectrum) at the inlet of the mixing layer. In this way, the response of the shear layer
to the random forcing would resemble that of a laboratory experiment under the influence of
random upstream turbulence. However, in the coarse simulations performed here, only the
response of the layer to a harmonic forcing is presented. In the only three-dimensional simu-
lations performed, in addition to the primary perturbation and random phase shifting between
the modes [see Appendix V, Equation (6)], a secondary perturbation of the following form
was also added to the random velocity perturbation:

A 2 
0 2(Y) e ,-).)+'I9, (1)

Low-resolution calculations with 211 Chebyshev spectral points in the streamwise X-
direction and with only 64-32 Fourier modes in the cross-stream-spanwise directions were
performed, and the results are presented here. If infinitely fast kinetics are assumed to
describe the chemical reactions (local chemical equilibrium), the convolution of the flame
structure would be described by the transport of a conserved Shvab-Zeldovich scalar variable,
as presented in Fig. 1. In this figure, the convolution of the flame sheet and the influences of
both the primary and secondary structures of the layer on the distortion of the flame sheet in

the three-dimensional flow are displayed. It is shown that, after the initial stages of primary
growth, the secondary streamwise structures play significant roles on enhancement of the reac-
tion and convolution of the flame surface. The effects of such spanwise structures can be
better observed in the three-dimensional contours of the streamwise vorticity in Fig. 2 and the
absolute value of the vorticity in Fig. 3. These figures clearly display the presence of the vor-

* tex ribs and the nonlinear growth of the secondary perturbations at the region further down-
stream of the splitter plate.

TR-440/03-88 8
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A better display of the secondary structures is presented in the two-dimensional contour
plots in Figs. 4 and 5. These figures show the streamwise contours of the X-component of the
vorticity and the streamwise contours of the Shvab-Zeldovich scalar variables, respectively.
Parts (a) and (b) of each figure represent conditions at X - 132 and X = 185 Chebyshev collo-
cation planes, respectively. It is interesting to note that, even in this low-resolution simulation,
the physics of the mixing layer represented by the counter-rotating vortices and the
"mushroom-like" structure of the scalar variable are well-captured and resemble those recently
observed in the experiments of Bernal and Roshko (1986). However, finer-grid simulations
are required to capture such structures more distinctively.

The influence of complex vortex structures and the effects of increasing the local strain
rate due to the three-dimensional vorticity convolution on the structure of the diffusion flame
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. These figures represent the instantaneous values of the recorded
temperature across the shear layer (at Z = 0) as a function of the mixture fraction. These
instantaneous data were constructed from an ensemble of 115,200 (3600 realizations multi-
plied by 32 cross-stream points) instantaneous data points. Fig. 6 represents conditions at the

region close to the inflow where the dissipation rate is low, whereas Fig. 7 shows the overall
behavior further downstream, with increasing magnitude of the local strain. It is shown in
these figures that when the dissipation rate is low (Fig. 6), the magnitude of the temperature
increases monotonically with the mixture fraction and attains maximum values at the region
close to the stoichiometric value (equal to 0.5 in this case), and then it monotonically
decreases to the ambient temperature as the value of the mixture fraction increases. In this
case, the instantaneous values of the temperature are always close to the equilibrium tempera-
ture (not shown here). However, when the magnitude of the dissipation is increased, as shown
in Fig. 7, the values of the temperature drop, and there are possibilities of having mixture tem-
peratures close to the ambient value even at the stoichiometric value of the mixture fraction.
This behavior, which has been clearly observed in laboratory nonequilibrium flames (see Wil-
liams, 1987, for a recent review), indicates extinction and the local quenching of the diffusion

flame at the regions of large dissipation rates.

It would be very interesting to examine the behavior of the flame in the presence of ran-

dom three-dimensional perturbations imposed at the inlet of a spatially developing mixing
layer. In that case, the structures of the "holes" that are randomly punched into the flame

sheet can be described more realistically. Our future calculations with more realistic initiali-
zations and with finer-resolution simulations are essential in addressing the interesting
behavior of the lift-off phenomenon (as a result of "many holes within the flame network") in
unpremixed flames.

T -8
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a. b.

* 0

Figure 4. Two-dimensional contours of the streamwise vorticity
in Y-Z planes. (a) X = 132, (b) X =185.
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a. b.

4 Figure 5. Two-dimensional contours of the Shvab-Zeldovich
scalar v'ariable in Y-Z planes. (a) X = 132, (b) X = 185.
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FLAME EXTINCTION IN A TEMPORALLY DEVELOPING
MIXING LAYER

P. GIVI, W.-H. JOU and R. W. METCALFE

Abstract

Nonequilibrium effects leading to the local quenching of a diffusion flame
have been investigated by examining the evolution of large-scale structures in
a two-dimensional temporally developing mixing layer. Pseudospectral calcula-
tions of a temperature-dependent, nonpremixed, constant-density, reacting
shear layer indicate that the primary important parameter to be considered for

flame extinction is the local instantaneous scalar dissipation rate, condi-
* tioned at the scalar stoichiometric value (Xst). At locations where this

value is increased beyond a critical value (Xq), the local temperature

decreases and the instantaneous reaction rate drops to zero. This is consis-
tent with the results of perturbation methods employing large activation
energy asymptotics for the study of flame extinction in nonpremixed flames.

1. Introduction

A diffusion flame is characterized by a chemical reaction time that is

usually much smaller than a characteristic diffusion time. The chemical reac-

tiong occur in a narrow zone between the fuel and the oxidizer, where the con-

centrations of both reactants are very small. The rate at which the reactants

flow into the reaction zone, and therefore the characteristic time of the flame,
S

is dependent on the hydrodynamics of the particular flow. As the characteristic

time of the chemical reactions decreases, this reaction region becomes infinite-

simally thin. In this limit the chemical reaction zone approaches a "flame

sheet" (local chemical equilibrium ), where the concentrations of both reac-

tants are very low and the rate of combustion is governed by the rate at which

fuel and oxidizer flow into the reaction zone. The flame sheet assumption is

justified by the very fast chemical reaction rate of the diffusion flame. This

assumption significantly reduces the complexity of the problem since it eli-

minates the analysis associated with the chemical kinetics. For many flows

whose characteristic time scale of chemical reaction is much smaller than the

hydrodynamic (convective-diffusive) time scale, the assumption of local chemical

'4 1



equilibrium adequately predicts the location and the shape of the flame.2

One important feature of the calculations based on the fast chemistry model is

the introduction of a passive Shvab-Zeldovich 2 conserved scalar variable (Z),

which is independent of the chemical kinetics. From this quantity, the evolu-

tion of the concentration fields of both the reactants and the products can be

computed.

In turbulent flows, however, the local characteristic flow time scales vary

considerably. As a result, many important and interesting problems that can-

not be analyzed by local chemical equilibrium assumptions are introduced.

Experimental studies of Tsuji 3 show that as the local characteristic diffusion

time becomes shorter and approaches the order of magnitude of the chemical time

scale, the details of the chemical reactions cannot be neglected. If ttle flow

of reactants into the reaction zone increases further, causing the diffusion

time scale to be reduced more, the chemical reaction will not be able to keep

*pace with the further supply of reactants. The reaction rate will be reduced,

and local quenching occurs. As shown by Peters,4 further reduction of the

diffusion time scale leads to lift-off and the blow-off of the entire flame.

As noted by both Tsuji and Peters, the consideration of flame extinction cannot

be explained by the flame sheet model, which assumes an infinitely fast chemical

reaction rate. Therefore, in order to address the quenching phenomenon, the

structure of a finite reaction rate zone must be studied.

Linan has employed a method of matched asymptotic expansions in the limit

of large activation energy in an attempt to describe the interaction between

the hydrodynamics and chemical reactions in the reaction zone of a counter-

flowing laminar diffusion flame. It has been shown that activation energy

asymptotics are very useful in predicting flame ignition and extinction

characteristics in such flows. This technique was extended to turbulent flows

2
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by Peters4 t) by considering turbulent diffusion flames as an ensemble of laminar

diffusion flamelets.7 By introducing a local coordinate system that moves with

4the stoichiometric flame sheet, Peters was able to recognize that the primary

o nonequilibrium" parameter for the analysis of the flame extinction is the dis-

* sipation rate of the scalar quantity evaluated at stoichiometric conditions (X st).

This quantity is viewed as the inverse of the diffusion time scale. If this

parameter is increased beyond a critical limit (X ), the heat conducted to bothq

• sides of the diffusion flamelets cannot be balanced by the heat production due to

chemical reaction. At the critical value of the dissipation, the finite rate

3
kinetics balance the diffusion. Some numerical calculations, performed by

g Liew et al.8 and compared with experimental data,9 show also that as the maxi-

mum value of the dissipation (Xmax ) increases, the value of the maximum tempera-

ture decreases, the reaction eventually ceases, and the flame is locally quenched.

9 These results indicate that the dissipation rate of the conserved scalar is

a useful characteristic to study in the analysis of nonequilibrium effects

leading to flame extinction. In turbulent flows, however, the quantity Xst is

* a strongly fluctuating quantity that has not yet been numerically computed.

Instead, statistical approaches have been chosen by Peters and Williams1 0 and

Janicka and Peters employing different turbulence closures in predicting

the lift-off height of a round diffusion jet flame. Results obtained using

these methods were compared with experimental data 12 for both methane and

natural gas flames and show some correct order-of-magnitude predictions. These

4 "results are encouraging; however, with the availability of larger computers, it

is now possible to employ a more accurate treatment of the flame extinction and

local flame quenching that occur in nonpremixed flames. It would be very useful

4 'to correlate the flame extinction with the nonequilibrium parameter Xst.
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Also, it would be very interesting to look at the structure of the diffusion

flames at the point of extinction. These are the objectives of this paper.

The present paper employs a direct numerical simulation approach to

investigate the problem of local flame extinction in a time-dependent, two-

- dimensional mixing layer. In this flow, the governing equations are solved by

*an accurate numerical method without a closure model. The time-dependent flow

field can be analyzed statistically to understand the underlying physics much

as an experimentalist does with laboratory data. The direct numerical simula-

tion technique has recently been successfully applied to chemically reacting

flows. Riley et al. 1 3 considered the three-dimensional temporally growing

mixing layer under the simplest possible assumption of a constant rate, non-
I

heat-releasing chemical reaction. The main contribution of the work is the

understanding of the effects of three-dimensional mixing and the diffusion of

the species on the chemical reactions. McMurtry et al. 14 considered the

*effects of the chemical heat release and the resulting density variation on the

*fluid motion for a two-dimensional mixing layer. The fluid dynamics and the

chemical reaction are truly coupled in this work, and the interplay between the

two are discussed. However, the assumption of a constant chemical reaction

rate is still employed. In the present work, we intend to understand the flame

extinction problem through a two-dimensional simulation of a mixing layer. In

particular, the role of large-scale features of the turbulent flow in flame

extinction is studied. Due to limitations of numerical accuracy, only moderate

Reynolds and Damkohler numbers are computed. For flame extinction in a three-

dimensional turbulent flow, three-dimensional simulations will be performed in

the future.

I,,
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*, 2. Problem Formulation

*For simplicity of numerical calculations, we consider a two-dimensional

shear layer as shown in Fig. 1. The flow is considered periodic in the

horizontal direction (x). Although the splitter plate flow evolves spatially

downstream and the numerical simulations evolve temporally, important similari-

ties in the dynamics of these two flows make it useful to study accurate

numerical simulations of the temporally growing mixing layers. By simple

Galilean transformation, a flow quantity averaged in the x-direction can be

related to the time average of the same quantity at a fixed location in a

splitter plate configuration. 1 3 ,14 These average quantities are dependent on

the transverse coordinate (y) and the time (t). Again, the inverse Galilean

transformation relates the time t to the streamwise location in a splitter

*configuration. The presence of periodic boundary conditions allows us to use

accurate pseudospectral numerical methods; these methods are discussed in

Ref. 13 and will not be repeated here.

The chemical reaction between the two species is assumed to be single-step

and irreversible and to obey the temperature-dependent Arrhenius law. It is

assumed that the heat release rate is low so that the effects of the chemical

heat release on the flow field can be neglected. This, together with the

further assumptions of a low Mach number flow, result in a constant-density

flow formulation.

To identify the nondimensional groupings, the variables are normalized by a

velocity scale (mean velocity difference across the layer AU), a temperature

scale (free-stream Tm), concentration scales (free-stream CA- and CD,), and a

length scale (X - 2.249 0, where a is the distance from the plane of symetry

to the transverse plane, where the mean velocity rises to half of its freestream

value). The value of 2.249 was chosen so that the size of the computational
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domain would be equal to the wavelength of the most unstable mode and its

normalized value would be an integer multiple of 21T.

x -w-_ =XV

* U * AU

U U- t =t-
(I)

• p * T
P = -

T

(AU)2  TO

. CA  . CB
CA = (CA) CB (C)

IW Assuming equal free-stream concentrations, i.e., CA, = CB, the nondimen-

sionalized equations are

i .. V'U =0
au 20

L (U*, Re) T + U "VU - e V U (VP

L (CA , Re Sc) = L (C Re Sc) - W (2)

L (C Re Sc) = W

L (T*, Re Pr) = Ce W

Swhere *
we * -Ze/T * *.."N =Dae CAC

A B

Da = = Damkohler number
* AU

Ze = B = Zeldovich number
RTco

Re =- _X = Reynolds number,. :.(3)

Ce = = Heat release parameterC T

Sc = Schmidt number
D

Pr = - Prandtl numberD

0 6
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The values of Sc and Pr can be set equal to unity, since this is approxi-

* mately correct for gaseous diffusion flames. This results in a Lewis number

of unity. The value of other nondimensional parameters is limited by the

available resolution of the numerics employed in the computations.

Shvab-Zeldovich Variable

For the two-feed diffusion flame considered here, it is possible to

consider only three scalar quantities rather than solving for all four scalar

variables. The Shvab-Zeldovich variable (Z) and the product concentrations

(G), following Givi et al.,15 are defined as

¢

A +P (4)

I *G = C

The transport equations governing Z, G, and T follow:

L (Z) = 0

S(G Da-Ze/T

1(G) Da e (i - Z - G) (Z - G) (5)

* * -Ze/T
L (T) = Ce Da e (I - Z - G) (Z - G)

Initial and Boundary Conditions

The initial and boundary conditions for the velocity field are given

elsewhere1 6 and are only summarized here. In terms of the stream function,

the initial condition is given by

4Omean + * f + 4sh (6)

where Pmean is the stream function associated with a mean hyperbolic tangent

velocity profile, 4f is the stream function for the most unstable mode of this

.7
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mean velocity profile, and Wsh is the stream function for the first subharmonic

of the most unstable mode. The properties of these modes have been evaluated

from linear stability theory.1 7 The fundamental mode in this mixing layer

produces a single vortex rollup, and when the subharmonic is added in, a second

rollup, or pairing, can occur. 1 6  In the computations reported in this paper,

we have employed two initial conditions for the hydrodynamics: (1) the mean

flow and the fundamental mode alone (Case I), and (2) the mean flow, the funda-

mental mode, and the first subharmonic mode added together in phase (Case II).

In this manner, the effects that the vortex rollup have on the chemical

reaction can be examined.

The initial conditions for the reactant concentration are given by

C (x*, Y* 0) exp d.e. A( ( L-2
.Yo /-'f Yo /

S* (X, y*, 0) = 1 - C (7)
* B A

C p(X, y, 0) = 0

Note that there are no initial fluctuations in the scalar profiles.

The temperature in the free stream is equal to To. Near y 0, this

value is increased to an ignition temperature to allow the chemical reactions

* to occur. The initial profile for T is given by an exponential function.

(x*, y 0) 1 + 4 exp 4 2 (8)

A periodic boundary condition is employed in the streamwise direction, and

a free-slip boundary condition in the cross-stream direction. These boundary

V.. conditions are natural when Fourier series expansions are used.

I..
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3. Presentation of Results

*A pseudospectral numerical code was developed for the calculations of the

incompressible reacting flow considered here. Computations were performed in a

square domain with the size 0 < x < 2ITX, -ITX < y <i X for the single vortex

• rollup and the domain 0 < x < 411X, -27TX < y < 21TX for the double rollup compu-

tations. The spatial resolution was 64x64 Fourier modes. The values of the

Reynolds and Damkohler numbers were set equal to 200 and 10, respectively, so

• that the simulation would be accurately resolved on the 64x64-point grid

*employed here. The value of the Zeldovich number was set equal to 20. The

value of the heat release parameter was selected to be small enough so that,

when multiplied by the Damkohler number, it would be resolvable by the numerics

*and so that it would also be reasonable to neglect the effects of heat release

* on the flow field. However, this value should be large enough to allow the

* effects of temperature dependence on the chemical reaction term. A value of

Ce =  is satisfactory, giving a maximum (adiabatic) temperature of

= 7.
aclabatic

* OThe profiles of the conserved Shvab-Zeldovich scalar variable are chosen

for the purpose of flow visualization. In Figs. 2 and 3, we present the time

sequence development of this profile for Cases I and II, respectively. Initially,

the perturbation associated with the fundamental mode grows until a time of

t = 9, where the first vortex rollup occurs. Proceeding further in time

results in diffusion of the core of the vortex with no additional rollup.

4 Adding the subharmonic associated with this unstable mode results in a second

rollup (Fig. 3) that initiates at a time of about t - 12 and is completed by

t = 24. As shown in these figures, the effect of the vortex dynamics is to

increase the strain rate at the braids between the vortex cores.

9



If a fast chemistry model was assumed to describe the chemical reactions,

the surface of Z = Zst = 0.5 would correspond to the flame location. The

vortex dynamics plays an important role in increasing the area of the flame

surface (Z surface) and in increasing the total amount of reaction product
S t

a, compared to the case where there is no rollup and the chemical reaction is only

limited to the interdiffusion of the scalars at the reaction surface. In the

present calculations, the increase of the equilibrium flame sheet surface due

a, to rollup (Case I, Fig. 2b) is 153 percent in comparison with the unforced

case. Merging of the vortices (Case II, Fig. 3b) increases this surface by

340 percent when compared with the unforced case.

The time sequence of the temperature is shown on Figs. 4 and 5 for Cases I

O and II, respectively. The mechanism of vortex rollup is to draw the reactants

.r. from the two streams to the reaction surface. The maximum temperature along-a

the Z = Zst surface occurs at the core of the vortex (the hottest location),

where vorticity and the product concentration are also highest, and decreases

I. in the braids, where the gradients of the scalar are at their higher values.

%. At the time when the computation is stopped, the maximum product concentration

has not yet reached its equilibrium value. There still remain reactants, even

at the core of the mixing layer, and the flame shortening phenomenon, which is

a-., usually caused by the depletion of the reactants, has not been yet observed.

* . The reason for this behavior of the chemical product and temperature can be

explained by the contour plots of the instantaneous reaction rate W, presented

*[ in Fig. 6 for Case I. As shown in this figure, the reaction rate initially is

0 very uniform along the species interdiffusion zone and is maximized at the
FI-

reaction surface, where the reactants are in contact. At later times, the

,' reaction rate decreases, and at points where the strain rate is sufficiently

0- i
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large, the reaction rate goes to zero and the flame locally quenches. This

mechanism of extinction of the diffusion flame is consistent with the experi-

mental observations of Tsuji. 3  In the braids, as the inverse of the diffusion

time scale (/Xst ) decreases (as the result of the vortex rollup), the supply

of the reactants is greater than the chemical reaction can utilize. Notice

from Figs. 2 through 5 that the reactants are well mixed on the braids, but the

reaction rates at these places are zero. This nonequilibrium phenomenon

* can be expiained by examining the reaction rate equation [Eq. (3)).

Unlike the temperature-independent reacting mixing layer calculation

reported by Givi et al., 18 the maximum value of the reaction rate does not

necessarily correspond to the maximum value of the product of the reactants

concentration, since the effects of the temperature variations influence the

local conversion rate of the chemistry. If the flame temperature goes below a

critical characteristic temperature, the flame becomes very rich with both

reactants. However, since the value of the dissipation rate is greater than

toe critical value, this premixed region of the reactants cannot be reignited

from the high temperature zone of the core. A higher dissipation rate results

in a further decrease in temperature until it becomes equal to the background

temperature. At this point, the vortex has reached the boundary of the

computational domain and, therefore, further computation is not realistic.

A direct quantitative comparison of X , obtained in our numerical simula-

tions (X is approximated here as the value of the critical instantaneousq

* dissipation rate evaluated at the stoichiometric surface Z ) with that
0 St

obtained under the large activation energy asymptotics is not expected to agree

exactly for several reasons. First, in asymptotic analysis, the flame thickness

is very small and is only broadened near the reaction zone by a small parameter.

I1
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' In the direct numerical simulations reported here, the reactants have a fairly

"thick" overlap region in the reaction zone due to the numerical accuracy

limitations. Furthermore, the initial conditions for the temperature profile

employed here near the reaction zone are not the same as the uniform initial

temperature distributions of Peters.4 However, making the assumption that

the initial concentration of the reactant and the temperature of the reactants

are at some average values in the range between the free stream and the reaction

zone, correct order-of-magnitude asymptotic results are verified by the results

of the simulations. The temperature profiles presented in Fig. 4 show that by

a time of t 15, the value of the temperature at the braids falls to about

one-fifth the flame temperature (approximately equal to the free-stream tempera-

ture). This corresponds to local quenching. The corresponding computed

normalized dissipation rate X (X t X X/AU) at the point of quenching,. -'."st St st

for the given kinetics data, is about 7 for both Cases I and II. The estimated

corresponding value for the dissipation rate, computed with the asymptotic

metzhods described above, is about 8, which is in good agreement with the results

* of the numerical simulation.
.. .-

4. Conclusions

A pseudospectral algorithm has been used for the numerical calculations of
0

a constant-density, chemically reacting, temperature-dependent mixing layer.

The ncnequilibrium effects leading to the local flame quenching have been

simulated in a case with fairly large Zeldovich number and moderate Reynolds and

Damkohler numbers. It has been found that the rollup of an unstable shear layer

creates regions with high dissipation rates at the braids, where local flame

4,10
extinction occurs according to the theory of Peters . The temperature

* '* 12



contour shows that the temperature drops to a value close to ambient at the

braids and the reaction rate reduces to zero, even though the reactants are

well mixed there. Within the limitations of numerical resolution, comparison

of the critical scalar dissipation rate with that obtained by large activation

*energy asymptotics shows reasonable agreement. We are presently expanding this

work to investigate a spatially developing mixing layer and three-dimensional

turbulent flows. This should further illuminate the basic mechanisms of such

* phenomena as the diffusion jet flame lift-off.

C1
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Nomenclature

Af Preexponential factor

C Concentration

C Specific heatv

Ce Heat release parameter

D Molecular diffusivity

Da Damkoh!er number

E Activation energy

G Normalized product concentration

K Thermal conductivity

L Convective-diffusive operator

* P Pressure

'V Pr Prandtl number

Q Heat of reaction

R Universal gas constant

Re Reynolds number

Sc Schmidt number

T Temperature

t Time

U Streamwise velocity component

V Cross-stream velocity component

S,

W Reaction rate

X Dissipation

* x Streamwise coordinate

y Cross-stream coordinate

Z Shvab-Zeldovich variable

* Ze Zeldovich number

14



Greek

XLength scale

V Molecular viscosity

4' Stream function

Superscript

*Non-dimensionalized

Subscript

A,B Reactants

f Fundamental

*P Product

q Quenching

sh Subbarmonic

st Stoichiotnetric

COFree stream
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Figure Captions

FIG 1. Problem geometry.

FIG 2. Plots of Shvab-Zeldovich variable contours (Case I). (a) t* = 9,

ccontour minimum is 0, contour maximum is 1, contour interval is 0.1.

(b) r* = 15, contour minimum is 0, contour maximum is 1, contour interval

is 0.1.

FIG 3. Plots of Shvab-Zeldovich variable contours (Case II). (a) t* = 12,

contour minimum is 0, contour maximum is 1, contour interval is 0.1.

(b) t* 24, contour minimum is 0, contour maximum is 1, contour interval

is 0.1.

FIG 4. Plots of normalized temperature contours (Case I). (a) t* = 9, contour

minimum is 0, contour maximum is 6, contour interval is 0.6. (b) t* = 15,

contour minimum is 0, contour maximum is 6, contour interval is 0.6.

FIG 5. Plots of normalized temperature contours (Case II). (a) t* 12,

contour minimum is 0, contour maximum is 6, contour interval is 0.6.

(b) t* = 24, contour minimum is 0, contour maximum is 6.6, contour interval

is 0.6.
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FIG 6. Plots of normalized reaction rate contours (Case I). (a) t* = 6,

contour minimum is 0, contour maximum is 0.03, contour interval is 0.003.

(b) t* = 9, contour minimum is 0, contour maximum is 0.024, contour interval

is 0.002. (c) t* = 12, contour minimum is 0, contour maximum is 0.02, contour

interval is 0.002. (a., * = 24, contour minimum is 0, contour maximum is

0.017, contour interval is 0.001.
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ABSTRACr

Direct numerical simulations have been employed to study the effects of

large coherent structures in a perturbed, time-dependent, spatially developing,

reacting mixing layer. It is shown that the vortex dynamics has a significant

influence on the enhancement of the chemical reactions, convolution of the

reaction surface, and increase of product formation in the reaction zone of the

layer. Furthermore, examination of some of the statistical quantities obtained

from the results of direct numerical simulations indicates the asymmetric

nature of the mechanism of mixing processes in the mixing zone of the layer.

INTRODUCTION

The advancement of supercomputer technology in recent years has had a major

influence on increasing our understanding of the mechanisms of many complex

physical phenomena such as turbulence. The availability of high-speed, large-

memory computers has made it possible, in many cases, to simulate turbulent

flow problems directly by solving the appropriate basic governing transport

equations without any need for additional "turbulence modeling." Such modeling

is required when these equations are statistically averaged. In a complex

system such as a chemically reacting flow, modeling is extremely difficult

because of our lack of knowledge on the detailed dynamics of the flow. Without

TP-186/2-87



~ising turbulence modeling, direct numerical simulations can provide the de-

tailed information needed to increase our understandi,rg of the physical pro-

cesses involved in turbulent flows. An increase in understanding various

aspects of the physics of turbulent reacting flows is evident in recent works

(e.g., Riley et al. [I]).

Direct numerical simulations of turbulent reacting flows are presently

applied to flows with limited dynamical and chemical parameter ranges.

Continuing efforts in evaluating the advantages and also the limitations of

this technique are required before the knowledge acquired can be applied to

flows wich practical parameter ranges. The application of direct numerical

simulations to a flow with simplified geometrical configurations and well-

controlled conditions is certainly the first step in understanding the physics

and in evaluating the capabilities of the method.

A mixing layer, in which two parallel streams with different velocities

* begin to mix and react downstream of the trailing edge of a splitter plate

partition, presents an ideal configuration for studying the physical processes

in the mixing and reaction zones that exist in real diffusion-controlled com-

S,*• bustors. Direct numerical simulations have been applied in studying a model

problem of such flows with encouraging success [1, 2]. However, most 3f the

previous work has employed a temporally developing mixing layer as a model.

Temporally growing mixing layers refer to flows that, in a Galilean-transformed

frame of reference, are assumed to evolve in time rather than in space. This

is a good approximation for flows in which the difference between the

freestream velocities of two streams is much less than the averaged velocity.

This approximation allows simplifications in the formulation of periodic

boundary conditions. A pseudospectral numerical method using Fourier series

can then be employed to solve the appropriate transport equations.

Comparison of the simulation results obtained for a temporally developing

mixing layer with experimental results is encouraging. The comparison shows

that there is qualitative agreement between numerical simulations and labor-

* atory data for the average reactant concentrations and the concentration

N,. J*correlations. However, there are some basic phenomena that cannot be explained

by temporal simulations, such as (1) asymmetric mixing observed in mixing layer

experiments [3], and (2) stabilization, quenching, lift-off, and blowout of

turbulent jet flames [4]. A fundamental understanding of these phenomena

1/.8
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requires detailed calculations of spatially growing flows. Here, we have

developeu a numerical technique that is capable of simulating a spntially

*developing mixing layer as a first step to further develop the technique of

direct numerical simulations.

This paper presents some preliminary results of our two-dimensional flow

simulations using the resulting code in an attempt to address the first of the

*above-mentioned phenomena associated with spatially growing flows. The flow

fields under consideration are dominated by large-scale fluctuations associated

with coherent structures. The chemical reaction that occurs between the reac-

N tants on two sides of the layer is assumed to be infinitely fast, so that

complications due to complex kinetics need not be considered. Therefore, the

transport of a conserved Shvab-Zeldovich scalar variable is computed. There

is also a nonparallel growth mechanism of the layer mainly due to diffusion,

vortex rollup, and subsequent pairing of the neighboring vortices. The effects

C of this nonparallel growth as well as the asymmetric mixing in the shear layer

are studied. Analysis of flame extinction and lift-off phenomena requires

consideration of nonequilibrium chemistry. This, as well as the effects of a

three-dimensional random turbulence field, are presently under study and will

*l be reported in the future.

In the next section, the governing equations, boundary conditions, and

numerical algorithms for the present problem are discussed. This is followed

by the presentation of results and some conclusions.

PROBLEM FORHULAT ION

The mixing layer under consideration is shown in Figure 1. The reactants

are introduced as dilute traces in a carrier passive gas. The chemical heat

release is assumed negligible. Therefore, the density of the mixture can be

assumed constant and equal to that of the carrier gas. Under these assump-

tions, the hydrodynamics and the transport of chemical species are decoupled.

The latter is governed by passive transport equations with a given hydrodynamic

4velocity field.

The velocity field satisfies the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations:

p L(U, V) =- VP (1)

V*u = 0 (2)

TP- 186/2-87 3
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where P is the pressure, p is the density, which is assumed to be constant, v

is the kinematic viscosity, U is the velocity vector and L is the convecti-fE

diffusive operator defined by
au

L(U, v) - + U'VU - V 2U (3)

Species A is injected from the high-speed stream on the upper side of the

plate, and species B is introduced from the low-speed stream, The chemical

reaction between the species field is assumed to be fast and irreversible,

such as

A + B - C + D . (4)

The molar concentrations of the reactants (species A and B) and the product

(say, species C) satisfy the following reaction-convection-diffusion equations:

L(CA, D) =  CB, D) =-W (5)

L(Cc, D) = W (6)
C'

where W is the reaction rate, and the stoichiometric coefficient is assumed to

be equal to 1. The molecular diffusivities, D, of the species are assumed to

be equal, i.e., Di. = Dji = D. If we define a Shvab-Zeldovich variable by

f = C + Cc  (7)~A C

then the transport equation for f satisfies

*L(f, D) = 0 . (8)

As shown by Williams [51 and Bilger [61, assuming an infinitely fast chemical

reaction between species A and B, one would be able to determine the

instantaneous fields of all the species involved.

In order to solve the set of Equations (1) through (8), boundary and

initial conditions are needed. For the cross-stream direction, we assume the

flow to be periodic with free-slip boundary conditions. At the inflow, the

initial conditions for the Shvab-Zeldovich variable, f, are given by the

following functional form:

f(O, Y) = YC d E2 (9)
Yl 7T ex

0 0

TP-186/2-87 4
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The initial conditions for th? -- tz-n streanwise velocity are given by a hyper-

bolic tangent velocity profile, and the mean cross-stream velocity component

is set equal to zero:

U [u(Y), 01 (10)

U(Y) = U I [tanh (2Y/X) + 21 (11)

where UI is the slow stream velocity, and X is the vorticity thickness defined

by

= A U/(dU/dY) (12)~max

The term A U is the difference between the velocities in the two layers.

It is well-known that a shear layer subject to white noise will develop

coherent structures with predominantly the most unstable mode of its insta-

bility waves, and the subsequent pairing is caused by the subharmonic distur-

bance of the predominant mode. Therefore, in order to initiate the vorticity

rollup and pairing, a small perturbation, in the form of the most unstable

mode and its subharmonics, calculated from linear stability theory [7, 81 is

*added to this mean profile. In terms of stream function, we have

J = 4mean + ClI h + 2 P2 (13)

where 4mean is the stream function associated with the mean flow, lh is the

stream function for the most unstable mode, 4 is that of the first subharmonic

of the most unstable mode, and 1 and E2 are the amplitudes of the imposed per-

turbations. The presence of the fundamental mode in the mixing layer produces

a single vortex rollup, and when the subharmonic perturbation is superimposed,

a second rollup in the form of the merging of two vortices occurs [91. The

vortex rollup and pairing have dominant effects on the chemical reactions and

the rate of formation of the products.

The downstream boundary is an artificial computational boundary and not a

natural flCw Uo,-.dLJ. The bemndary conditions there are difficult to formu-

late in a rigorous sense. We have assumed a zero-gradient condition on the

velocity and species fields. This is not an exact representation of the

outflow behavior. However, if the flow velocity is outgoing at the downstream

boundary, which is the case here, the vorticity and species transport equations

TP-186/2-87 5
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are hyperbolic when the molecular diffu, ' is small. Therefore, the upstream

influence may be weak. The effects of this outflow boundary condition on the

solution are later assessed by comparing results of the simulations for the

same flow with various lengths of the computational domain.

The periodicity of the flow in the Y direction enables us to employ a

pseudospectral numerical method [10] in that direction. In the streamwise

direction, however, an overall second-order finite difference scheme (Leonard,

[111) is employed with applications of a quadratic upwind differencing for the

convection term where the leading dispersive truncation error of the second-

order central scheme is removed. This scheme is expected to be accurate for

the fine grids employed in these calculations. We use the Adams-Bashforth

[12] technique for time discretization, which is a second-order-accurate

scheme.

The computational domain was selected to be a region bounded by (0 < X < 32\)

* and (-8X < Y < 8X). There are 128 equally spaced finite difference grid points

in the X direction and 64 Fourier modes in the Y direction. Since the details
of the chemistry are neglected and a fast chemistry model has been employed,

this computational domain seems to be accurate enough for our solution proce-

dure. The incremental time step was selected to be small enough to ensure

both accuracy and stability. The value of A t* (A t* = A t AU/A) was selected
to be 0.0125.

The flow is conveniently characterized by two non-dimensional parameters:

first, the Reynolds number, Re = AU v/X, based on the initial shear layer thick-

ness, the mean velocity difference across the layer, and the kinematic visco-

sity; and second, the velocity ratio, R = AU/(U I + U 2). The Shvab-Zeldovich

variable is characterized by the value of the Peclet number, Pe = A U D/X. The

differential equations governing the transport of the hydrodynamic variables

(U and P) and the scalar variable (f) can, in general, be solved for different

values of the non-dimensionalized parameters Re and Pe in order to examine the

effects of these parameters on the structure of the shear layer. The limited

* resolution due to required computational time and computer memory, however,

imposes a restriction on the maximum value of these parameters in an accurate

simulation. The accuracy tests of the pseudospectral method and the finite

%... difference scheme employed in the present calculations have been reported by

* Riley et al. [1] and Leonard [II]. In accordance with these studies, we have

selected moderate values of Reynolds and Peclet numbers and the computations

* TP-186/2-87 6



have been performed in a domain with enough number of grid points to ensure

the accuracy. The validity of the results obtained from the simulations is

warranted by the lack of spurious "under- or over-shoots" in the calculated

values of the hydrochemical variables, as will be shown in the next section.

As discussed by Ho and Huerre [9] , the two-dimensional vortex dynamics of

the flow is not very sensitive to the Reynolds number, and only the shape of

the vortices depends on the value of the Reynolds number employed. Therefore,

simulations even at moderate Reynolds numbers provide useful information about

the effects of the dynamics of vorticity on chemical reactions.

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

Effects of Coherent Structures

As discussed in the previous section, a small perturbation at the inflow

is required to trigger the initial vortex rollup. The perturbation levels,
V

E1 and E2, are both set equal to 0.05. The velocity shear parameter R is equal

to 0.5, and the values of the Reynolds and Peclet numbers are set equal to 50.

We present normalized vorticity contour plots at t* = 31 for the case in

which the most unstable mode is the only perturbation applied at X = 0. Figure 2

indicates the formation of rolled-up vortices at equal wavelengths. These

vortices diffuse along the mixing layer as indicated by the decay of the peak

value of the vorticity downstream. The formation of the rolled-up vortices is

also evident in the contour plot of the Shvab-Zeldovich variable presented in

Figure 3. From these two figures, it is clear that the perturbation at the

inlet causes the rollup of the vorticity near the inlet. As the fluid is

convected downstream, additional vortices are created at equal wavelengths

from each other. The same behavior was also observed in numerical and experi-

mental studies of McInville et al. [131 in their studies of the large co-

herent structures in a forced shear layer. As the vortices reach the outflow

boundary, the zero-gradient condition seems to allow them to travel out of the

computational domain. Employment of this weak condition at the outflow may

cause some errors near the outflow boundary. Previous numerical experiments

by Givi (141, however, show that the regions of the error associated with this

condition are concentrated at a small area near the outflow and do not

substantially affect the inner region of the computational domain. To assess

the validity of this assumption, some computations were performed in two

computational domains. The transverse dimensions of these two are identical,

while one of the cases has a stream.wise domain half the size of the other.

TP- 186/2-87 7



The grid spacing in the streamwise direction is maintained. Coro.~rison of the

results clearly showed that the boundary conditions imposed at the outflow

boundary do not affect the solution in the interior of the computational

domain. Therefore, it seems justified that a zero-gradient boundary condition

at the outflow is adequate for our purposes.

The effects of adding the perturbation corresponding to the first subhar-

monic mode at X = 0 are shown in Figure 4. In this figure, we present the

rollup and merging of the vortices at times of t* = 31 and t* = 39. The

merging of the vortices caused by the subharmonic perturbation, as computed

here, has been observed in experiments of Ho and Huerre [9]. These merged

vortices, again, diffuse and smear as they move downstream, and no further

merging is observed. The same behavior was also observed in the calculations

of Davis and Moore [151. The vortex merging associated with this subharmonic

mode is also clear from the Shvab-Zeldovich variable contour plots shown in

Figure 5. Again, the errors associated with the outflow boundary are concen-

trated only near the outflow and do not seem to affect the interior of the

computational domain.

Contour plots of the computed product concentrations of the chemical

reaction are presented in Figures 6 and 7. In Figure 6, only the perturbation

associated with the most unstable mode is added to the mean flow, and in

Figure 7, the perturbations associated with the fundamental frequency and its

first subharmonic are added together to the mean flow. The regions of high

product concentrations are, as expected, near the flame sheet, where the value

of the Shvab-Zeldovich variable is equal to its stoichiometric value (f = 0.5).

The vortex rollup brings unreacted species together from both streams to the

chemical reaction zone. This region is marked by a very steep gradient of the

chemical product near the braids of the vortices but is more diffusive in the

core of the vortex. The vortex rollup increases the interface between the two

streams by stretching the reaction zone and, therefore, increasing the amount

of products generated. A comparison of these two figures indicates that the

vortex merging results in increased formation of product in the mixing layer.

In these computations, the increase of flame sheet surface due to rollup

of vortices is about 97 percent in comparison with unforced and nondiffusiveaj.,

computations, resulting in a 48-percent increase in total integrated products

formed in the mixing layer. Merging of the vortices increases the flame sheet

surface area by 163 percent and the total amount of products by 69 percent in

TP-186/2-87 8
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comparison with the unforced and nondiffusive case. Bearing in mind the 'ctw

level of initial disturbance, this high level of response may one day be

exploited in a practical device.

Comparison of Figures 6 and 2 and also Figures 7 and 4 shows the similarity

between the profiles of the vorticity and the chemical product. Both are high

near the reaction zone, gradually diffusing outward with very similar profiles.

This is to be expected, since the chemical reaction is to occur where the two

reactants meet near the interface, which is also a region of high velocity gra-

dient. The same conclusions were also drawn from earlier work on spe, :al cal-

calculations of temporally growing mixing layers [11. However, the asymmetric
W nature of the mixing mechanism in the shear layer is well represented in the

spatially developing calculations, which are discussed next.

Statistical Variables

The results of direct numerical simulations have been studied to examine
r the validity of some of the previously used turbulence models in which the

large coherent structures have not been taken into account. In previous work

[16, 17], many different possibilities for the closure of the hydrochemical

equations in parallel shear flows were discussed. Among the models considered,

the one with the best overall performance was the combination of a modeled

joint probability density function (pdf) for the scalar variables and the

K-E model of turbulence (Launder and Spalding, [18]) for the hydrodynamic

closure. A formulation based on a transport equation for the pdf of scalar
4P variables has the advantage that the effects of chemical reactions appear in a

closed form. However, models are needed for the closure of the molecular

mixing term and also the turbulent convection. Givi et al. [17] employed a

qualesence/dispersion model for the closure of the molecular mixing term and a

gradient diffusion approximation for the closure of the turbulent flux of the

pdf. The results were compared with experimental data of Masutani and Bowman

[19] in similar hydrochemical conditions.

As far as the first few moments are concerned, the results obtained from

the pdf transport equation are in reasonable agreement with experimental data.

However, a major difference between the calculated and measured shapes of the

probability density function is observed. This is indicated in Figure 8. In

this figure, the pdf's of a nonreacting scalar variable (similar to the varia-

ble f defined above), are presented at a streamwise location. The profile

obtained from experimental measurements of Masutani and Bowman [19] is also

TP-186/2-87 9
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presented on the same figure. The experimental results indicate an interme-

* diate peak at a fixed value of the normalized concentration between the two

delta functions at 0 and 1. In the predicted pdf's two spikes also exist at

the normalized concentrations of 0 and 1, indicating the concentrations at

frees treams. The height of the pdf in the middle region is in reasonably
correct order-of-magnitude agreement with the experimental data. However, the

location of the predicted pdf peak, with respect to the normalized concentra-

tion, gradually shifts as the layer is traversed. This is a major difference

4.4 between the predicted and measured pdf's, as the modeled pdf transport equation

is unable to predict the bimodal pdf's observed experimentally. As suggested

by Givi et al. [17], Koochesfahani [31, and Masutani [20], this discrepancy is

mainly due to the shortcomings associated with the gradient diffusion modeling

of the turbulent flux of the pdf. In highly intermittent flows such as mixing

layers, the continuity of turbulent flow is interrupted by the presence of the

nonturbulent surrounding flows. Therefore, a simple gradient diffusion model

is not expected to account accurately for this discontinuity.

Direct comparison of the shape of the pdf calculated from direct numerical

simulations with that of experimental measurements is not possible due to the

influence of the large-scale structures in the mixing mechanism of the shear

layer can be gained by examining the computed concentration pdf. The profile

of the pdf's calculated from the results of the direct numerical simulation at

the streamwise location of X = 24X is presented in Figure 9. This location

corresponds to the point where the first merging between the two neighboring

vortices occurs. It is indicated in this figure that at any cross-stream

location away from the freestreams, the pdf has approximately three peak

values. The first peak is closer to the low-speed fluid concentration, the

second peak is closer to the high-speed fluid concentration, and the third

peak is in a mixed concentration between the other two but closer to the

high-speed side. The value of the pdf of the mixed concentration is larger

than the pdf corresponding to other concentrations; also, the pdf of the

concentration closer to the high-speed fluid side has a larger peak than the

pdf of the low-speed concentration. This trimodal nature of the pdf, and also

the fact that the mixed fluid pdf has a concentration near the high-speed side

concentration, indicates the asymmetry of entrainment due to large-scale

structures in the mixing region of the shear layer and also indicates that

TP-186/2-87 10
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more fluid from the high-speed stream than the low-speed side is drawn into

the mixing core of tht layer. Comparison of this figure with Figure 8 indi-

cates that the pdf's obtained here have a structure closer to the experimental

observations of Masutani and Bowman [191 than the previous calculations

employing a modeled joint pdf transport equation (Givi et al., [17]). However,

the calculated predominant peak of the pdf at the mixed fluid concentration is

less pronounced than that observed experimentally by Masutani and Bowman [19].

This is possibly due to the fact that, in the present two-dimensional

calculations, only the isolated effects of the large coherent structures are

examined, and the effects of three-dimensional random turbulent fluctuations

are not presented. Nevertheless, the results obtained from direct numerical

simulations indicate that the mixing mechanism in the core of the shear layer

is asymmetric, and the mixed fluid has a concentration closer to the high-speed

fluid concentration. This agrees with the experimental observations of

Masutani and Bowman [191 and Koochesfahani [3]. Three-dimensional flow

simulations with random turbulent fluctuations are currently under study and

are expected to result in better agreement with experimental data.

The mean and rms values of the conserved scalar obtained from the inte-
gration of the pdf profiles, presented above, are shown in Figure 10. This

figure shows that the mean value of the concentration has an apparent "plateau"

in. the middle region of the shear layer. This "plateau" is at a concentration

where a predominant peak occurs in the pdf (Figure 9). Similar behavior has

also been observed in experimental measurements [3] and indicates the

influence of the large-scale structure on the mean value of the concentration.

The resulting rms values of the normalized non-reacting concentrations across

the layer, obtained from the direct numerical simulations, indicate that there

are two apparent maximums in the rms profile. These two points correspond to

the location where the gradient of the mean value is highest. The same

behavior was also observed in the experimental results of Masutani [201.

Calculations using a gradient diffusion model for the pdf turbulent transport

are unable to predict this detailed behavior, as the calculations of Givi

et al. [17] indicate. The predicted results of the rms concentration by Givi

et al. [17] form a fairly smooth bell-shaped profile with a much less clear

double "hump" in the middle region. However, the pdf calculation does show

that the location of the rms maximums coincides with the location of the

highest gradient of the mean value.
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From the discussion given above, it is clear that the intermittency caused

by the large coherent structures contributes greatly to various vital statis-
tics of turbulent flows. The results of direct numerical simulations can

illuminate the qualitative behavior of large-scale structures in intermittent

: :flow, such as the spatially developing mixing layer considered here. Quantita-

tive comparison with the experimental data, however, is not yet possible. A

three-dimensional flow simulation may be required for meaningful quantitative

comparison with experimental results.

()ONCLUS IONS AND FUTURE WORK

Numerical simulations have been performed for the large-scale vortex

dynamics in a forced spatially developing, reacting mixing layer. A dombina-

tion of a pseudospectral and a second-order finite difference technique has

been employed to study the effects of the rollup of the vortices and of their

merging on the rate of formation of the reaction product. As an earlier

simulation [1, 2] using a temporally developing approximation indicates, the

vortex rollup and merging cause the stretching of the interface between the

reactants, and thereby increase the stream surface area on which the chemical

reaction occurs. In addition, the present simulation- of a realistic

spatially developing, chemically reacting mixing layer exhibit the asymmetric

properties of the entrainment, which have been observed in experimental

results 119].

The results of direct numerical simulations reported here and recent

experimental measurements indicate the importance of large coherent structures

in the mixing region of the shear layer. This suggests the need for better

turbuience models in order to predict accurately the mechanism of mixing and

chemical reaction in intermittent flows such as mixing layers.

Much remains to be done in our continuing effort in numerical combustion

simulations. Consideration of a temperature-dependent reaction rate with

intermediate Damkohler numbers has just been successfully finished for a

* temporally growing mixing layer (Givi et al. [21]) and should be included with

the spatially growing mixing layer studied in this paper. This simulation can

address the questions regarding the quenching and extinction of diffusion

flames. Next, three-dimensional calculations involving a shear layer with a

random turbulence field will be studied. This is a step toward simulations of

turbulent flow and will provide a better understanding of the physics of

TP-186/2-87 12



turbulent diffusion flames. The effects of chemical heat release, at a

temperature-dependent reaction rate, on the .- ow field and product formation

* in a spatially developing mixing layer would also be very interesting and will

be addressed in future papers. Finally, it would be interesting to examine

the effects of the vortex merging further by looking at the influence of even

higher subharmonics and also the effects of phase relations between the

* different modes on the chemical reactions and the flame convolution in a

spatially evolving mixing layer.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure I. Schematic diagram of the two stream plane mixing layer and the
hyperbolic tangent streamwise velocity boundary condition at X = 0.
Species A and B are introduced into the high- and low-speed
streams of the layer, respectively.

Figure 2. Plot of non-dimensionalized vorticity contours at t* = 31 for the
single rollup case. 0 < X/X < 32 and -8 < Y/X < 8. Contour
minimum is -2.10, contour maximum is 0, contour interval is 0.1.

S Figure 3. Plot of Shvab-Zeldovich variable (f) contours at t* = 31 for the

single rollup case. 0 < X/X < 32 and -8 < Y/X < 8. Contour
minimum is 0 (indicating no species from the high-speed stream),
contour maximum is I (indicating the species from the high-speed
stream), contour interval is 0.1.

Figure 4. Plots of non-dimensionalized vorticity contours for the double
rollup case. 0 <X/X <32 and -8 <Y/X <8. (a) t* = 31,
contour minimum i-s -2.50, contour aximum is 0, contour interval is 0.1.
(b) t* = 39, contour minimum is -1.76, contour maximum is 0, contour

* interval is 0.08.

Figure 5. Plots of Shvab-Zeldovich variable (f) contours for the double rollup
case. 0 < XIX < 32 and -8 < Y/, < C. Contour minimum is 0,

--t. contour maximum is 1, contour interval is 0.1 (a) t* 31,
(b) t* = 39. (Also see the caption on Figure 3.)

Figure 6. Contour plot of concentration of the product of chemical reaction in
the limit of infinitely fast chemistry at t" = 31. Single rollup
case, 0< X/X < 32 and -8 < Y/X < 8. Contour minimum is 0

(indicating no reaction), contour maximum is 0.5 (indicating maximum
reaction), contour interval is 0.05.

Figure 7. Contour plots of concentration of the product of chemical reaction in
the limit of infinitely fast chemistry at (a) t* = 31, (b) t* = 39.
Double rollup case, 0 < X/X < 32 and -8 < Y/X < 8. Contour
minimum is 0.5, contour interval is 0.057. (Also see the caption on
Figure 6.)

0

Figure 8. Comparison of predicted and measured PDF's of the conserved scalar
variable (f) at points across the width of the mixing layer.
(a) predictions based on a modeled transport equation for PDF (Givi
et al. [171), (b) experimental data obtained by Masutani and
Bowman [19). The cross stream coordinate (y) is normalized by use

* of Yo = [y(< f > = 0.5)], the virtual origin of the mixing
layer (x 0o) and the strearmwise distance Wx. These PDF's
represent conditions at a distance of x = 7 cm from the tip of the

'V. splitter plate used in the experiments of Masutani and Bowman [191.
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Figure 9. PDF's of the conserved Shvab-Zeldovich scalar variable (f) at
points across the i. ing layer calculated directly from the

results of present direct numerical simulations. These PDF's
represent conditions at a distance of X = 24 X from the tip of
the splitter plate.

Figure 10. Calculated mean and RMS values of the Shvab-Zeldovich scalar

variable (f) from the results of direct numerical simulations,
versus the non-dimensionalized cross stream coordinate (Y/X) at

* X/X 24.

0
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DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF THE PDFt'S OF A PASSIVE SCALAR IN A

* FORCED MIXING LAYER

P. Givi Flow Research Company, 21414-68th Ave. South, Kent, Washington 98032

G P. A. McMurtry Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Washington,

Seattle, Washington 98195

* Abstract - The probability density functions of a passive scalar quantity

are calculated in a perturbed mixing layer by means of direct numerical

simulations. The results indicate that the two-dimensional rollup of the

unsteady shear layer, and the pairing process in particular, contributes

greatly to the generation of the predominant peak of the PDF's within the

mixing region.

Key Words - Direct Numerical Simulation, Mixing Layers, Probability Density

* Ftunctions, Coherent Structures, Entrainment.

INTRODUCTION

o Probability Density Functions (PDF's) have proven very useful in the

theoretical treatment of turbulent reacting flows since the early work of

Hawthorne et al. (1949). An approach based on the solution of a transport

equation governing the probability density function of the scalar quantities

has the advantage that it provides a complete statistical description of all

the scalars (Pope, 1979). Therefore, the effects of chemical reactions appear

in a closed form eliminating the need for any turbulence modeling associated

with the scalar fluctuations. However, models are needed for the closure of

the molecular mixing term and also the turbulent convection (O'Brien, 1981).

In most of the previous work employing the PDF approach, the effects of

molecular mixing have usually been modeled by using different stochastic

models originating from the same "family" of the coalesence-dispersion models

(Pope, 1982), whereas simple gradient-diffusion approximations have been

employed for the closure of the turbulent flux of the PDF (Givi et al., 1984).
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Among these previous works, Givi et al. (1985) used a Monte Carlo

numerical routine for the calculations of a modeled transport equation

governing the evolution of a passive scalar PDF in a nonreacting two-stream

turbulent mixing layer. The results of the prediction were compared with the

experimental data of Masutani and Bowman (1986), which were obtained under

similar hydrodynamical conditions. Good agreement between predicted results

and the measured data was obtained for the first two moments of the scalar

quantity. There was a major difference, however, between the calculated and

measured profiles of the PDF's. The experimental results indicated that the

apparent functional form of the PDF changes very little across the mixing

layer and has an intermediate peak at a fixed "preferred" value of the

concentration (although the magnitude of this peak changes as the mixing layer

is traversed). This behavior was originally documented in the measurments of

Konrad (1976) and Koochesfahani (1984) in the mixing transition and post-

mixing transition (Breidenthal, 1981) regions of the layer and indicates that

'P a given mixed fluid concentration has the same probability relative to other

mixed fluid concentrations, regardless of the position in the layer. The

predicted results, however, indicate that the location of the PDF peak, with

respect to the concentration coordinate, changes as the layer is traversed,

meaning that the PDF of the mixed fluid qoncentration varies with the cross

stream direction of the layer.

The major reason for this discrepancy, as suggested by Givi et al. (1985)

and Masutani and Bowman (1986), is due to the shortcomings associated with the

gradient diffusion modeling of the turbulent flux of the PDF and is fairly

I%. independent of the modeling of the molecular mixing term (Kosaly and Givi,

1987). In a highly intermittent flow such as a mixing layer, regions of

turbulent fluid are interrupted by the presence of nonturbulent surrounding

fluid. A simple gradient diffusion model is not expected to accurately

account for this discontinuity.

By the use of direct numerical simulations, it is now possible to simulate

0 the mixing layer directly without resorting to turbulence models (Riley and

Z.' Metcalfe, 1980). Direct numerical simulation refers to the numerical solution

of the exact transport equations of turbulent flows by means of very accurate

and efficient numerical methods. Transport coefficients are chosen to assure

.- that all relevant flow characteristics are accurately resolved so that no

turbulence modeling is required. The results of such simulations can be used

* TP-210/09-87 2
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to obtain useful information on the statistics of the variables characterizing

the structure of the flow, which in turn can be used as a basis for turbulence

modeling.

In this communication, the results of direct numerical simulations are

used to construct the PDF of a passive scalar quantitiy in a perturbed two-

4P dimensional mixing layer. The profiles of the PDF constructed in this manner

are used to address the shortcomings associated with the modeling of the

turbulent flux of the PDF in the transport equation governing its evolution.

0 oRESULTS

A pseudospectral numerical code developed by McMurtry et al. (1986) was

modified to simulate a two-dimensional temporally evolving mixing layer under

the influence of harmonic forcing. The numerical resolution was upgraded from

the previously used 64 x 64 grid to 256 x 256 equally spaced Fourier modes.

This upgrade was required for better statistical analysis of the data used for

constructing the PDF's. The flow is assumed periodic in the streamwise

direction and free slip, impermeable boundary conditions are employed at the

transverse boundaries. Although, the laboratory splitter plate mixing layers

evolve spatially downstream and the numerical simulations evolve temporally,

important similarities in the dynamics of these two flows make it useful to

study accurate numerical simulations of the temporally growing layers. By

simple Galilean transformation, a flow quantity averaged in the streamwise

direction can be related to the time average of the same quantity at a fixed

location in a splitter plate configuration. These averaged quantitities are

dependent on the tranverse coordinate and the time. Again, the inverse

Galilean transformation relates time to the streamwise location in a splitter

plate configuration. There is one structure within the periodic domain at

each time step. Statistical analysis are perfromed by sampling 256 data

points in the streamwise direction at each transverse location and at each

time step. The presence of periodic boundary conditions allows us to useI
accurate pseudospectral numerical methods; these methods are discussed by

McMurtry (1987) and will not be repeated here.

The flow field is initialized with a hyperbolic tangent mean streamwise

velocity profile and perturbations corresponding to the most unstable mode of

TP-210/09-87 3
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this profile and the first subharmonic of the most unstable mode. The

properties of these modes have been evaluated from linear stability theory

(Michalke, 1964). The fundamental mode in the mixing layer produces a single

vortex rollup. When the subharmonic is added in, a second rollup, or pairing,

can occur.

The normalized initial value of the conserved scalar concentration, f,

varies from 0 in the bottom stream to 1 in the top stream, and its shape is

approximated by the following functional form:

-y

f(x,y,0) - O f exp-/ 0) 2dt

The flow is conveniently characterized by two nondimensional parameters: the

Reynolds number, Re - AU6/v, based on the mean velocity difference across the

layer, the velocity half width, and the kinematic viscosity; and the Peclet

-- number, Pe - Re Sc, where Sc is the molecular Schmidt number. The values of

-. .. these two parameters were set equal to 200, so that the scales would be

accurately resolved on the 256-256 grid points employed in the numerical

simulations. The value of y was chosen so thaL the initial concentration

thickness and the initial velocity thickness were identical. The time depen-

dent transport equations governing the hydrodynamical variables (velocities

and pressure) and the scalar variable (f) are solved with use of the pseudo-

spectral code, the results of which are discussed next.

The contour plots of the conserved scalar variable are shown for the

purpose of flow visualization. In Fig. I, we present the time development of
i. 4- the contours of the variable f at four different computational times.

- Initially, the perturbation associated with the fundamental mode grows until a

time of t* (t*=t&u/6) equal to 12, when the first rollup occurs. Proceeding

in time results in the diffusion of the core of the vortex and the growth of

the subharmonic mode, which expresses itself in the form of a second rollup and

the pairing of two neighboring vortices. This second rollup is completed by a

time of t*=36. Proceeding further in time results in the diffusion of the

vortex core with no additional rollup.

The profiles of the PDF's of the variable f obtained by statistical

analysis of the instantaneous values of f are shown in Fig. 2. In this figure,

the PDF has been plotted as a function of the instantaneous concentration f,

TP-210/09-87 4



and the cross-stream direction of the shear layer. These PDF's represent

* conditions at the initial stages of the growth (t*-3) and the final stage

after the pairing process is completed (t*-36).

A comparison between the two parts of Fig. 2 reveals the effects of vortex

dynamics on the structure of the PDF's. Fig. 2a shows that, at the early

stages of the development, before any rollup or pairing has occurred, the

PDF's can be simply characterized by two delta functions that are located at

f-0 and f-1, with only a negligible amount of mixed fluid at the mixing core

of the layer. This indicates that, at any location in the cross-stream

0 direction, the fluid originates from either the top stream or the bottom stream

without any significant amount of mixing in the core. Fig. 2b shows that after

the occurance of the rollup and the completion of pairing, a third spike

appears in the profiles of the PDF at a region in the neighborhood of a concen-

tration value of 0.5. The presence of this third peak suggests the existence

of a preferred mixed fluid concentration equal to 0.5. The combined effects

of vortex rollup and diffusion are to engulf fluids from the two streams and

mix them in the cores of the vortices. As the layer is traversed, the

* preferred value of this concentration does not seem to change considerably and

remains in close proximity to f=0.5.

The trimodal shape of the PDF is consistent with that observed experimen-

tally (Koochesfahani, 1984). However, the experimental measurements were

• performed in the transition and post-transition regions of the mixing layer,

whereas the numerical data presented here resulted strictly from a two-

dimensional simulation. This indicates that the two-dimensional rollup of the

unsteady shear layer can be considered as one possible mechanism by which the

gthird peak is generated in the PDF profiles.

It should be mentioned that the presently calculated third peak of the PDF

at the preferred mixed fluid concentration of f-0.5 is less pronounced than

that observed experimentally by Masutani and Bowman (1986). This may be due

to the fact that in the present calculations, the effects of random turbulent

motion, which can further enhance mixing, are not taken into account. In order

to consider the contributions of turbulent motion into the generation of the

third peak in the PDF profile, three-dimensional simulations are required.

Furthermore, the asymmetry of the mixing mechanisms, which has been both

experimentally (Koochesfahani et al., 1985; Koochesfahani and Dimotakis, 1986;

Mungal and Dimotakis, 1984) and numerically (Givi and Jou, 1987) observed for

TP-210/09-87 5



N. spatially evolving flows cannot be represented in the temporal simulations

- presented here. The asymmetric mixing mechanism results in a preferred concen-

tration value that is closer to that of the high speed stream and may depend

on the ratio of the free stream velocities (Dimotakis, 1986). In the present

temporal simulations, the ratio of the magnitude of the free stream velocities

is equal to unity and the structure of the flow is symmetric with respect to

the streamwise coordinates (as shown by the symmetry of the PDF's with respect

to the location (f,y)=(0.5,O) in Fig. 2). Therefore, the numerical simulations

cannot predict any other than the arithmatic average of the concentration

values of the two streams (i.e., 0.5). Nevertheless, the results indicate that

the rollup of the unsteady shear layer contributes greatly to the generation of

1the predominant peak of the PDF's. The exact role of the small scale turbu-

lence motion on the enhancement of such generation requires full three-

dimensional simulation and is the subject of our future research.

0 Finally, the reason that the methods based on simple gradient diffusion

modeling of the turbulent flux of the PDF, such as that employed by Givi

et al. (1985), cannot predict the trimodal shape of the PDF obtained in the

" present simulation is due to the fact that such methods do not consider the

influence of intermittency caused by the large coherent structures in the

formulation. The results of the direct numerical simulations reported here

indicate the importance of such structures in the mixing region of the shear

., layer and suggest the need for better turbulence models in order to accurately

predict the mechanisms of mixing and entrainment in such flows.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Plot of the Conserved Scalar Variable (f) Contours at Four
Different Computational Times. Contour Minimum is 0, Contour

Maximum is 1, Contour Interval is 0.1. (a) t*-3, (b) t*-12, (c)

i* t*=24, (d) t*=36.

Figure 2: PDF's of the Conserved Scalar Variable (f) at Points Across the

Mixing Layer Width. (a) t*-3, (b) t*=36.
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ON DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
OF TURBULENT REACTING FLOWS

W.-H..Aoii"
*Pou- Rt .,ai( h ( 'omp I Y,. A'( t. I I'(4,1*,I Ih t 'S . 2

james J. Riley t

' l~'mi-tirtly of ]l', rsh oigh ..Staltl . Wi.slin,.lon 11810.7

Abstract rely heavily on -,'Uipirical motlels whit-h ar," ofji.-stil,-
Ale validil '1a4il gei,-ralily. especially for coilll ilsl iol

W Iresenit a description of the emirgiii. fi,-Il of di- pIroccss-s. An all-irlativ,. Ir diclie apprnach lo Ihis

i-ct iimt-ical simulation, of turbulent. cl,'mi-aly- p-ol-tli. whici avoid some- f ht ,ro, lllls of flips"
rtactling flows. ll ty pes of direct merical sim- other metlods. is direct num,.rical similulatiols. This
1atlills. physical issues rlated to impleiitling tile aliproacli. as appllied to cieniically-reactig flows, is
siliilationls, as well as tle various aimueprial n l- l in infaiicv. A sigiiilicalt aliouiit (if wo-k usii.i

tis tised are described. Examples are preseinted of his nlf-iliodology has beeii iaied over il ,at fw
. r0.cetnl applications of direct imerical sinmlaiions to years, anid tile method has tremendous pulnt ial iii

a varity uf piobih-uns. disldayin, both the potential of lt- filire, as comiters lecomie larg-,r and fastr.
tile lllod and also some of its limitation,. Finally. aid as iinierical nethods lecoijie niore eflicitiut and
our %iew of lte pottntial role of (irect iiuiiitrical siiii- nore acrm-ale. IlT- objelive of this article is Io ecx-
Iilatious in filture resea~irch oil t,,1thlleilt. chemi'lly- plaiii tile basic methodology of direct numerical simn-
racting flows is preselited, latioms when al,l,lied to turlmleit, chemicall.'r--ractit

flows. Tli, discitision will iclude t lie various iet llo l
of approach. the different immierical methods vhi,'h

I Introduction are presently used. and the probleis which canl aid
cannot l he addressed with tihis m-liodology. Since we

Turhlnt flow dynamics are often a critical element il are emphasizing thli methodology. this article is iiot
coinbustion processes. For example. in non-premixed illeant to be a complete review of past and current
reactions the overall rate of product formation is usti- york. We will draw on examples from this work only
allv controlled Iby the ability of (lie turbulence to mix to tlie extent that it. helps to explain (lie iieliodology.
lie react inig species down to tie nicroscale. The Direct. numerical simulations involve the numerical

present ability to model turltlence in combustion pro- solution of tle time-development of tle detailed, uin-
cesses is very limited, however, due to the lack of un- solt ion ofr(lie s -i n a lur uent f(l ieh U1

lerstanding of tlie physical processes involved. This steady- structures i a turbulent flow field. Using very
efficit. numerical methiods amid. usuially. superconi-

. has led Waltrup (see also Nortlham 2 ). e. g.. in a dis- pters, tie fully nonlinear governing eqllatioiiS are
, cussion of tile developmnt of liquid fueled, super- solved directly so that. ost. orni le smaller-scle

, sonic combustion ramjets, to list research into trbu-ll sa te imotions need to be modeled. Statistical data are then
S lent shear layersObt and turbulet botidarv layers as ie ohtained by performing averages over the comput ed

II hi-liost priority items deserving further research.
Siflow fields. The procedure is analogous to laboratory
Nlo-'t Mode'ling of turlblent reacting flows to (lite is experiments, but has the advantages that (i) most of

base I upon either tlie Reynolds- (or Fav're-) averaged tlhe physical quantities of interest are known and their
,tjuations. or the probaltility deiisity function equa- relevant statistical properties -an be compited (since
tions (or somie coiltilation of tlie two). Both al,- th elctire flow field is kiowni at every (ime step). (ii)

, .proatlies ,uiffer from tilie closure prul,l-iii. and lwn- lie parameters can easily be varied. and (iii) experi-

*-i,,r Ri H-arth Sciewis. Neml-r AIAA mental condiloios are more coitrollalle. The advau-
S4' ,f,'-s,. N ,'ha,,ical Engineering. Ilember AIAA tage over other miierical approaches is that tlie clo-
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sure prolem can) be circumvnited. and t he bea-nieitations ha~s emerged. anid several (liffeirlt iltillit -

ior o~f large-scatle st rtct tires directly adidress-ed. 'Ih lie al met hods employed. lit this sect imn we will dis-
main disadvanltage. is thle limited Spatial and( temlporal culss thlese diffeei mpeuna iovadteuutr

resolu tion available, which limits (he range of space ical met hods iised, as well as several il pysics .si'

and little scales (anld henice miaximumi Reynolds and whiich must lie addrp.ese if Onie is tprperly alI
Daik6liler nu mbers) t hat canl let tilded inl thle sim- thle miethiodology.
tila tions. At the presenit time (lirect numiericalI sii-
ilations are limited to use as a research tool. It is 2.1 Direct Numerical Simulations
possihle. broecjr, that within hle next deadc certain
tovlps of direct inmerical sinmulat ions wvill i e usedi il By% the term direct numerical simulat ion wve inea m a
applications, inmerical calculation which scolves for tHie timie (level-

The approach has l~en used sicsf ll i tile opinlent ofd(etAiled. tiitalqtructmires inl a tuirbilemit
stioly of t urhumlenlt. non-Preating flows. For ex'amlple. it flow Fielil. Ill part icuilar. we exclude any calculat ion uts-
hans been applied to testing turbulence t1 liorivs. fromt jug I ie( Ro *ijolels- (or Favre- ) averaged e'qimltieiis. even
aial tic thIeories, (Orszag and Palt rsoii : herrin, et if Applied to a (stat ist ically) itiustfeady t urbuhillent flow.

al4I) to- second Order clostire modeling asuinpt ions ThI ere a re severalI i it )nlelenuetatI i onis of d irect ii i iip ri ralI
Herrng5 Scuman ad Pt trsoi' ardumaet ll.siimit is, which call he classified ais follows.

lrImiportamit advancos hiave boeen made inl the study of Fuill t urbimlemice siinitmtions (FTS) are c;alctilat ionis
tlie atmiuospeheric boundary layer ( Dearelorfl5 ) as '\,ell inl whlichl all o-f' tile dyvnamnically sigil**ivant *'*'b' an

as f iet alleunla Vaer ( o n ~ne.o ieScales of iot ion are included. This, imiplies re-

liomiogenteous shear anid hionogemmeous st rainimig flows soll ill., lengthOl scales raniging freeml tile Size Of tile du-
p ( ogalo'). nd o disi v-sratilie Ilws I,\ ily t mla in of hlitcre'st dowmi to Scales smaller than tos

nV 4 Thle met hod Ilas, eenl validated b~y conlipar- at w ihich viscous dissipation and( chemical react ion
img simiilat ion results withI laboratory data for Ile occuir. We can obetaini anl est imate of this range( of
cases of oicogeuieous. turimrhlence decay ( v (Namsour et -ca -lt for nionreact iig flow~s bN examiinig thle ratio

a1 2.urlmulent wakes (R iley aud .1et callP 1 tarn ( ,f a Ilnt sclcirct niz m thle energy-cont ainimug
hu-t mnixing layers (Riley and M etcalfe"4 ). and ti urbu- range ( L. I to thle Kolnogorov lengt It scale ( Lt. I, which
lenit I ounda ry layers ( Nloiin and 1Kil me). rcl racterizes thle dissipation ranige. The lKolnmogoro

lii thIiis papier we wvill first {lisctiss it det ail tielenttcl-sdfndb Lk ( 3 r14weeei
net hodology involved inl direct numiierical siimimlat on thle energy dissipa tioni rat e. Estimating cby W-a/L,

of clieicillv .-reacting turbulelt flows.,. Th'lis inlv1%es (Bat chelor"~). where it' is anl rmns turbulent velocity
dlisctussions of the various types of direct sinmulations. scale. thle ratio of thie energy-cont aiining scale to thle
of some- physical issues related to I lie implement at ion IKolinogoiov scae. is approxiniatel%
of direct sli mulat ions, and of thle nmnierical miethods L, Le .L £ ~3/4
enlelovedl inl simutlat ions to (late. WVe necxt discuss ex- L- - ,- /--( ,) ( I)
amniples of direct sinmulations, pointing out., inl partic-
ular some of the ways that direct, simulations canl be We see that. this ratio of length scales is roughly pro-
used to address important, issues. Finially we wvill dis- lportioiial to R 3/ 4, whe(re RL = it'L(/a, is a Reynolds
cuss how we b~elieve the methodology should be used number b~ased upon the energy-containing ranige of
in tilie tit tire. inicluding tlie critical areas of research scales. Therefore thle umber of grid points N inl a
inl furt her developing thme miethodology. and problems particular direction is expected to bie propeort ionial to
t hat are best addressed by3 this imet hodology. For anl R3/4 so thlat. ill atre-innoiasmutoth

excellent~~~~~~~ reiwothhe oooyadaplctin oa ii ro rd insil siprulotion.a tol

of direct nuimerical sinmulat ions t~o non1rf-act illg flowls ( LJ, /V )114. Most technological flows have Reynolds
see 13ogallo aimd Nloinl 5 mnumbers inl thle tenls of thousands or more, which

would reqtuire more grid points than computers of tlie
present or near fututre could handle. WithI present -

2 Methodology day supercoimpulters. t lie ma ximuimi 13evnolds ns.umbers
a~chieved inl such simu lat ions are inl tile range of several

A he field of direct imimerical simimlat ions hias de- hunidred. This limiits this applroachi to basic researchi
%elopiee over (lie past 17 years. a variety of iiuphe- s, It tid ies.
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P ~~Full turbulence simulations originated with tielt. lenr uhlre ag flithadIh~ l

wVOrk of Orszag adPtesn.who st udited hto- is nleressar ill fihe LES apjli~aci. s-o that a qignili-
*Iliogeil-ootis dt-cayiuig t urbutlence aid f lip validity of cantt 1ly greater coinput at iolil *tlort is reiir~d.

certain analytical theories of turbuloee. The ap- Large eddy siilitilat oii call be classIi., iiituI Iwno
proach Ila., been employed [furt her in many basic re- categocries. twvo-dilieuisionial (or. axisyitlijet tic). aiti

-catrch issues. including ufrbilent dilfttsioii M iley and Ihree-dtliieiisioiial. III tw iiisoiL .S. ill ad-
Pat tersoiit). magnetic ti nrhuleiice (ciiaui 1 ).tile dit ion to filtrinig out thle silgrid-scale not iuiil. tIli,

bhalivior of pressure/st rain-rate correlations (Schul- equiat ions are also averaged in one spat nl direct ion,
uianii and Patterson" ' Febereiseti ot all"). turbulent This results in a much simler iunerical problem.
wvake,, I Orszag and Pao-2(' : ilev and M et calfe"). fit.r- M ore of t lie sca les of liit ion)I iied t(.Ic inodld . hlow-
bulent mnixing layers ( Riley aind M\etcale' 4 ). and tur- ever. decreasing flt- reliability of thle modl. Further-

biilett otindarv layers (MNoin anid K~imi). Example, miore, key \ ie-iesoa a~i -. ts oft tiltil,1icle.
0 ~Of ftill I urlitilcuice simulat ions of clicinicalkl-act i ig o g. ortex-tile it 'rtcitg. ate ,.liiiial. whiici

hlow'. are filie wvork of Ifilev et aF'2 -,,,h Nl itr et coiisihheralhv limiits the, dviiaiiiic-.t in 111, i rI I iii

-ii-- ~~~laied. U. -liiiita LL I -i. en iiaiid\ivat-
lit order to avoid fi li I-viiolds nmnber limtitationis Hlied to tielt, 11l1 (Af plane11 tir-luiltAit mlixinlg layers.

inhlerent inl full tt nrbilence simulions. il' 3 anld wheitre it is arguled t liat a sitlihicatit It".1 ion ofIto i hit-

DI&)loffT iiitrodticed ( lie iiethiodology which is iiow lbileiilco dytamc ar 0w-liiisia tudsl:

Skiiow as large eddy simutlations, ( LES). lin large eddy beenl carried ouit of both uoiirtact lug 0-. e,4. Pat iaik
siiialtiiils flte e(tiatioiis of motion are prefiltered to ta' Riley. anld Nltca1feH: ofiire a 12,1l: al4
-litiiiate flte scales of motion smnaller tiaii thos).e re- Melioii: Mion aiil l u and racntiiig flows(e .

'olalle onl thle coiiputatioiial nie-sl. Tll,, lodluces Ashirlst aid l3,rr : ( hliiii etl ahf \lcM1iirt r0
etaiosanlalogous to thle Reynolds averaged eqit- a12 I

- tioiis. only tilie averaged (filtered) terms now represent Tlireedim ioiial UES have beii tisel iii a varit~l
* ~III lie iiiinkre ll ioi ioii'. Afodls are- prols-,d for life o iIlltS.Jl-giIii)g lil) flie tii' l;\i.e stil-

filtered toril. and thleu the equat ions are soledk f76oi ies of Dardorfrl' null ti iiitig wit IiCacuilationls
tilie resolvale scales of miot ion (hi rge eddies). of hooeeu _ ea N aiisour et o a11 2).ciiie

Thle ad\aiita,,e of t his approach over FFS is t hat it flowis (lii and( Kimn: G()tzlacli and ScliniiiIaiui3
1 I

has tilie potenitial to Itreat very high Rleynolds rnimber an oercei okontlea1iis(eicbuilr
(aid ve-r% fast react ion ) flowvs. The disad vaiitage is lyr(log 3

).AthPesenlt it0 tire-diniiisjioiia

I iia(il adho IIh : ', are imetSaIZI 1 (701 '11 l ie LES of chemically- react n g turbulent flowvs have b eeni
* t ions. which iiitroduce somie tiicert iinty iiito thle va- peiforIiied.

hut vI of tilie results. The advaiitage of tile mlethod
*over solving thfe usuial Heytiolds-averaged equations 2.2 Some Physics Issues

- ~~is, that t lIarige-scalIe t urbuletit motbins are treated
almost exactly. amid only tile smaller scales are mod- lit direct numerical sinitilat ions it is important to es-

* eled. lii tilie llcynolds-averaged appIroachI. hiowever. timnate f wlt I. ca I- of hle phYsical llililia
all scales of t(lie, turhulemice are mnodeled. Thlerefore of initerest so that. anl appropriate choice of thle a!)-
iwouild be expected that thle LES would provide a proaclies discussed above can be imade. and so t hat
more accurate simiulat ion of tilie turbulence. that t lie thle phenomena can be adequately resolved nun ictri-

[ES reqtults wvould be less sensitive to modeling as- cally. This is particuilarly true wlien full t urbliemice

sti11mptions (since scales comprising only a simaIl I per- simiulat ions are employed. UT5 ially it is aliso iiiior-
* teiicotage of flie eniergy are usually modeled). aiid tHat t ant to est iimate the paranmeter manlge for wh lich (iph

Ii i seiisit ivii v would decrease as thle resolutimon in)- sintlatIions caii accuratecly predict thle plieiioiena of
crae.Amiot her advanitage is that. iiiformiation abot iiiterest. (""keim tilie p~erforia iice of stipercoilitters

F t ~~lie let ai led struc tires of ( lie larger-scale miot ion- is available now- and inl (lie near fuitutre. apprtoximatecly
pro' ideld 1lv LES. Time- disadvanarge is thlit ieimgt hy twbIcdso eigl clscttIe resolved iii a tlir-e-
coililjtt at i)is of imstealv thiree-dimnsional (or pos- liiiioiasnnatiuAs munine oiell f tlit- pmviois
sil two-dlnieimsioulal flows are reqitied. whereas. iii sectimon . Itsiiig Equation (1) to estimate I lie iiaxiliiiin

h Hey iiolds-av.-ragod approach. usually st eadv-qt ate Rleynuolds number in tfermis of tilie ratio of thle largest
low Imtr lit-uisioiial eIlttions are coils idered. Iur- to t lie siiialle-st lenlgi I scalts which caii he resolvedl.
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Ow lie lnXIlluiII e HeIiltIs litlililtel ks founid to lh e .i onst'r~ed mcalar. For it flw \\[it ctonstalit dejitsit
I ~Imitidred. lrIccuate, ie,.ilt- call Iw. oil aiiil ltv m iii,':'t'al 1iliiil1l

111lit. chemical react ion i., nlittI . -1,1llit joina I Ions; Iling t Ili,' aj'proali ( R iI...\ taV

physicail paramieters are- iiivoled. We't shall it' it ii''ii- Foir a Iltiw ill M"huh Ill Cli. llical lieat le';ise :ifl'et

par'amieters related to chemical react ion niav alkir t li.' sit nat iou is qoIlewhl di r i. q~I lo~Jeci ~t'ti-
% cajliiig and t fins lit-e echlijuie fol ir( l ilttiiilliial colicenitrationi, a)s wellI a, I lie teillperat nine hel. anl

sitimlat ionS. For conv~enience inl ourl kdlici'i we as- 111i. tlt lsitv Filld canl still he- iiif'rwl fromi t li
tlime that the Pratidtl aiid Lewis iiiimher'lS ale I-tl~ coll-,i\etl scalar'. tlhe fwst slattjal lerivatk i~~Oftl.

uniity. so thlat oilv onedssl atp coellicjeiit. liiiit-l\ qutalititles at-e dlisonitiioi at the lead iou 'lieet. li
flie visCosity. is all Indepeiident parailIit'i. JI it-' l1ii- t lie s liit ion of file ron-,nti' - yu i .itii m for a \ari-

* ical reactioli late, is cliaraterizetl k~ liet Dailill;hltr fblt.l.'iisit\ flow. slot ,;il dirivat itts of' fit- leiiellt l

nunke Dl dfiedisfiti ti l rt'qiir.'d. Niiiierical *iiartirmac title to ti.

: lt~ti cal ciarct L'zi ( f l . [) ii lle ir I. alioid lll ma n tt c irciii.iie li tl t, l riii Ik
* iiiliiei' ivesan .. st inat of lierati of he 'i 2) i'el-0 iisll a ll ~ sil sp '.tlit'.iiittt hI'i~' calIl

terilt..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ totleavc i eii i i is'a 0itqa i i'al iolistera t i l In t a rI
tili fr t 1w litiic ti P c telitit ion aii hw'i I(t is f' li it ,- iitki ies. ili.'ll i 11iirt- ofilli" r'at iou li e -

H lieh,11"o lig Iilal ( Di'/o i2l aiid f ield li'kis lu-t'e, cant- c oot ained with alii a scale small w(,eIt Ii
of tli reat oll zont' ale of t ie aile order Da( l or 9 ie~tt t tir li ).a d Il isioie i um # i.t ie efet ofit-' 11i'
nis hler it etilt li 'iniate of lit 'y A al at iofii ili ~ tfol P l rr a i iiii of t'l S lt-. rpact.. fll, Z11"ld on61- pil"ii"
tri-5(t it h a~ r sale will thera r t'soale Iio e i- d Iaii 4.jt'sIyI .("I Is wel as r o l t li pe I df I I Ioi Iiir, not
act ioufzr tiltAt high 1)aioil lulerttitiulilters.nd 01' f'iiiarv herafT'ctt'.l Siiice the react iot i is diof'isioli ctjuitrollti

to t, li rdiffusion. leg ft o scale derese qase Of D.u.1' ii .tI lien lat ir aiitl dtifisi .f ilit bioo t i g rtifcl

5lte'i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ clt'sle woitcin ra ioal isml swithndo i s n rdrItl ellri ta as to li tf hicki's of th react io a oie Thus Io at, rec Il with a, A. IriV iiis temer I iete

is lip. Igii~c. diect niiiri soC. imuali cn 1111r),lt 1t1iof iit rat.aiaeltiiacto par lle oil tll lie i
ab (faid I tifii owa bot, Will 3(1'l wisot but Il,~ii at ion1111c eitsrgyl a nOiiii nlizpcesd I ty t l aiabat

atininela acuay fet teiiir tir io is l(w Iiio a clit oll'p-
Fo -,tery,,.A high D akhr iuinb rs. to lie iaionraiiee isuulylresIhtlelreatvto

S zoneciiile resioofe tins ofr. fi aale tonjIpi- , eiirg ed asmtohc aialyis (illaofilife Strucure of

tolieiffureac lll t is cl role 1w the ateo (DltI felic i~ae Dawikl (ie ild wirhit li e artieificial ae-
s(i~l olierc ail libbt" sInside treact io Zoli. 'iilii t at) ioee. ah p~ndte (eynolds lnillbe ae al lg

eillial a te in If oe r e acioni tretd. a~, iuotrstei a rpacla w ti rii an Arei ion these dea-
set-1 d'igtd dirzero thcnuess. a s iemradin , fatl coe- randetr te aic addetional palirametlir of' te facte.

* ~ ~ ~ al h atndofle reat allu Ds is 30oi wlithout here. g The tison t hat n a lofiellsoaid 'her tble locaalic
imilerical aoli oir ftlesece oieltrtio.tta flamet mlI at ie is esent. Thaie extdittiona occur

osr ev sclar. Dabikl r s umbet aros. thle react ion liet flam uapilly larige so t hat tbe clireii'vatiro-
shet cali ltie reoied forn c ei avaiilale spcoies leaeg fistsuaiitlelaiettirtlreta alll

chemiiiia rto its corojllad by lie rae of lufti-le aStoce 'liecli tler nleumea , r ea iooccurs a Becaus
* ~~~ion of itv e rViliaus"into1'lie rea~sconiie. a -ioiis is i\ ofthe enpieiiya atn of lie od ter aire- all large

lutleiw thiIfle reaction zotnit al e iserred asia'oiiis there lis ate thelatreleadeisg rmonte Paltt

St.- wihzr hc ns.tlga inJffl o cn a ptr hc ee m nslf tL~~r f iefale

0rtolo leratnsi icnito hr.TeI skonta l lwfedweetelclds
fil-5rclslWin ftleseie o cnr o qi- i~lo aeishg n tg .fa ee tilo clr

lioll IaN ellc ttilterloss o actra V Fo f 'itela (U 6 iie l ) fa sdfue % fo
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1111 oice :1,. fellippiartie. farlls lul~mv Ihle flaiiii- teir -r of *-'iiscro,"d scalar is71 at III i ,' iri ii ral to. Ow

rl-liit-i- jiivolvedl, \\e stat wi t tOw kniownii s lin, -4 1 , itI,(d ; tIl tIit hfam I '\t, , i iI 1 I I 1, 11 4i 1I *111:ii1t

in m s wtr ifin . 'Fte species coicewi rat iIll illn Io (M l ofit (011'id (IPOf It l -actI loll 7(1-is o I idi -Iu 1110(

ill, fhaiute sleet Is; al'o Of t114. salile oleor iii E. ihei- a pait that is ill clieilii'l v,11iililr61iiii anid a [;t l-I
"1 .I It, lialairce Iet w-erilIh ti.- illlioii teii Il lie,-. Idiiiicallv frz-i \ I It I ralri i ru at I It-- "Igo.- 4f It

react101 iiit iiiigi\ flairf. sheet to ciieiliicall.\ frczi-ir flow lu11ist he Irpati-

Iii1l Ii. ract ion Zonei is trieated ;I, a slieo. Ilhis t ralisit e(Pil

r(( '-, L-1 ex p(-E)- (3) p- -iol ciis a poilit flame ilt. ii -atiiilsliteli
flip conIsprved scalat aiil l e rI--ait scalar Illall-

\ here rlie ari~atior einerpv E is iiilializi-l 1).\ ie tities are d*.I r(]- itl frqani'iiiltirii 11wA and for a
;ahalr flaiit, riea ie an1d r/ is hIl fre,-Ieiic.I~ fr'"z.-ii flow. If is ii'it clear I,\\ till. sal;, aiit. ill
taiiC11(t Ofi tfill, dliciial i.-acliili li r.-.nl(ii -all I.- a iixi-d .,Ililiririir -ir flow call I. itfi - -Ifr
lI~ilt tell Ill t"1il1s ,[';a ri-ied- i IDartkohler iii~rt ;I c(Iirse-r'-d scalar. \,-ii i t Il,~-- 4i 1r11, flarire ]woe

;,Call lie lucait-d. lreiirsih iid iieIII ii.-w r-

- L'~ ? ~fioi tleatlilefiil of Ire, flalu 'I i.-\\ Olh hal .xiillii i

E3, I~ E~- I.( ini a lill tiliileirce situirlatit'l.
11 1 hi-1 [ l i'll (1 as cur-I ire.intl fl 1 ,1irl ill- I esiie diw tecliical -11tcle Ire " ira \ lii"illte.

I ll h cItr .Til ,Il t~f 1 ii- 1 .11 Il illt 1fi ll' I Ie r ar il 7.1111, as aN h-cirtiir

too ~ ~ ~ hjit aili t)lI, lt t- para lot.i-. , R1 .Dal arrul I-.- "l'IS -Ilei itI Ip ir sIrIrrllat, Ii f I iuhi. -r11, ia-l I ), 1

fl 1 ;h 11al)71 1 l, ,11 10i N (ne Wir. to I t Ir hiI jialit-re to~il l e artll lhorr()-f;tll due i II I Ilit- fur.--.i

I ar t- .- t frll 'In 1,of Cli 'riiia II eqruil i rl i ill tIr e 1

I* r. loin ort i. I, It h- 11litrue lret is IP'''I I\,;111tlrl. 2.3 Numerical Methods
; Iz .tlt Jf hi l w )\\ lt i s I liiiniall \ luzi.ll 11' 111n

D);tri,)luler uuuint.r is so latrg-Il t hl al\i- Idai- \\ilh t1ilie ull.ldi.-rtalrdilg ,I* tine Icuigi i scales of* flip
troi) is; ll,)t satI Islji.iI theit cli-nicliacat itollisF :i-L%;ltI Ir ill11 I\ ical pltiinon itia iniv\Olve d a nd of I t,- acclltracv I*,-

*ttuII i I iI 1in1 an t1(11Ile flarI Iue I hI( k Ii is seal i a 1'llirut.1il"iit's of various apprtoachi-, of direct niumeirical
uldli ia factor. 4f D- 1 /3 suiirufIat jells. all1 appiropiriate 11iuuii-al scelle iliII.t

Ill tinaiiv pltiteal lows, kl hil( the Helolls 1111111- Ie clriiseur kitr resolvinug tilie phlysics. Varlius lirlrirer-

lie; and Ire laink6liler imrurler are very large Antd are u-al se-i-lvs canl It.- used ill dlir-ect iilriierical siinlula-
b.-\n frei lie range for accurate I'rill Itirrhleiice sirrrlau- tlions of'tilriii react ilig flows. Tlit-se mlet buds car;
Itions. Interesting iriforiiat ion on) fianie ext inct ion ov- le ulassifietl inito thrree nIlain caftegories: spict 711 aird

etlrritig fin a high Reyntolds iuillier. high DaItlik4JliI,, 1 iselo-sjiectrial iileils. fitlite dilfi.-enice and uitie
niriitbr flow may, however. be Obtainied lby a Shulld- veirimnie mtet hods. arnd vortex miethlods. Thiee nai i-

* bu~lt ion with Iimodcra te Rey rolds numbei~ir. 1)a nilibliIcr on s vary inl accuracy. (ohpriting efficivcc. arnd flexi-

niumjber aril activation energy if filie above relat ion bilitv iii t reatiing boundary contdi tions. Each riiet 110(
can be -at isfied. This conclursioni. of cotirse. is basedh hias cfiin ad\ alit ages and (lisadvait uages, wit rnro one
oil f lie assllili opi t hat a high errorugh Reynuolds 1111111- inch hiod tilt- Obvious choice for all plrolemis. Ini selhict-
be r call le attaiiie(il fitlie Sinitilatioriso tha tilt,1 4- ~Iig a niuimerical int-tlod for a specific problemri it is

irite gi~ti by Equiation (1) canl be emiployedl. W\ithI llotrtt iies rdt i i-letiso ielo
c.t i ituel iliirovelielit ill filie coniltat ionial pow~l.r fSo thIat One miay make thie Optiu itriri loice ofmnreri-

Slliecotiltiter.fire Simiulat ion of dissipative beltay- Cal Miethod for tlie part icuilar prolen of interest.
ior of 71I rurbrulent flow\ beTome~s incrreaSiigly possile. Nlurh (if le work oit dfirect rnimerical siutilat ionq of

F Since lo(tI Ii lpreial eiilihrirrrn flows aiid1 chcni1i- rtonrircirg turbullent flow\s has eilrplo~ eil spect ral oir
crllv\ frozen flows can be computed using a conserved psetlilo-sp-ctraul irinerical Imethlods.' Thre appilicat ioii

scalar. oile Ilia% be t-tedto t hink that tichl a1ii 711- Of tIs 11-pIietltod(S to turbiulenit react Ing flows was it i

proacl. wit Ii till, reacrtioh shlet treatedl asvti\IjtoticaI.allv iei by IiIev et al~t. aiid citltjilt-d lh\ Mc~trtry et
ais a dkisotrtilllitv. cati be rised whren tire act ivatioul eii- ki.inf.li il ,ufis.a sleirl

irvis vey Itn. Thre lirolli-li. hoev r n iis orittietnd deniii-,- iuiiainiwll

to) Iwi i1'ltli . A ;lonig tilt- sdwo lre timl- Valle li-it ii11iiuueu,-;t iiiluuuit(s.

to' 'e "



* zA2~2. (Givi et at''. Leoinard and IMP11. antI MCN\iirt- r% clit to r"solve the d'-peiideiit varialits. a 1,1tl.-11p
,'t a13 . oif aitiplil ilde lt'ar f lip cut-off wa\euittt ocrclirie.-

III tflip spect rat or- pSetidospect ratI it 111 (see' (,'ot- lealiig to sig 1iirlcit error,, ill f wltit- l

li Itc anti Orsza' for aI rathe icoinitlete dikcissiuii There are everal drawlaks withI this in.' toil. Thw
of tIteose met boils). rte depentitli variables ai. e-x- clas if Compilelte lt~tsis 11liotis 10li allow iiit I-

* . 1 ipatidet ilt trtiltcate'( series of orthiogoinal fiii u u tile Ito'.tdarn Condit ionts and w\hich also pos.
Saifyn flip i'01j11i'edl boundt(ary cojkii ois. Spatial I lie projirt ic- nf rapid Co-iivergctlce alep linijieti. l'I

herivatives ate titeit evaluated loca!' ill tile traits- appllicationt 4f Fourier se-ries is rest rictel to lirtib-
foruliel udomini. while nonliniear products are P~alii- lelii with pt'i-ioiic oi' \it\f-ei huIIIIlarv coiidi-
atfed locally inl tile physical domtaiii. Maiiily Fourier t iotis. While- ( 'hicbvschev plyoils cit beApplied
series and (liel~liCev polyinoimials lia~e lit-eu tiset. to problemls withI arbit rary oolia (1dtis. flip
W\it h t lwse fuict its. thle ila ppinlg bet woof t liephs dist rihbuil u f collocat ion points for til 1 met hod Ilia%

" a l~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ a e a i li ' o il t i a t i u p c e c i b e e t c e i lv n o t lI e id ea l fo r m a n y p r o l e i ti s . T l i e s i' co l lo ca t jo l t
perforied l isiig a last Fourier Transform algotil liili. Pt juts ai'e Itusevl ' ptarked neat f lip t-omitiury withI

Thespit at it od whchis 't~iialcitto a(,;lerkiit -pariing jrof U ) . Addit iemd miappiii- I,
netIlod cutIc eiiain IlrNtl a liasitig or- pailircularl - int flit, fattid to ;iljttid the ~iI ";I

th at aris e ill evaltiatimg thle tionliniitar t Pwii h linuerattal (list rilotiuti. Tl1w il, it ,tl ill its r)Iig-

I"lditosltecral niet hod, which is equiialcitt to rollo- iiial frm~ isz limiitedI ill its, 'apalilit it's fir Coliil tu

'ait iolt, retains (,outw of thlese aliasii terms. Thie (s ell- flows aruitiild a .,Il'tiilx g'oiiet -rcal shapes antd for.
IS I,,-pecttrad inwtlhtods., Ndch are imuchi ea'~ior to iminpl- treat jug itflow aind outflow huiihii' coloititm o ie-

e m-titu awldi nut seeral Itit's faster, h1:1\e beeit tWist of- cc#,it \\uik ott f lip sptct ral elemuenit it hiod ( 1Vr'7ak

iiil 1iseul. altltgli n~ot exchuisivel (e. g.. Orszajg and and Plaer;i' A liada et l , ). Iler a,. tuade
Palf-t.sou l Kerr"Hglo) Various I imiiellpinlg conisjlralt progress illn- rtniig I tese liitat itt

sci ltl' ave eil telltploved wi t hIe-'e litti tedls. ini- Spect ral Int'l hods. bcause of the.ir inilerii until tu';tl
* cliii itgrIt1 ap-f1- .Atains-lBasltfort I. tind liigltr-ordtr tropert jes. also have diflitliltv Ill cattttiiiitglicti

Hiiiiga-IIttta schlnues. uit tes Such as shock., while' itaiitiailing sjtet ial a'-
Spect ral aiid tsn'ltdosi-ct rat mtntihods hlavet flie- ad- Cturacv (Iidi b'llteiioiiit-ioii do(le ps at1 thut discotlit

%V i t1 \aae that puhase errors are very siiiall aiti rates uniit jesI. degra.lijig tile aCCliuaCv' ()of Ite solti on.
OIf conuvergentcc a ic very high . If thle dependeint vari- Fiinit e di fference mlethodsI ran itIhe conist ructed to a r-
ablde is sulticieiittv sutiooth and the orthiogonial fiiiic- btritI ihodrfactav.itwthiicraii

ions have Iteel prYoperly chiosent. tiit as fltip ntumber couiplutatiotral effort. Ini general. secotnd on' fourthI or-
ofotlt~gia htitiosNIecmstig.Ile rn- dr sch'iiies are used [i comtputinig comlex hlow fit'lds.

rat ion error decreases faster thtain algebraically ((,Ot- TIfor tiitcvtlelredsesv n isptv r
ie-b iid Orszag'1 ) Variouis alit hiors (e. g. .. Pt eiyrt and rors Ii seconid order centrat difference schiemes prod lice

'L'avor'12 : It ailvogel et a l") have fountd that tile p~seli- results, which are iiot accept aldte for mtodera tely hiighi
dospect ral methods are at least twice as accurate iii Hiey tolts niumber flows or for flows w~ithu shock waves.

- c~~~acti spatial dlimiensionis cotmplared to fintit e dill'ereitce To'circuivet t his problem, eit her explicit art ificial
* ~~schtemtes usinig thle samte resolut ion. dissipat ion is added to the schtemeu, or t he scheme is

.4Ii order to explore thte caltabilit iesof psetidospect ral constructed iii such a way t hat art ificial dissipat ion is
unielrical nhi Iods w~helt a ppl ietl to chiemically react- impljlicit ly intcluided . Lxarmles of tflip former call he
Itig flows.Rie et altiaplied thle methlodl to thti color found inl Beam atid WVarmingt atlId .1aniesoit et al".
Itroblein withI diffusion andh tact ion. It itas found I hiat aind those of tatter inl NIacCoriack's*i scheme anid time
b othI djiffusive aid dtispersi Xe errors decay rapidly withI Q 1)A'1 (Quadratic U psItream hit erpolalijolt for Clon-

*~ ~ .\ ft litinuiber of' Fourier mnodes) whlen a sufficieintly vectlyve Kiniemvat ics) schtemte ( eoiiard(4 1 ). 1tic itie 1II-t

Siiatt t(imtp step is used. Becaulse of t his hlighI conv~er- ods Cant thus lbe aptplied to Sii110t0I flows ait timoderafte
t'lice rate anad f lie lack of Itlia-se errors. high gradient Reynolds liumiber. Ili fact. niatt sconies Catl coim-

regions coitlt be accttrat t't aind elfi('iet'i coitl tie ute flowv withI ext remely high Reyinolds numiber wvtile
witlIt a mtodlerate ittititbet' of Fouriet itiotles. Tis pr'op- retaining ituinerical stabilit y. The Ble\ nulds mutt-
i-rI oft Ini nut hod is implort atit for' siuittlat ionts of a ie- her illtItlit*e collillitatioits proailylssisila

*~1 aftip, flowv where (ltic itiolecular diffusioni is, of primary itig. htowevter. as ie, ittitutrical dissipat ion domittates
cclceriu. \ 'lten I lie 1ttititber t4 mtodes w~as 1tot still]- tflie, molecular viscosity. Thuertfore. onily large-scale
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phenonlitia may he raptutrod accuratel 'y uising qiuch a rolust ruct a filiie 'liffteroeice roil.' t bait a pi~s

ilit hod at high Reyniolds tnmber. Hlence. ini apviti i 1ral codle for flow %%ithI compilex gvoinei rv*. If litI.%

liese schemne. to react tag flows. Onie should lhe Calril imiplemtented. shock waves cal liw cap ll*,. iredore arch-

itll ititerpret at ion1 of tile results. Examtples of ii,- ratelv with fiite' (iflerelice sclieviles. [ilially. ft61 the.

itig Nlai( oritack s scheme for large edy ;imnulatious saute 1niiniber of grid poinits. ft#i coitptitat joial etli-

a"It bev foltili in tili- sitiullat bls of fiow ini a proitilsioti civitcv of at fiitle diflereitre sclietie i Lgeitirally% higherI
*deN ice MeNItpiot a nd .1ou I.N: .Jou anid M'ellon' ). titnfor a fpsuiiisJpetral srli-e.

'To previ artificial viscosityv fronm smlearing ilisrii Ani interestinga numnerical met hod for 5ol %i i i

Itint es (e. g., shocks) over a large 11iuiihei of "'rid thleriiii-fltikh prolemts is thle vortex. or Jii-rliaji.ii

points while elimniat ing spuriouts oscillat ions aroutlI approlpriatehy. the distributed singularit Y. itethtoi

adscont inuit v. a class of nunmerical ch es hI as 1 ,e~ EIampls of the application of this melt lini to( read t-

ilvloid Boris and Book")~ were t he first to ,oil- ill,( flow-s cai l1iev fmiidiitlerserho doiii

-sirt a finite difference scheme, tie Flux (orrected Pt al. () Gltonieni and (ivi rind Aslittrt andi

* ~Tranusport s;chet tie. wh ichi preserves tilie m oiot Otticity~ Ba rr2 for two-imtensionual flows. Applica t ion to

-fflowiv ariabli-s inl a high gradiont region. Hectiit do- Itrr- lite-itetsional noti11'reat ill- flows are julst piitirgtng-

\elotmteit of' the so-called 'Total Variation Dimnish- l.'tai 'Aliurst ;11il Milir' : 1 .it1 ti l
tug (TVL) schenies (e. g.. llarteiilit Dav-is'-2 : lHoe ,3: 0it11 f\\-vo-iliitn,.ional flows will he (ictisvd here. lit

Yee5 'l ) also belong to this Category- The esseti al fea- solvitl, igte L erititig equtatin tlltS ~ipct to tliv stitall

ire of tIties.- schenmes is a *satartificial visrnsit\v. Maltid tno apro )itto. tilie \eloc( fil, sie
- ~ ~ ~ l iite Form of a flux limtiter. which is small in t(lie imi iosl to ;t soheimoiial part and a eit tiflpml

* regionl of siutlootli flow,' bItjt N,. hiiCl t- res ittiti r

*ical s schemej to a low order one, near sharp gradients.
liii solttion call t huts tliegotiate" tilie sharpi grali- if tI 1,or.t. i(cit\ distriut ion is discret ized and its; spa-
peitl withIout producing spuriomis oscillations. St id' t ial list rilitti iu is known. thlen tilte soleiloiihal vehocitv

* of tHe dissipativye liropertivs of TVD schtemtes tusinig a ijiJl call be obi aittid tisitig a ( rteeis ftiiiclionl whichi
colr pol entis iscsse~l y Sttoarkwic 5 5  t i a ll saifies the reiquireid boundary conditions. Note thfat

* founmd that thle soluitioni aainitainls t lie 1it1tol'I"it thle Greeiis funictioni cait lbe sinilar at a cot'INe COr-

iroer y isiptiv eror, owver ae stbt it aI.ner. The heat of comnbust ion produces a local di-
- Againl. utohernlar diff usion call not be treatedacit lat at ion which is idealized as a imass source terml in
* rately for a high fie\iolds numuber flo w. even when tile Poisson equtat ion governing thle potential field +i.

filie comnput at ions are stable. 'This typie of schteme is Again. a G reen's fnnict on approach cali he empilloyed
(It Ie succe"sfim in compti ting very comiplex pat tertis to find~ thle 1)ot cutial flow field. 'Tle co1iiiieil flow y-e-
of ile-tonlatioti waves (e. g.. (luirguis et al'"). Its ap- locity. induced at the locat ionts of each discrete vortex
plicat ions to ot her reacting flows call be found ini the and .dilatatijolt source converts these sources to niew
work by IKailasanathi et al". where the flow is assumed localtionis. If a convex corner is presenit, thent new vor-
inviscid and the chienmical react ion is modeled. (ices must he shted at the corner ini order that the

4 For a full turbulence simtulationi of a reacting flow Kutta condition be satisfied there. Viscous diffusion
inl which ito phiienomenological mnodel is desirabile, thie is simulated by a ranidont walk of the discrete vortices.

* lidet ailed miolecular dissipative p)rocesses are essettial Ilt its application to the combilstion of a piremtixed

* elments of tilt physics. Thtus, the careful roustruc- gas. the flame sheet is treated as a disconltinuouis stir-
ion of a finlite dlifference scheme wit hout numerical face anid its loca tion is t aki tiu lelcllmua

*dissipation iii high gradient regions is import ant. Jhli flamle velocity (Setliian32 ). It is equivalett iii spirit. t(,

4 Rey nolds number. thle Dainik6liler nuimtber. anid thle the shock-fl ttfing mnet 110( il t he complut at ion of rout-
art ivat ion energy for these sinmulations will thlen be pressible flows with shock waves. The smtoothming of

rest riited to moderate values. These restrict itns are flamell local ion, however, may be required to prevent a
likely, to be miore st ringenit for finite differenice miethIi sa w-t oot il inlstability. ( Pindera'). Thlis is equivalent

*oils thahit hose for isetudospert ral it iods. For large of a b hulg somle fort1 of artificial dlissipat ioll. thle ef-
vilify simun ilat ions. however, thle nutmierica I 1is~i pat ion ficts ott thle accuracy of tlie coitptittion of which are

4 r;iil he conisidlered as a cutile suhgril-scale moidel. ntot utidierstood.

Fiitef difference niet hod(s have advantages ov)er Since f he flow field away from thle sources is Px-

stru wliiethtis ill several aspects. It is easier to pressed atialyt icahly ill terms of tilie Creetis funictiou.
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(iill% highily compllex source, reg;ions requtlire dlir izid sillinlat ,lit-' r'111 l)t' Iist-(l ill t lit- si till * if t [iit

iiiiii'-rical rolliplutat buls. li.siliabl v. tilie C-1111,111:1- '11eiij''IlI \-jacltilug 1low'";. Wl' b'ginl withI a

ii1"t-11:1l ut ion of 111 liprliliiitkie equat ions. N. dir1ect

cieiicisoft lieers ibte n iiuli t ijeomptahontI -fli 3.1 A Step-by-Step Sequience
discrttize-d field miethods 1, availalde. ila ill thel.st way to illust rate tll lit s, of tliit't'

rviet ioii..ology decu ied above applies to Coll- inuiioerical siimutlat ions of reactinug tiir-btlt flows is
%st anit deiisit \ flowvs. bilt withI concentrated miass to diescrile. soilit' exalilt',s fi'oii t lie rt'ceIit lit,'rat iii.-

solirCes to represent local volumle expalill dlt- It) These exanmples are not-) iiieaiit to I-e exhaistive. Ilnt
hwat release. ( 'it am (lynairs are lost. however. For are chioseni to illtist rate ilw it-n ieral a Itlroacli .' shall
a flow with denitv dliscoiit ilititv. such as a flalilt fronlt Itegil w~it I a series of si idiev. ill wvhiich we hlave lteeii

iii a prieiixet react ion. tilie velocit v jndui'et bV l 111iP lr't viiov'.Tissre trswth lt eysii
xoi' ices and (.1111 d Otil each sIde (A t1 lit-Ie lis'l i till- l# of. o s;Ii 1-sl j\- M l1w

If\ k fill, itttlar [,\,wl ejul Il, iii 4fil t'al'X (A, Ow castdt ati Itisiy ill r;"d ll~ dut'

htiila' conitioni at tllt' udelvsitv .Iisconiii !iljt t It g tPec f i' 1 lvi'lii'liiiiiti
fore caillot Ill- satisfied unltess new'\\ vortitces are filt in- Oii an1d (If inl order.I to isolate t heirl ildi i'liial ff'tII

(irietd there. This is tflie, iianifesta iitn oht' lt, e-ffot ill m oerall It'dil or of t, fl how~ andt cht iiial ronc-
of harocliiiic torque. Rlecent ly, the generat ion of' vor- io.lii this nmner a svsteiiiai ii' tiiiltrst aniiug oftilie

*ticitv at lie flameo Front wvas takeii into considlsraIt PM ll\ti ics of, liirbult'iit1 reactinig hlow, tanl I.e, olt :iiit'..
%lv, Iliiiera ' using Ilte vortitifi l 'i~i i rs Tillt- st-riess lartet with ill he w k of Hilt'. ta Ik

a Iis'o IIt illIIitv lerivt'dt Il v I IavNes. It Id f , - I t h1 is -'-11, tlojj. Iltiler coiisiilerat cI Ir is a t \No si refNl ii xilig
larocliiic tctrtiit' oili tlie, evolti on ol' lie flow fill were, layer withI oine reactalit oil each silt'. illlii is as-
sj-l vn to e \t~stito ig. silitiol to lit' const-ait detnisity. so hat~t O lit' liii (liai-1,11

Thle vortex iit od preseiits a uiseful fool to i'ouii- ics art" iiidelenln 4l chi'iiical react iiil. 'Ilie- speci's

lilt. ill two slat ial dinlit'nlsiouis tIle large-scAft fiql- conicent rat ioiis are iiifltit'icel kv atkeclion. inulecti-
I lietS of Complex pltliliitii associated wit Ii 'tii't lar in tliisioii. and clitiiical rt'actitoii. Tilt CItI-Iliitl It-

Inig flow's. The comutaloil is stable for \very\ high actin istatisaIiar.iihett 1 .ir'trile

lievjo111,ltl juiber. Whlit- erlie- rtsultilig flow litd'Ll react ion wvith a coiistant rate cot'Ihicient . (I letice. inl
hloweve r. coiutaiiis all1 feat Iures of* al highi Ht('YInolds nm particular. thle react ion rate is tempttratunre indeiten-
hetr t iirbuleiit flow is still a subject for dt'Iaite. '[lie, tleiit .) This siiiplle iiiodel addresstes effects of thle flu I

resuilts of siinlat ions itsiiig this mnet hod inl two di- d~viiaiiiics on thle chIeimical react ion. but not vic.e vcrsp
iiit'uiions mutst lhe interpireted in t(lie context of a lin order to avoid thli sigiiificant iiinerical ililicult ie,
large 'tildy siiiat ion. Aplicat ions of this mtthod to associatedl with inflow anld out flow bliudar\ cotidi-
t Iiree-dine.'nsioiial nonreact hug flows have lust btogui. tfiows. aiid to ta~ke- atvaait age of Fourivr pstoidospectral,
and lie t hree-dimnensional vortex st retchinig mledia- niumerical methouds, the flow is asstimed to be peni-

N iisin call thus now be siniulated. As discussed in thie odic inl the st.reatnw'ise (directioni. Therefore the teuuu-
o pirevious sect ion, the shectral banidwidthI of a flow ill- porally growinig mnixing layer "was studited, whereas il

creases as die Reyiiolds numiber increases. Therefore. laltoratlory flows the sp~atially growing layer is iinest u-
altliogl t ie orex uetio iiay roucesI ll con- gated . Thet temporal probtleim is. however. clhosely re-

jIlit at ionls. ill order' to thescribe all scales tof I ultukleuice lated tolltespatial proldeiii ivhici viewed Ill a retfer.'ilce
ac utrate cli e number of singil arm vortex elements may frame -ointg at thle average velocit v. an nill nan of
iniretase with IiReynolds nutniber at a similar rate as thle thIe dv\nanuic characterist ics oftI lie spatial probltem are
coillptit at ional vee-nts iii a pselidoslect nil or a finite conita'ined inl the temporal case. hill t ir-builence shn-
tljlb'r-r'ite cal cilat iOn ulations ili three spatial dinieiisions w~ere perforinied

uising (i4x64x64 p oinut Foutrier dlecomlposit ion of filie

Ex m lsflow variabiles. 'ylica valuets orf i iport a ut1 Paralie-
3 Ex mpeslrs For ft(i siimulat ions are: It = 'LI1V = 92.

Daj =- ',_ L../t' = 0.25. anlld Sc = v/ D = (113. (I114'rt'

- .i Ill this setI ioul we it i'odlii exampilles of dfirect imi- U is thle velocity tlifl'er'tnce across the iiiixiiig layer.

ni''ial sliuuillat ionls ill torder to, teioist rate how such and L11.2 is filit' iiieai \voc- halfidtlu). Also, ca.se's

*1(.



S with Iinifinlite Daikoliler iil'er were cfofiliitf'lil~l hig4ir lHevie Id' anid D7atnk(''llr muimber,

a colozetved scalat appfroachl. Alft e 1 r f's ilI I- t I I, fltiildIyII flaltI 'a -n1 [1#-C t 1 ril
Fivoure 2 shows a series of Colcell rat iou tfll cif dillif-al react toll. a logical extenlsioni of tilt- wAork i,

plots, inl a st reanttise, section. dlisplayilng lt' t ili- to itivtstigate how til. he chical react ion imodifies; thei'
dP lf't'ilttilt of thle Inver' And,. inl pa1t ifillair. t lie g,-tI Il- im field. Thle ClleitlicalI racrt ionl call ;tllettc t lie fliuid
er'al ltelinviot' of tilie react ionl Zone. Evell 161t 1 this df* lialirs tIliroigh I lie- variabtle denisity. wh-ich Is caits.'t
llitd ranlge of paratitttrs. several imptortanlt olser- lh\ I lie t llirinal vxp;Alusli of t It, flulid ass'otiated %%-it It

aa n~ d coiiliisjotis are obtIainied Coc(erninig Ill" Cluelilial heatl release. This aspiect of t lie pirolemti

flit if I vtiical effects onl chiemiical react ionis. Qita- was aflilrots;l w( M cM lirt trv et al'2'~ These ;in-

itat ive-l. thle coherent structures iii a t urbfulenit flow tliors assutitted that the Cliaracterist ic Mafch ittlinler

incrt-ase thet iiiterface beweenl thet two slp'cls. thfis of tile flow is miuchi smallvr that umilt\- (Ini pract ice

iulrnea-ili the overall reactioni rate. Quntitative iii- this was accormplishefd by kee-ping thle Macli nututber
4 WfOrniat iol is Obt aineid by taking (Spatial) averages of of lie flowA sufficient ly snia If (< 0.3) andI tile cloietiial

\nrimn, flow \arialtles from t ilie reslts of riilt itiMN. reWl ionl silifi.i.itl lvweak.) For Ili, il~ffifrsil
Mulan ffroftlttct lbiikiiessts are coiifulttfl at varioflsllf.i\'t't jilat 1011 iiillfiig dlt-llica1 heat re'lease, a For-
I iiii'. all) shtow t hat thle pfrofile~s of' clivnif'ial speries iinil expfanisio(it' tile ilifli'ppellit variales. inl tt-rtts

folirelit rat ions are self-sinilar. A most unttei- re- of' a po%\er series inl thle Macli nujulter. is mlafde. This
stillt is olft aitied frolnt ilie averag.es (fth, reavtiim t eriii re-stlts inl a set of ejitatjouis as ile lowvest ordcr ap-
at variouis t inis. With coivist ant react ion raite. t lie I(- proxiant ion inl whichi acotistic w~aves. a resuilt of t(le

i filn terill caii be av'ragf'el to-giveoela ticfrffe s of' thet gas tItedjitil. ate filtered out

___ 7__ f-j('romut tie system, while t lie densityV variat ion,- tlife to
A ~( 'R .~B lea t release effects are, ret ai ted (Rebut and B laumt"

The itiilividuial Colil tllitls oif tilie abfove relation ais a Sivashiinskv> Biuckiase' Ida tiSe iai

func't ion of the cross strieami coordiniate are gk~tn i e a"). ilt- ad\ 'iit age of using t Iiis set of
Fugire :3. Thte two ternms onl thle right hand side are,~ o ff r tiie e.iia"i. S l'tte~iti.iia o
I lie saime oiler of it agnit ude and are of opposi t esg ' foes not nieed to track high frequency acouistic w~aves.

It is very clear t hat t he modeling of ( lie correlatil thlio is age t11c i tue ethrciti. Withe s til h ale ofelpl-
of thle Iluc1t tions of species conceitrat ion tiuist he taioisiluimteehiet. tIitevialed-
pierformned caref'ully to enisure t hat lie overall lieiji- sitv fof tlie, fluid t aken inito conisitderationi. tile cliet' cal
cal react ion rate is accurately computed. A supiig react ion and thle fl ,uid dvitaiuics are tru ly couled.

result froiii thle stunil' is tlle w~eak depiendeince of tit 1I c NI .urt ry et a12?2 first develop ed a tseud osPpeCt ralI

prodi uct thlickniess on t (lie Daink6liler nimnber. Th tnuimerical schenme which solves tilie equiatiits for 'a ri-
Ifrtllctt lickues fr tli itfint rect onrat cae.able deitsitv flows iii two spatial dimtensionts. Tite flow

which is conmplet ely diffusioii cointrolled, is only about under considlerat ion is tilie t eitp orally developinig inix-
ItY grate tlauuforcass wth odeateDank~h intg layer as formiulated by Hiley et. a 121. Qualitative

niumbers. Finally the sintilarity profiles for the aver- effects of the heat, release are obtained, e. g., by corn-

age product,. coimputed fromt the infintite react ion rat~e paring vorticity cotour p~lots fromt these simiulationis
case. comipared fav'orably with thle experimenital re- to those obtaitted with ino heat release (see Figure 4).

su~s o Nhtutal''.givng oni coifdene i I ie e-The i'oll-up of v'orticies is substantially supp~ressed by
stilts of sin l giigsm ofdneiltl e tilte heat release, as is evidet froin this figure.

The ptaraimeter ranige invest igatedil ii thlese experi- Itatodtttsoa hu' h otiiytrtst
itt etits was very liimit ed. The effects of Daiiuk6liler etl1ilat ion cal hiIe writ feit ini(lthe followitig torn:

iiter canl probaly be examtined iil further det ailn/ \p -

h y performinig simutlatijolts w~fith values of ipl to about 2j~ Vp A Vp + -1 Vw.

20 to 30. The behavior of soltt iouis caii be st ud-
ied as thle react ion rate is syst emat ically iticreased. Here w is the vorticity vector. p is thle density. antd
Tile gridI resolu t ioui has restricted thle scale's of till- 1 t lie( preisstre. There are t wo pri ticipal tutelianisilns
biuleite Icinig simtulated. W~it I a suptervoltitpiter sittli by* whiichl the detisity- oft lie flidi ati ,ffrt tilie vot'ii'-
as Natloutial Atrod tiatitic Sit infat or. a 2.-tix25(Gx25ti it\- lvuiatnics. 'rhe firstA is lbtrough ba roclituic torques.
grid poitit siituutat ion is possible and \voild greatlv\ represented by thle first teruit onii life right litd side.
'tiliatuce the unuderstanidinig of thie phyvsical p~rocess at 1 liese torqueis are inost effcct ive itt die ne'ighiborhood



Aoft hle reaction surface. where ft(e deiisjty is lowest aiid aiild a teill which gives tile conit runt ionl fioiii Ilie di-

I lit- 'leisitv gralhieiit hlighe-st Tiffs surface seffarates a Icitat ionl T' - .. IThe dilat atioul field Is. of comirs. Owi.

region of producltion of vorticitv Iroil one of (ls 1-Prsult1 of Ihernial expalisioli dule to heat release. 11' 1 lie
tioli. The ultimate effect appears to be to reduce thle It-rill wit Ii diual atioli field is moved to flie rilIlht haild
vort icity il tihe center part of the ilixitug, layer, while- side of ft(i Favire-averaped t iirlbuleiit kiwiet Pc lirgy
increasinig it at the outer edges. thus cauising a miore eqluat ion, it will representl dest ruict ioul oft ii-hillefi ki-
diffus-e vorticity field. W~ithout thle- haroclinic I oriqios, notic energ.Y dlue, to t hernmal expansion, a -()IlcltqioIl
flie voricily per* un1it miass. W/p. would be conlserved consistent withi that obtainied by tisiiig tile vort icit v
frI lowinig the flow when viscous diffusion is neglect ed. transport equtat ion.
Thus decreasing the local density and hience inerreas- The type of met hiodologv uised iii t his sIiulv hias 5ig-
iii, tilie local volume (e. g.. thiroughi heat release) wvill nlificant potential ill fitlire research. Ill part icuilar.
iesuiht1 in) a decrease ill thle st renigth of the vorticitv. the use of a conerv d cir for infliite Damiu3lolr
Again lt- vorticitv ii tflie layer is imade muore diffuse. imimiber cases, wit It ha ,silble art ificial snuoot lung oftI lie
'Ihei ('oibiiiedl efloecf is to wie'lkti vortex ro'llip. caiis- flatui structure, is a p1 atentiall v frit lid re-eArh oh-

iugl- reactants to be ent railedl into tle 1,a' -. ail redt ionl. High Daik1lrnme it1ia u.wtI
lit-iiee resulting inl lower produrt formiatioii. Ail = 0(30). iiay Ie lwrfo rmied to valiu t lie iii-

Biased onl t his prelmnllinar-. work inl two diimensioiis. finilte Damik6hler number results uisinig flaiii smiiot i-
MCMuirt iv et al" developed a t lree-diiieiisiouial sini- i I I--
Ilat ion rod l sing thle same tmethodology. Ill three- W\ith) a prelimituary timiderstaiidiiig of tIlie heat me-

* diiiieisiomual iiuulat ions. thle addit ioiual efect1 oif \or.- lease effects oil turbullent( mixing. file li-xt step has
teN hine st reu-huiuig is included, so that the sifuilat ions bwei to examnie how a teniperat iilur depenleti diem-
(ai llmore properly represenit ttuibliihiuce. T y pical ta- ic-;il react ion rate wvould afettle Flow held. aiid
rami et er values of Rf 500 anid Ditl = 2 were chIosen. vice- versa. According to thle asvnupt otic anialyvsis of
lere- 16 = AL 'S/v. where Al' is thle ueami velocityv iiuit ion-extiiictioii phiellitien Ii Linimll. a diffiisioii
differeince across thle layer. aiid 6 is lite init ial vort ic- flaime inl a niedlitin with Iiivem act ivation ener1gy liiay*
it\ liickness of liet layer, be Pxt iiiguislied when tl liet local scalar (lis.sipat ion rate

ecnayinistabuilit ies ill tflie form of st reamwise exceeds a certain limit. For coilvenmencer of discs
%vortices have beenl observed inl thle simnulat ions of a sion . wve assume t hat the teinperat tire. coniceintrat ion.

coiistant denisity rlw(ie ta 1
) igure 5 showis and all thle gas prop~erties are-t liet same for b)oth ile

a comparison from Mc~lunt ry et al". of inmst antaineous futel and oxidizer. anid t hat thle frequency factor for
* ~coiicent rat ionti contour lts fi a cross-st ream set ion chemical react ion anld flie lewsitv of thle gas are hothI

for cases with amid wit bout heat release. revealig thle const aiits. The extiinct ion limit is givenl by a lower
t.rIiree-dimnsional natutre of thle flow. The heat re- b)ound on t liet local. itist ault aieous redulced Daiuk6lm her

elease supp)resses the seconidary instaluilites as wvell as nmuumber as
lihe spanaw ise vortex rolluap. '[lie sinulat ions generally -

coiifirimed whiat, was observed iii tlie two-dimniisioual 0 2D 1  VV(El- .1
case. lii addit ion. t lie turbulent Favre-averaged kinetic where Z is an appropriately defined conserved scalar,

*eniergy equation was examined, and the magnitude of 17-Zl is evaluated locally at the stochiometric surface.
% each term inl the case with heat release was conmpared amdDjisteecn Dakllr ulerdfnd

%to that from a constant density case iii order to better iitrso h resra ausai laatrs

.%: understand the effects of heat release. The turbuilence tic len igthl. For more dletails of this extinct ion limit.
*% p~rodhuct ion resultinig fromi thle work done by tuti IM nit see WVilliams 3 1. Peters a tid Williamis"" a rgied t hat . inl

stres i shwn o dcrese ii he asewitIi eatre- the turbulent diffusion flamie of a jet. ft(e scalar dis-
I, lease. It is interestinig also to examine the left haind sipat-ioul rate near the jet exit is so large that regions
sid e of thle t urbileiit kintic energy equation: of local extiinct ion (holes) in t life flatime sheet may be

a colme conniected so that the flamie sheet is ruptured.
Duq -pj+7~ C.U lm ait usntb us ie hr.Hne h

NIP flamne lifts off and st abilizes at a locat ion fiirt her (lowil-

lere 7; uj is tile Favre-averaged t urbulemit kiinet ic eni- st reami. where t lie local (hissipatl ion rate is stmaller ( lian
erg . The left hand side- cali t huts he writ ten as the tflie extinict ion limit . This explanation of flame liftoff
simbst atiial (lerivative of thle tutrbulenat kintic eirgy is certaiiily lausile. alt hough it is (ificlilt to conifirmn
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experimet-ntally. Numerical sintulat jils of this phe- mainder is chemiically frozit. Au li lgetli10s aIpproachi
tiotlila cali be uised to learnl more ab~out tIlw sit mc- is iteted which wouldd tteatI tilt, flame sl, -t a, ;I dis-
wre of the flaine sheet inl a t irbiletilt flow, anld also coitt iiinti .
to obtain a better understanding of thelet ail of the
mechanism uf tile rupturing ol' the flame het3.2 Other Examples

Givi et ai37 iitijated anl inlvest igat on of' t uk p ohl-
lentm using a temiporally growing ixing Inas er siunutla- Ani example of thet uise of full t urbuleitee simulati us
ion. The simulations were two-(iinleils.ionail. and typ- to test thleoretical hypotheses for climiically-reactinug

ical paraniet er values were Rf= 200. Dalj = It0. and t urbutient flows ik given by Leonard and II i 3,. Thevy
anl act ivat ion energy of E = :3 when normalized by stutdied thle behavior of two. chmiical species tinder-
tlte adiabatic flamne teniperat tire. Figure 65 showis tile going anl irre~ ersible. isot hermal. second order clin-
contours of instantaneous rate of reaction. Along thle ical reaction inl a homogeneons. inicomnpressible. (le-

* braids oft he rolled it li vortex. whtere thei st main rate is cavi ii" tiurbulent flow. The initial roncent rat ions ff r
hligh. filie tell]perat tIlre is reduced to a %--,v lw valtie thle two species were ili stocltioiltitr prcport nit andl
a 111d tilie flamte becomes ext inct. C ivi et al alIs solve were de-Jined a., sqjuare waves wijicii v' 're out -of-i bame
flie fitat ioi for a coinserved scalar lielId. For t lie iii- so thlat tile reactanits wverve ailproxiiiat,4%egeatd
finite repact iol r-ate case. tife surface w1here rtet, scalar Ili order to deteriniie t(lie effect oftI lie reaction rate oii
achieves t lie stoclinet ric valuie is thet flatite shieet. Ani var.ious statist ical properties. thre-e calculations" were-

e xaliiltat iol of tilie ext inctiotn conditioni given above. performed. for Danikliler tiutuers of 0. 5. anid 1t0.
'btain'd [romt asviiptot ic thleory. shows thiat. at fte l'SeIldnspect ral ituzitierical tuletliods were usqed. tile cal-

edge of tile flaitie sheet ill tilie sittitlatioti. th l issipa- titlat ions beinig pefrfniied ott :32202 joii voinip-
lionl rate does satisl N thle extitict ion criterioti. tat onal grids. The intit ial tutrlutleti Heytiolds itiler

Fitirt her interes;ting qutesti~n regarding flaitie e-(based uPon thle Taylor mcocl)ws2.ad(i
tiict ion canl be addresed utsing numtiericafl sitnulat ionls. Schmidt mtijiber for both swce as U.7.

For exanlfe after tdie fhamte becomes extijict . thle re- Two hypothlises werv ltest ed The first was Touir* 71
act aits difruise towards eachi ot her to Formi a pretiixed ItypIothlesis. which was Itiade. for react ants which at,
fin-I mixtutre. Subsequent evenits are not cbvar. [or miit iallv inl stochiomtetric proport ion anid have equal
exaijdI'e. whltei tle dissipat iol I-ate has docreased to (lifflilivities. Based upoit results fromt certain limtiti1c-5
a low eoigh level as a result of diffulsionl. wvotuld tile cases. Toor hypothesized t hat t(lie reactmait coicettra-
flamie thent propagate into t he tiiixtture inl tile for,,, of' lion covariatice ('4C' was idepeniit of the reacti toil

* ~~a preiixed fl(amte'? '[lite prel iminiary sitla tion restilts rate and hierefore could be determined frot n a miixing
inidicat e t hat reigit ion does not occur, anid thle react- expe.riment (withlout chemiical react ion ). Patterson 72

lug, sheet coiit inues to shrnk. Of cou rse. onily cases proposed a model for t(lie joint p)rob~abilit y denisity
wit hit a rest iict ed raluge of lparamneters were siiiiu- funct ion (1pdf) for (C, 'B) whIicl dhoes ]lot explicitly
hut ed . Whet her t(lie concluisioii canl be genieralized or depenid onl tlie inlit ial st oichiiomet ry anud witich enables
not remainis to be determned . Tile mechianiismi lby fdie predict ion of various teritis iii the mnomniit. efuta-
which the flamie is reigntited is imlport ant in winder- tions for C.4 anid CB, e. g., thie react ion covariance
ct antding thle natutre of flame iftoff. To [firt her inves- t eri.
tigate thle stnrtcture of a flamie sheet., a numnerical code Fromt the numerical simnulat ions Leoniard anud 11111
for sintitlatihug thle thiree-dimienisionial tutrbtulenit titotion coitilltited. iii particular. t(lie react ion covarianice termt
iii a planie jet withI clientical react ion is currently be- for the three cases for differetit Danik6liler tiutil-ers.

tugdevloed (.iv an lseai711). citiItIlat ions oftle Te fouind that, as hypothesized by Toor. this termn

4 flamte ext ituciion phletoietia uisitng t(his code will p~ro- was approximately inidepeiident of tile react ion rate.
vide a niore complete pictitire thani thle previous two- This alIlowed. e. g., the closture of thle equiat iois for C1
dimiensional sinitilat ions. As ive have discussed. thle anid TB,. and their acctrate est imat ion. The predic-
act ivat ion etiergy in a p~ractical system is large. Tile t ions of Pat tersonm's niodel did not comupare wvell wit Ii
fhamiie. wli it exists. has a thIick'ness of tie, o-der of simulat ion restlt s. Ili order to expla in t(his discrei-

E compa red to the d ifftuiioti scale. There.fore fitl- all(-\ t lie joiti pdf Of C.1 a tid ( 'B wer- co~nputed froii

4 tilrica I resol tion is a serious lirolhem. Yet a coli- tIlie sitmuilat ion results, and were Foiund to niot retamn
serve(i sca lar a I proach is not stuit alfe sinice (-illy part tlie form asstuted I y Pat tersoil

-~~ of tilie flow~ field is iii (hieitical etuiilbriui: tile re- 'rlite results of Leoniard and luill are,_1 oil rjelitiiiiat'.



The resolution wias fairly couirse and tile lepyliolds for particuilar itiIf miodel equat ions. And III fICt rtiil-
num11ber. especially towards r 1w end oft hle sinlitlat ionls. siI'rale physics ran h e incorporate inito t his qsteii.
was very low. The work gives a goodl example. how- imaking Ili, pulf ni(ulel highly realistic.
ev~er, otf how direct liniiierical ,~ilniai loll, C.1 b I use' Past LanlgtvtilS sstems ns'.'d InI MNIIt,-( arl imp-
to test theoretical hypotheses regarding- chem mliiall 'v- proachies to solving the pdf e' jilat ions hive not di-

-,reacting t irbulent flows. We expect t liat I his ill 1w rect I y ichinded. e. g. . t lie- phnysics of' t lie- large-scale
-~~ 01w, of the princip~al uses of' direct iiniierival -.inmhl- stru'ictutres occrrim ii inl t(lie flow. nior (if thle Schmidi

ions in the near furtire. and Reynolds nuniher effects onl nucronlixi hg. Those

Another uise of direct n(eia inltiisi ntlie feature., werf, recentlv inclttded ini a stildy by Lini and
predict ion and stutdy of reactant (amnd ot her I araine- Pratt 7 of a cliei ically-react ing. spat ially-growing Free
ter ) probabhility density functions. There are a innilier shear layer. They considered a dliffuioin flame WvithI

of advantages in theoretical approaches to cheicially-_ aii isothernmal. irreversible. imfinite-rate. binmary cliei-
reacting tutrb~uleiit flows wvhich emlploy the, pdf conlse r- ical react ionl A two-dimemisional large et dy sin ila-
iatIion equnat ion (see. e. g. . O*Brien ). For example. tiolo was etiploycul . rising a miodified vortex met hod to
I hi- react ion terili ini the pdf equat ion is close-d. and( conipite III lemmstendy (iicoinpressile) velocil , fhell.
liw conseryeol scalar approach canl 1e readily iit iliz~d. Thew cli,iical react ion was treated lisig" (lie oiise-riedl
losiiro prolems for other termls. e _ the mliinig SCla applroachi. anid. ill Part iciar. imolecular ixingm

terms. rehmain a primiary diffictilty. howver . Ainot her was t reatel ising ( rrl's7, model. Thel iitixiiig rate
diffilcult wvithI this approach is inl thle sohii on ouf the, I was deteriitined front the esriiiiation hy IBroadwieli
resullting. equations. The dimuensionality of tI elie tua and Rreil'umthal" ott he Itme srale requ1iredl to diffise
ions is thle slm of thle ustial dimlensions . g x. 1) across thle IKolitogroy ei Ii-t salp. Thiey- used

pint ihe ustial d ependent variales. I1 Imerefre for r'- H(1/2
act1ig flows tile dimniensiomalit v of tilie vystveni call le-= . -___

("Onlie very large. cbviating a solution b\ stamid nu- S
uirical met lhods. To circumvenmt t isI proldei. Nloimte- wher. C is an empirical conist ant and w is the local
(inrho iiict hods have hen used to indir-ct IN solv e t lit! ,rid-scaile vort icit v. Their wvork cail he considered one
tlie p Ifequat ion (amid( to ofIlaiti ot her statistical (twill of thle first woure sulmigrid-scae Imnodlels were eimployed

ii ie: Prtt ~' Pop' 5 ).in a large eddy simnitlat ion involving clieuilical react ion.
* - ~In thet Mlonte-(Iarlo approach. in order to solve the Lin amid Prat t carried out simulat ioiis for thlree dIll-

pdf equmar ion anl auxiliary problem. soimetimues called a fereiit velocity ratios (I- = U , /1 = 0t. 0.3. andI 0.6).
* ~ ~ aiigevin problem. is often inmtrodiuced. The Lauigovinu and( two differeiit Schmnidt mi nibers (0.7 and 600).

prohdeiii is a (theoretically) realizable lprocess which The latter corresponded to v-aluies for experiments car-
has, as its pklf equat ion, the Original pdf eqlioti of ried oit by Konmrad" t amid[ Breideiitai6l' . respectively.
interest. To solve for t he pdf (or ot her statistics) of Their restilts for variotus velocity statistics gave rea-
interest then, thle auxiliary problemn is solved (ofteii sonable agreenment Avith laboratory data, except for

* many t imes), and eit her onsemible, time. or spatial av- Iie( lateral rmns velocity. Predict ions of various Coll-
*erages are performed. Thme advaiitage of this aplproacl centratioii statistics, in particular. tlie dependence of

-- is t hat the Langevin problem is usually inucli eas- tile niondiniensional product thlickniess oin the Schmidt
0 ~ier to solve inumerically. and t(lie comp~utationial time rnimber, showed reasonable agreement with (itlie laho-

increases approximtiaIely linearly as additionial clepen- rat ory data.
demml variables are iiicluded. We think t hat thle tilization of dlirect iiuierical

When applied to chemically-reacting turbumlent simulat ions for Langevin systems for pdif model equma-
flowvs. thle Laiigeviu problem for a modeledl pdf equa- I oiis has conisidherab~le potential. 1I. allows ( lie inlput
tion is usually some simiplified reactiiig flow system, of rat her sophisticated models iiito the pdf equations.
As iiiore sophist icat ion is added to thle modeled ternis Onl thle other liauid. jpdf models imight sugge st part ic-

* ~~in thle pdf equiat ions. thle Lauigeviii prob~lemi beconmes ular sthlgrid-scale closures to he implemented ini large
* miore like thle original t urhuileit reacting flow. The eddy simulations.

realismi of the 1.hf equiat ion is thlin indicated by the Thle inierical siimulation of compressile. turlui-
'ol lust ica tion of thle corresponding Lamugevimi systemn. lent., chieimically react in g flowvs is in aii emiirvoii
As p oiiitel out byRit il~let caifit7, dIirect nu iieri- state. There aIre specific physical phienoimeina ill which
Cal siilmumat ioiis (.;In le Conlsidered as Laiigeviii systemis acotist ic ivaves are am iitt'gral coiipoiieit. For ex-
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alipl . i tlulhullt reactilig flows ill a raij,i coi1- ta(lility for visualizing acoustic (list lrlialie',s.
lilstolr IIlay ilIt iac wit I I acotisi C Iva\,es to II n)l cv Fi-,ui s slhows aiti t s t lli i101 lila lt i)i fiel, to-

lar " amplitude pressure osriliatious (e. ,.. Smitlh aiI glher wilh the ,orreslpoiliiig Norticil, fill. 1D was

Zukoski'). 'urthrmire Kelvin-H-'lihililz istalbil- folund hat I hi jicar-fil dilalati'm is ,oiiihial-,I Iv
it ie, arei much weaker in supersonic mixing layers. tile- psldo-sounI and tile popagational aspects , f
which may result iii drastic reductions ill tle rate of acoustic waves are lost. Thilit at ion field tlius gi\,-s

* • l.~mical reactiou. Soveral ii eliniiarv at tempts have tli deItaile d claract eristics of he acotistic sources.
been made to simulate these flows. For the ranit Around each vortex a quadrulpole dilatation field is
Iroblemi. Mellon and Jou2'2 ' and Joii and .Met l li2 used clearly ident ifialde. Near t lie region where largp vortex

direct numerical simulations to addlress the inleractlion structuris imlinge on tle, nozzle, the Struct ure of di-
tbween vorticity fluctuations and acoustic waves ill a latation field appears very complex. The wavolengtlhs

' ioihiuistor with no chemical reaclions. (uirguis et of tle longitudiial acoustic waves ill thlle oniustlo
al"" inchided chemical react ion in a similar ,fi. chiailher are of lie orelr )f I Ile leigth oft fi,' colilIs-

ratlol. WVe shall briefly review the work of .J,-,i aii tor. al hence are 1mich largr Ihn Ill,- t , lihiii scale
leion'r as ail exatill'ie of how olie cail ,l,.lr. alls- of tile inmpil-ing \nrtex. Thils. tlie aciiisti ,ourr"s

tic information froii the results of tie sinhilion, . ,near tile vo ex iipiiugvilent loint caii Ie cosu.,idherel
SMejn and .lou -1 2 . coniderel tle flow ill a siilili- colmpact. The heliavior of' such a copliact solrep cai

lied niodel of a rainjet coihust ion chanher I'\ solv- he rep rest.lited I'v its iinultiiol, expiansion ill terls of
' iii~ tlie coluli'sileO Navi.r-Stoke, e ,latinv ili ax- a listriliuted dilatation fieid. Theref'ore. we. take Ilw

i.'.nm,.tric formi using Mac(onrmack s 4' explicit algo- first two spatial monieits of the comlplex dilaaliton
* tii liim. Because the cOllul er requiriemiies for a I lhre- hill ov.r a r-egioli to giv,,i Inioiopol, anl ,hliole as:

.liiilisioial siniiilau ioii of t his flow are he oindt lhe ca-

-': ipalili,\ of he existilig computers. they addllssed the Q,= / / / "
,lfe,'s of large scale vortical -tAructures. which iiia.

S"'I prodiidiiaillv axisvillill"ric ii this cast. It is 'x- ( rf
picteil, t hat oilyh the longitudinal acoustic ieIode will Q2 =  - Px Il '+ Xl"
interact with thp vortical disturbances to produc the .

low frequency pressure oscillations prevalent ili tlie Tle time variation of tile vorticitv fluctuations ill tI e
colil,t lor. Thus. axisv'iiiet'ic vortical disturhlances saii i -region are also deterlineiid Iiy iil,.graltion over
iliea he predoliiinalt. The flow field was stal'l flin lite saiie vollne. Figure 9 shows , lie tme \arialioun
rest by lowering t he dowistreall pressure 1o a pro- of thlie nionopole. tile dipole alld I lie vorticity. It. is
scriied value. After aii initial transient period, tlie evident t hat. as (lie large vortical structures ililliinge
f flow field settles iiito a stationary oscillatory state. oiilte nozzle wall, a strong dipole which is approx-

As shiownii ii lie vorticit cOlutOur plot in Figture . inately 180 ° out-of-lihase with (lie vorticity fluclua-
the shear laser bhiiimd tile backward facing step rolls I iou is l)resent..
liil into vort icies. and t lie merged large st ruct tires silb- Jot] and Memio -I 27 used t his infornation to const ruct

* sequently ilimpilnge oil tihe nozzle wall downstreamu. 'lo a nodel for acoustic wave/vortex interactions. This
understand (ihe physical phenonmena, (ie acoustic field method of simulation and data analysis demonstrates
is visualized in a unique way. If oiie deflines the acous- I.he potintial use of numnerical simulationsof comipress-

- tic comiiponent of ile dist trbanes to be that of an ible flow ill aialyziig the behavior of flow variab les
Uiiisilv lotinial flow (Yates 5 3 ). t lie iiist ant aieots such as Ile dilatation field which are diflicult or ilii-
ililation field P and (Ihe acoustic potential (1) are re- possible to imieasure expterimellitally. The extilsioli of

lamed as follows: this simulation Iiethod to cases with chehiical reac-
= "/3. tion. which may create stroing acoustic moniopoles. is

'oniliaring this with tile equation relatillg the vortic- currenit ly uniler investigation. Extension of this corle
itv to th listreaii function (72t' = -w). which repre- to three-diniensions requires the capabilities of tihe
Seilts ile solenioidal field, it is seen i hat Ih dilatation) next generaiion of supercoilput ers. Prelinminary sill-

tihI plays a Iole in acoustics analogous t tihai of \or- ulatioiis of tlme coIIIuist ion and flow fieli ini a ranil je
4 " iiit' for a solenoidal field. Since vorticity has been have been rlported by Kailasanath et al.

s• cr-essfull used to visualize rotational dist irbaiices. Supersonic coibustion is all active area of research.
lhe dilalation field maiy he takln as a represeltat ive part ly be-caus, oftle curr,,itlly interesi ini I lie Natioual
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Aerospace Plane. Druniiod 5  at tempted to Simulate st anding particular physical processes, and develop ing
a mixing layer wvithI a realistic hydrogen-oxygen reac- and testing- of mlodels.
tion. Some fnurther resuilts were presented by Zait g el nIh oeenIiefi ieol w otlrelcil-
11'' Tile MIach number of 1.5 and Re 'ynolds ninl- of lengt II scale can be resol veil si ng f it-- ijost powe'r-

- her of :1700 were- chosen. The finite-i licie'.s t railing ftil coinlpit ational facilitit- availabb-. rlii tuirbulence
ed(ge of a splitter plate was snispoct ed of playinig a pri- sinlitlat ions require ftli resol ition of all releva nt Ieitgt I
Iliary role inl triggering i lie Illst abIili es it) a supersniitic scales, (lowlii to lie Kolitogorov Scale for a iioirvart -
flow. Tile results are preliminary. amid requi re furt her inig flow. Thns. only flows wit I i todera te Reynolds
research. numllber. call be si itulated(. FlirthIerioro. inl chemical lv

reactig flows, the Danikdtler numiber and thep acti
vatIion energy- are uisually very large. Ani ad lition a

4 Conclusions lenigthl scaleo. tile thickness, of the reactioin zone. wichr
call be imuch smaller than I lie Kohinogorov scale. ii ist

D~irect ininmerical sinlatioiis of tril..iit111 react itig be, resolved. Fort iialk. in t lite liimit ol (lirica p'~ii-
flows have begunm to att ract interest amiong comhuino liliritini and for a rest ricti'il class of translort ci 'Ili-
scieli is. fluid iiiechiaiics and inmericists. 't" cienlts. a CotiserVed scalar can Ie dilind for which
presenit article reviews sonme researchi ott tmiibiileit re- the governing e(luiat ion is simple. Uinder t his siinli-
actinig flows ising idirect sitnitlatjolts. ettipliaSizing tile ficatjolt. the react ion zone de-genterates to a dikcoti-
itthlodology. I le kinds of restult, obtainable. and the tintotis she 't . Thierefote. if ft(i discont iniity ciiI be
'I rengt lis anid hlnit at ions of t lit, approach. capt ured. full I tirbkileiice sinlitilat ions using t i Ow t

There are two impilleintat ions of dirctinwili- Served Scalar approachi will thlenl require I lie Sallie res-
Cal situillationls: full t ilitlice sintulat ions ( ETS). o ai ol;s Itle Itvuireart ing -aSe. This dhirectloll ik oliv
ill which all of the dyiiaiiiicallv Signiificanit space and Oft flip- most promiisinig for fututre research. With Iiiiod-
tinie scrales are resolved: and large odily siinut1latiollscrate lReynolds ninbi-r. f lie siniulat ions canl be tised
(LES). inl whlichm the governling equat ions are filtered as A research) tool to provide imiportanit itifortigal ion
at f lie ittinerical grid Scale. Aiid filie siubgrid-srale niio- onl t he intricate interact ions between flutid dymaiics
lions modeled. Because of limited uniiirical reso- and chemicail react momi. Thle nat tire of thlese ititerac-

*Iti tion FTS is rest ricted to moderate Reyn~olds and lionls may. in miany cases. be approximately indlepeit-
Damttk6hler numbers (alt honghi te conserved ScalaInr deiit of thle Reynolds nund icr. This iiiforia t on caii
a pproachi canl for cert ain cases eli ttminate tilie latter re- t hen b~e tilized to construct t urbulence models for lte
s;trict ion). whereas [ES canl be applie.(I, at least ill conmputat ion of chiemically reacting flows with higher
colceit . to hligh Hey iwlils uti itilier. high Daik6lelr Reynolds numbe r, and stlugrid-scahe models for large
flows. Three general classes of iierical nmet hods edd1Y Simutlat ions.
have b een tise.d in t lite iiipleiieiitat ion of direct sun- There are. however. phieiiomnia for which it is not
ulat ionls: sp~ectral methods. fiite-differenice methods, clear how anl app~roachi using a discontinuous reaction
and vortex met hods (and some combinations of the zone canl be formiulated. Ani exaniple is the simulation
( lree). Each numerical method has it~s own advait- of local flame extinctiot ild ignitioni. Local asynip-
tages; and disadvantages.with ino one inet hod thie ob- totic analysis usinig large activation energy provides
vious chmoico for all problemis. a~ criterion for extinction. Construction of a global

Thle potential adlvant ages of (direct ntmmerical situ- soluttion using Ithis local informat ion ili a nunterical
tila tions. whten the met hod cali be appldied, are thle simulation may. however. he dhifficult. Thle qiestion of
following: ( lie flow call be examined inl detail, Since all tilie behavior of ( lie flanie tip., which interfaces a re-
i ptanlit tes are known at each point inl Space aiid time: gioti inl chemical eqtiilibiriuii withI a frozenl region. And
pa ramneters canl be easily varied and~ experimental coti- its role inl extinct ion aiid igniit ion will require furlther
dii ioiis are easily controlle.d: large-scale sI rutitres are research.
idirect ly aildresed: and results are less senisitive to thle For comput at ions of turbulent reacting flows with
miodls iSed. sinlce o11i%.. at mostM. tilie smialler scales parameter ranges encotunt ered inl most p~ract ical sys-
are, miodeled. The mia in disadvaiitage is thep linmitation tents. large eddy s iiitihations are requnired. Thuts.
iii I lie spat ial and tempiloral resoltit ion availabile, which tflie dovehopmient of accurate stibgrid-scale mtodels is
can lie Severe. Ty pical aliplicat ioiis at thle l)Iiselit are a miost urgent task. (See- Oraii aind Boris" for
; iiiilar to those of laboratory eXprriments. i. e.. under- a disctissioni of some of 'it .~fictit, ii. develop-



jug siibgrul-scale mjodlels for clieiiicallY-react jug flow,. lill t irt-hileice siIIIuil1ut ion. jutatai-oi i grakdi-
Miid somle criteria thatd a subgrid-scale niodl shouild v'IIt regiouts ijIIISI lie- properly lritat 'd ... Alioiigli iii',
meiet.) Presen'it stibgrid-scale miodels for iuonr-'actiig ofitlie filiie dIiffereiice schl;ie-s witll) high gli .dieait rv-
flows relY Voil several physical hypothleses. Ini part ic- gioils will be sta Ide. (t- relative iuagiit ies oif f ie# a r-
uIlar a contilmolis flux of enlergy (or scalar variancre) tificial (lissipat ion termis and toeof H ie real 'lissipa-
fromi low to high wave numbewrs is assunlied. which 111- tionu termls mnusl lie mloiitor'd cont iiuuuuslY to eluiuro
p~lies at most a weak dep.-eeice of tihe larger seales of' fti acciacv.
miot ion onl t he smialler scales. Fuirthlerinore. soine sort
of tiiliversalIityN (e. g. . a Kolinlogorov spvct ruini ) at high
wave numbers is hmypot hesized. The validlit y of bothI of
i ;iese lmi potlieses is probably also required for tlie sur AcmoldeIets Heccmo irc umeia
Ce Sftil applicat ion of LES to t urbiubint react iiug Ilomv simulationms of t urbulent iwreatiiuu flows at FHow lie-
For exaniple. if thle direct effect-, of tile su I 'ridscale t-a i arci ('omiiian a umd al I lit- Uiversi uy of WVasliiiug-
,iiot iumms onl I lie coiiput at loll scale, of mutt ionl art- VerN o ot) e11u f hsatrWr tFo v

si rong. I lienl it is ittlikely fthat accurate sumlgrifd srale' seuIrchlihas btei sueod by N ASA Lewvis Research

mumotlels caii be developed aiid reliable large- eddv Sim- ( te ruh omtrc o: 5-25. i 'n
ula ios erlriut' Ift le lletsof li stlgid cae tra'ct No. NAS3-2-1229. bv Air Force Office of Scicum-

iuatioiis arome. tfth efe t fIl slgrd at t ih Research thlrough C'ontract No. Fl9t62tJ-,5-( *LtttT.
weakhoweer, ien lireis iomt aiid bv thle Offico of Nrivailit-esea mli t Iirowgh t 'ii-('oiicluidte that tlie( LES ina\ be successfullyv eiiildove

Forlar, Dniklilr m'mbr ractonsIli Irct No. N0tij(t I4-8-f-CtJ:59. liese-arch at tile Vnuiver-
Forlare Dniklmlr muiilerreat ins he ni hb sity of WVashinitoii has beenl supported I lirougli (.N I

t-ai b er, t'erget ic duelt to thle Cheu11trt i it
thonaro flme. hee. ene te mal sal b a out ract No. Nt0t0t 4-87- K-ti17-I and I lie J1ohnms Hopul

lienarow bi ui shet IIeice he niaIIscae bhuc_ kilsl. Uiversityv Applied Physics Laboratory oiii iact
ior wonl h e expected to bie veiy different from that ofNo(tti-J eciiiitrrsomrswreldiid

* iiuiracthugIlos. o thatliedevlopmeut o sibgrd- fromi the NASA Lewis Research (enter aiid more re-
sale uio' els ma iabe very difficult. Omie approach centliv from t- Nat ioiial Aerolvyiamic Simulator at

which app)ears to bie p~rovid ing useful iniformat ion i S uusRsac ne.Teamthr ol
for olreact img flows is reiirninaltIiza tion group tlieory liketoNS Acioledelies coiiarc ( 't 'ion fromther iviiii

Ya kliot and Orszag5 ' ).1 whchca e formlted~p toC lwrs; of t lie- excellent research teami at Flow Resea rchm
dIirect ly address suibgrid-scale issues. This approach a nd lie 1'iii v'rsit v of WVash iigtoni. lin part icular. coii-

40 also relies onl thle asstimpt ions oh energy flux and uii t triittions fromi Drs. P. C ivi, .P.1i cilurtirry. S. Mleumon
versalitv unt ioiied above, however. aind so mlay have

and( R. Metcalfe are gratefully acknowledged. Dis-
tto belit s oi ew qa. uoiid t r a cuiiclyratn cussions of the conserved scalar app~roachi and flame

urbuleui flows.extiinction pheinomeita with Professor F. A. WVilliamus
For direct ijuinerical siimula tioiis of compilressibleC, hav\e been very benieficial.

cieniically reactinug flows, several important. issues re-
(qiuire at tent ion, The first is the treatment of sound Rfrne

waves. Unilike vortical dist~urbaiuces which decay \ecle
rapidly tway fromnile source, acouistic waves may-
ptrop)agate great distances aiid, upon ititeraclilig ii hWaltrup. P. .J., -Liquid Fueled Supersonic Coini-
a boundarv. be reflected amid refocused iiito t lie t urbii- buqtion Haijets: A Riesearchi Perspective of thie Past.
lent region. A sinmulat ion of a subsonic flow lusinlg a Ii- Present and Fut ure" . AIAA-86-0 158. 19iS6.
iiit e doiuia ii may excite certaiin acoustic pigeniodes if 2 Northiani. G. B3.. -Comibust ion in Supersonic
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Direct Numerical Simulations of a Reacting, Spatially Developing
* Mixing Layer by a Spcctral-Elcmcnt Method

P. Givi and W.-H. Jou
Flow Research Company

Kent, WA 98032

Abstract

The spectral-clement method, a numerical scheme that combines the accuracy of spectral
methods with the versatility of finite element techniques, has been employed to study the

I •mechanisms of mixing and chemical reactions in a diffusion flame stabilized on a two-stream
planar mixing layer. The results of simulations of the harmonically forced, spatially
developing flow are statistically analyzed to examine the compositional structure of the flame
near quenching. The results indicate that as the flame approaches extinction, the mean and
the rms values of the reactant concentrations decrease while those of the product
concentration and temperature increase. This behavior is enhanced by increasing the

S- hydrodynamics characteristic time (reducing the local Damkohler number) and is consistent
with that observed experimentally.

1. Introduction

* Many recent investigations 11-3] on the developments of theoretical models capable of

describing the behavior of nonequilibrium turbulent diffusion flames, point to the necessity of

obtaining experimental data for the purpose of validation of the closure assumptions

employed in these models. The results of some recent experiments [4,5] have proven

• extremely valuable if not completely adequate. However, since detailed experimental

measurements are difficult to obtain, it would be useful to supplement the measurements with

some results obtained by the method of direct numerical simulations. This method refers to

solving the exact governing hydro-chemical transport equations without resorting to

turbulence modeling [6]. Time evolutions of the thermochemical variables are computed by

using highly accurate numerical schemes. Therefore, detailed flow field information is

available within the computational space-time domain, from which statistical properties and

other relevant information can be extracted. There are, certainly, restrictions on the

4 'resolvable space and time scales, which in turn restrict the range of physical parameters that

can be accurately simulated. However, depending on the particular physical phenomenon of

interest, certain thermo-fluid dynamic similitude exists [6]. By simulations of flows in a

restricted parameter range while satisfying the required similitude, the results are useful for

extracting some important information for understanding the behavior of that particular

phenomenon. This approach is followed in this paper to investigate the noncquilibrium

phenomena of extinction in a non-premixed flame.

-I-



Although direct simulations of chemically reacting mixing layers have been investigated

previously, the numerical model of a temporally developing, spatially periodic layer has

usually been used [7-101. Although the simulations yield a wealth of information on the

behavior of a reacting mixing layer, there is always some uncertainty of what might have been

'A missed by such an approximation. For example, it has been established that in spatially

developing mixing layers, the mechanism of mixing between the fluids from the two streams is

asymmetric [11-13]. This behavior cannot be predicted by assuming spatial periodicity, and a

spatial evolution model should be employed to simulate such flows more realistically.

In this paper, we shall describe the development of a spectral-element code capable of

accurately computing a spatially developing, chemically reacting mixing layer. This method

enables us to simulate flows at higher Reynolds (Peclet) numbers than those of previous

approaches using conventional second-order finite difference schemes [10,14]. The resulting

code is used for simulations of a spatially developing shear layer under the influence of a

nonequilibrium chemical reaction. The results are statistically analyzed to obtain valuable

information on the compositional structure of the reacting flow.

.-\ thrc-dimcnsional code has bccn devclopcd. In the prescnt paper, however, onlv the results
of two-dimensional simulations are presented. Detailed three-dimensional simulations that

include the effects of small-scale turbulence will be reported in the future.

2. Formulation

A mixing layer in which two parallel streams with different velocities begin to mix and react

downstream of the trailing edge of a splitter plate partition presents an ideal configuration for

studying the physical processes in the reaction zone of a real combustor. A schematic diagram

U- of the layer considered here is shown in Fig. 1. The reactant CB (fuel) enters the

computational domain on the upper, high-speed stream, while the other reactant CA (oxidizer)

_, enters on the lower, low-speed side. The chemical reaction between the two species is

assumed to be single step and to obey the temperature dependent Arrhenius law.

VN -
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The effect of chemical heat release is assumed negligible, which together with the further

assumption of a low Mach number flow, results in a constant density formulation. Under

these assumptions, the hydrodynamics and the transport of the chemical species and

temperature are decoupled. The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations together with the
0

species diffusion-reaction equations are the governing equations to be numerically integrated.

The appropriate reference quantities for normalizing the transport equations are the velocity

difference between two streams AU, the free-stream temperature T,, the free stream
4 concentrations CA.. and CO,, and the unperturbed shear layer thickness at the entrance a.

S. With these reference quantities, the relevant parameters are the Reynolds number Re, the

Damkohler number Da, the Zeldovich number Ze, and the heat release parameter Ce. The

, values of the Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are assumed to be unity, and the magnitudes of

S other non-dimensional parameters used in the simulations will be given below.

Spectral Element Method

In the flow configurations shown in Fig. 1, impermeable free slip boundary conditions are

employed on the upper and lower boundaries. Therefore, pseudospectral methods with

Fourier transforms can be used in the cross-stream direction Y for the discretization of the
governing equations. This technique was used in previous investigations of a spatially

periodic, temporally evolving rning layer [7-101.

In the stream-wise direction, the flow field is not periodic, and basis functions other than

Fourier series must be used. Presumably, Chebyshev polynomials can be employed for a

problem with non-periodic boundary conditions. In practice, however, the distance between

the neighboring Chebyshev collocation points near the boundaries becomes extremely small if

high order polynomials are used to discretize a large computational domain. Consequently,

time integration becomes very stiff because of numerical stability restrictions [15]. A

compromise between numerical accuracy and efficiency can be achieved by using the
spectral-clement method [17]. This p-type finite element method divides the stream-wise

4
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domain into NE number of elements. Within each element, the thermo-fluid variables are

represented by Chcbyshev polynomials. The governing equations are approximately satisfied

by the discretized system at the collocation points within each element. The compromise

between the accuracy and the efficient time integration can be achieved by adjusting the

number of finite elements and the order of the Chebyshev polynomials in each element. By

increasing the number of elements and using moderately low order polynomials within each

element, the stiffness in time integration can be avoided while high accuracy is maintained.

For the purpose of demonstrating this technique, we shall consider the solution of the species

transport equation in which the velocity field is given:

-ac V V-+-v2 C (2)
a+ Pe

where Pe is the Peclet number and , is the reaction rate. To advance the dependent
variable C in time, the fractional time stepping scheme is used. The solution is first advanced

to an intermediate time by using a second order accurate Adams-Bashforth scheme for the

nonlinear term in Eq. (2), i.e.,

6 .(- _) W _ - ( V .( 1c ) - (3)
At 22

where At is the time increment, and the superscripts t and * refer to the previous and the

intermediate time steps, respectively. The spatial discretizations in the above equation are

performed by employing spectral methods using Fourier transforms in Y and Chebyshev

expansions in X.

The advancement of the scalar equations from computational time n to n+l is accomplished

by the completion of the viscous (diffusion) step. In this step, the influences of both spectral

methods and finite element techniques become apparent. Taking the Fourier transform of the

equation in the cross-stream direction, we have:

2 .+ (K2 + PPe(4)•ax 2  At At

Where K is the Fourier wave number in the Y-direction, and denotes the variables in the

MO
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Fourier domain. Now we can use the variational principle [17] to solve this equation.

According to this principle, solving Eq. (4) is equivalent to minimizing the functional

)2 1~a - (K 2+ Pe) (ZC"")2
2 8x 2 At

+Pe ] d (5)

within each element.

Using the Lagrangian interpolant (Chebyshev expansion) of C"+' as a trial function in Eq (5)

and requiring that the variation of I with respect to the nodal values vanishes, we obtain a set

of elemental equations for the interior nodes within each element. By using a direct stiffness

* method [171 we can construct the system matrix from the elemental matrix [16]. Solutions of

the resulting linear algebraic systems give the unknown variables at the interior and the

interl'acc collocation points for all wave numbers (K's) in the other direction of the llow. The

variable at the new time level, i.e., C" '  is recovered by the inverse Fourier transform of C.

Boundary Conditions

The inflow and outflow boundary conditions are required to complete the formulation of the

present problem. Ideally, a random velocity field with a spectrum similar to what was

measured experimentally can be specified. In the present simulations, however, only the

dominant two-dimensional features of a turbulent shear layer are examined. It is known that

the mixing layer is most responsive to disturbances corresponding to the most unstable

instability wave and its subharmonics. Therefore, these disturbances are imposed at the

inflow boundary for capturing the dominant two-dimensional coherent structures. The inflow

velocity profile is therefore given by:
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;II
:U( 0,3y, 1) = "U.(y) + Real [A I Uj(y)ei (-t +O1)  (6)

-_ ~~~~~+A 1/2 U 11,2(y) e i/(t+4)+ A 1/4 U1/4 (Y) e 4(ot+ ]

where the unperturbed velocity profile is

AU V
+_) U,, + - tanh(-)] *  (7)

and U,(y) are the eigenfunctions of the most unstable mode and its subharmonics computed

from the Orr-Sommerfield equations for the unperturbed velocity profile. A,, are the

amplitudes and 0,, are the phase shift between the modes. The amplitudes in the simulations

are chosen so that the rms disturbance is approximately 12 percent of the mean flow velocity.

At the outflow boundary, a weak condition of zero second derivatives is applied for all

variables. From Eq. (4) this condition can be written as:

Pe

( )o K 2 + -e

At

Numerical tests were performed to examine the extent of the influence of this approximation.

It was found that the effects of the approximate boundary condition are confined within the

last finite element. This is consistent with that found by Korszak [18]. Therefore, the solution

in the last computational element was discarded in our simulations.S
3. Results of Simulations

* Computations were performed in a domain with the size 34 c7>x>0, 6.75 o>y>-6.75 a.

There are 64 Fourier modes in the cross-stream direction and 52 finite elements are used for

the stream-wise discretization. A fifth order Chebyshev polynomial is used to approximate

the variables within each element. This discretization is equivalent to, at least, a fifth order

• accurate finite difference technique even if the spectral convergence is not considered. This

results in a total number of 211 points in the stream-wise direction. With this 21 1x64 grid

resolution, accurate simulations with Re = Pe = 100 and Ze = 20 are possible. The
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computation time increment is selected to be At = 0.04, which is small enough to accurately

simulate a chemical reaction with Ce = 8. Simulations are performed with two different values

*of AU while other parameters are kept fixed to assess the influence of the characteristic flow

frequency on the compositional structure and the temperature within the reaction zone.

The magnitudes of the phase shifts between the modes Ok in Eq. (6) are randomly selected

*• from a random seed with a top hat probability density function. This technique was suggested

by Reynolds [19] for nonreacting flow simulations. This selection was performed in such a

way that <oj> = 0 and the fluctuating phase shift with <4O32> = 50, where <> indicates the

mean value of the random numbers selected from the seed. The implementation of these

phase shifts is the only mechanism to introduce randomness into an otherwise deterministic

simulation. This is to mimic partially the random perturbations which are present in

laboratory turbulent flows, in a two-dimensional simulation. In the three-dimensional

simulation of a mixing layer currently being undertaken, the random phase shift will be

* replaced by specifying an initial random turbulent spectrum [201.

For the purpose of flow visualization, a time sequence of contour plots for a conservcd

Shvab-Zeldovich scalar variable is presented in Fig. 2. The variable Z is dcfincd as

* Z = (CB-CA-CB )/(CB ,±+CA) and has normalized values equal to unity and zero in the

fuel and oxidizer streams, respectively. This figure shows how the small perturbations at the

inflow are amplified to form large scale structurcs dow.sucam. Th. perturbations associated

with the most unstable mode alone would cause the initial roll-up of the vortices, which are

created at equal wavelengths from each other. Adding the perturbations corresponding to the

First subharmonic mode results in a second roll-up in the form of the merging of neighboring

vortices. Finally, the presence of the perturbations corresponding to the second subharmonic,

generates a third roll-up (second merging) at a region near the outflow. It is observed in this

figure that as the vortices reach the outflow, the zero second derivatives condition seems to

allow them to travel out of the computational domain. As mentioned in the previous section,

the errors associated with this boundary condition tend to be confined within the last

computational element. Within this domain, the computed spreading rate of the mixing layer

i.- is approximately 0.105, which is slightly higher than the measured value of 0.07 [21] for a

planar layer with the same free-stream velocity ratio.

I
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-, The vortex roll-up of the unsteady shear layer brings unreacted species from the two streams

into the chemical reaction zone. This region is marked by a very steep gradient of the Shvab-

Zeldovich variable across the braids of the vortices, while in the core of the vortex the

magnitude of the gradient is small. The stretching of the reaction zone by the vortex roll-up is

further enhanced by each subsequent roll-up, and the diffusion across the high strain braids is

further increased.

If an infinitely fast chemistry was assumed to describe the chemical reaction, the enhancement

of the mixing by the vortex roll-up would directly result in the augmentation of the chemical

reactions and the increase of product formation. For the finite rate, nonequilibrium chemistry
employed in the present calculations, however, this may not be the case, as the increased

- mixing rate might have a reverse effect on the product formation rate. To examine this effect,

the time sequence of the product concentration and that of the instantaneous reaction rate are

presented in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Figure 3 indicates that the amount of products along

the Z = Z, iso-surface attains a maximum value at the core of the vortex and reaches a

minimum at the braids. Figure 4 shows that the reaction rate is fairly uniform along the

mixing layer near the inlet where the reactants arc First brought into contact. Further

downstrcam from the inflow, as the magnitude o1" the instantaneous dissipation increases due

to vortex roll-ups and pairings, the reaction rate approaches zero at the braids of the vortices,

and the flame locally quenches at those locations. This mechanism of flame extinction is

consistent with the previous temporal simulations of Givi et al. [9] and also with the

experimental observations reviewed by Tsuji [22]. As explained by Peters [1], at the regions

, of high strain the supply of the reactants is greater than what can be digested by the chemical
reaction. Therefore, the local temperature decreases below a critical value and the flame

becomes very rich with both reactants. As a result, the flame cannot be sustained.

Statistical Analysis

To examine the compositional structure of the flame near extinction, the instantaneous values

of the species concentration and temperature at a downstream location were statistically

analyzed. This analysis was performed by recording the instantaneous values at every time

step within the period 144 <t <288. At t = 144, the elapsed time is long enough for the flow

to sweep through the computational domain once. Therefore, the effects of the initial
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transients are eliminated. During the recording period, an ensemble of 3600 instantaneous

values was recorded at selected grid points for analysis. As was mentioned previously, the

chemistry parameters and the velocity ratio were kept constant, while the velocity difference

across the layer was changed in the simulations to assess the influence of the mixing intensity

on the structure of the flame. In the discussions below, Case I corresponds to AU = 0.5, and

Case II corresponds to AU = 1. This is, effectively, equivalent to changing the magnitude of

* the local Damkohler number as discussed previously by Givi et al. [23] and Dibble and Marge

[24].

, For both Case I and Case II, the mean profiles of the fuel (species B) and of the products

(species P) at the stream-wise location x = 17a are presented in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. It

is shown on these Figures that as the mixing rate is increased, the mean value of the fuel

concentrations increases. This suggests that as the flame approaches extinction, the

concentration of the reactants in the reaction zone increase and, as a result of local flame

* quenching, the rate of product formation decreases. The same behavior was also observed in

the mean temperature profiles (not shown here), which indicates that the mixture tends to be

hottcr at lowcr mixing rates.

* The influence of mixing on the second order moments of the scalar quantities is presented in

Figs. 7, 8, and 9, which show the profiles of <C'A 2 >, <C' 0
2 > and <C',,2 >, respectively.

Figures 7 and 8 indicate that as the flame approaches extinction, the magnitude of the

fluctuations of the concentration of reactants decreases. On the other hand, Fig. 9 shows that

the rms fluctuation of the product concentration is higher for Case I. Again, similar behavior

was observed for the temperature fluctuations (not shown here). As the mixing rate increases

and the flame is quenched, the magnitude of the temperature fluctuations decreases.

The results of our numerical simulations are in favorable agreement with the recent

experiments of Masri ct al. [5]. Their spontaneous Raman/Rayleigh measurements of species

concentration and temperature in a non-premixed methane flame indicate that as the flame

approaches extinction, the mean values of the concentrations of the reactants CH4 and 02

increase, while those of the products decrease. This is consistent with our calculations, as

displayed in Figs. 5 and 6. The experimental measurements also indicate that the rms

fluctuations of the product concentration, temperature, and 02 decrease, whereas those of the

CH 4 concentration slightly increase with the increase in the intensity of mixing. While the
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results of our numerical simulations indicate the same behavior for the product species (Fig. 9)

, .and the mixture temperature, they show an increase of the fluctuations of both of the reactants

A and B (Figs. 7 and 8). This discrepancy between the results of our simulations with the

experimental data may be due to the use of a one-step kinetic model for the chemistry in our

simulations. It is well known that, although such approximations may be valid for simulating

hydrogen flames, they are inadequate in predicting the compositional structure of

hydrocarbon flames near extinction [251. Experimental measurements [26,27] and recent

numerical investigations [28,29] of the transport equations for the structures of methane

diffusion flames with detailed chemical kinetics in parallel flows show that increasing the

magnitude of the local strain rate results in an increase in the leakage of the 02 through the

reaction zone but no CH 4 leakage [25]. This behavior is contrary to the activation energy
0- asymptotics with one-step chemistry, and multi-step kinetic mechanisms have to be

I..' , incorporated to yield the correct behavior [25]. However, the flame structure predicted by

our direct numerical simulations shows the same qualitative behavior as those observed in the

laboratory for both hydrogen [30] and methane [29] flames. Future calculations with recently

developed multi-step chemical kinetics chemistry models [31,32,33,21 are required for better

comparison to nonequilibrium methane flame data.

4. Conclusions

A spectral-element numerical algorithm has been developed for the numerical calculation of a

harmonically forced reacting mixing layer. This method combines the v'dvantage of the

versatility offered by Finite element techniques with the accuracy of the spectral methods in a

more flexible manner than that can be found in either technique alone. This approach allowsL .the application of non-periodic boundary conditions and, therefore, is applicable to the

simulation of spatially evolving flows.

The results of our numerical simulations indicate that as the magnitude of the instantaneous

dissipation rate is increased, the diffusion flame cannot keep pace with the large diffusive flux
.' of the reactants into the reaction zone. As a result, the magnitude of the temperature drops

and the reaction rate locally reduces to zero. The compositional structure of the flame was

studied by examining the statistical behavior of the species concentrations and the

temperature near extinction. It is shown that by increasing the intensity of mixing (decreasing

'..e

S2



the local Damkohler number), the effects of finite rate kinetics are more pronounced. The

results of the statistical analysis indicate that as the flame approaches extinction, the mean and

* the rms values of the reactants concentrations increase whereas those of the product species

and temperature decrease. This is consistent with the recent measurements of Masri et al. [5]

for a nonequilibrium methane flame near extinction.
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Figure Captions:

Figure 1: Geometrical configuration showing the spectral elements and the collocation points.

Figure 2: Time sequence of Shvab-Zeldovich variable contours. Contour minimum is 0,
contour maximum is 1.0, contour interval is 0.05. (a) t=176 (b) t=208 (c) t=240.

* •Figure 3: Time sequence of product concentration contours. contour minimum is 0, contour
maximum is 0.8, contour interval is 0.05. (a) t=176 (b) t=208 (c) t=240.

Figure 4: Time sequence of instantaneous reaction rates contours. Contour minimum is 0,
contour maximum is 0.039, contour interval is 0.001. (a) t=176 (b) t=208 (c) t=240.

i • Figure 5: Mean concentration values of species B at every other grid point in Y.

", Figure 6: Mean product concentration values at every other grid point in Y.

SFigure 7: Mean fluctuations of species A at every other grid point in Y.

r, Figure 8: Mean fluctuations of species B at every other grid point in Y.

Figure 9: Mean fluctuations of product species at every other grid point in Y.
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APPENDIX VI

Non-Premixed Reaction in Homogeneous Turbulence:
Direct Numerical Simulations
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INTRODUCTION

In accordance with Toor's original paper (1962), consider an irreversible,

one-step isothermal reaction of the type A + B -o Products in a non-premaxed

homogeneous turbulent flow. Let A(x,t) and B(xt) define the instantaneous

concentration of the two species and decompose each concentration into an

ensemble mean value (denoted by < >) and its fluctuation from the mean

value (represented by small letters):

A - <A> + a
B - < B> + b (1)

Under the assumptions given above, the transport equations governing the

evolution of the mean concentrations are

d<A>
L(< A>) d< A> W (2)dt

L(< B>) W - W (3)

* W - K [< A>< B> + < ab>] (4)

where W is the mean reaction rate, K is the kinetic speed of the reaction,

and L is the convection-diffusion operator, which is the same for the two

reactants if their diffusion coefficients are identical. The second term on

0 the right-hand side of Equation (4) is unclosed and needs to be modeled. This

term can be written, in normalized form (Toor, 1975; Kosaly, 1987),

2i <t <ab> tF < ab > 0
o

where the subscripts t and o refer to the time and the initial time (i.e., the
inlet of a plug flow reactor), respectively. Turbulent mixing is characterized
by the root-mean-square of one of the reactants in the absence of reaction:

<a 2 >

d 2(t) - mt (6)
< a2>m 0

TP-208/12-87 1
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where m refers to "pure mixing" only. It is obvious that, in the limit of zero

rate chemistry, d 2t) and Y2(t) are identical (Toor, 1975), i.e.,

d2(t) - lim y2(t) (7)
KO

In the limit of infinitely fast chemistry under stoichiometric conditions, and

assuming a Gaussian shape for the probability density function (PDF) of the

mixture fraction J(x,t) [defined by J(x,t) - A(x,t) - B(x,t)], Toor showed that

d 2t) - lim y 2t) (8)
K-

Based on Equations (7) and (8), Toor assumed that

y2(t) - d2(t) for any K (9)

Equation (9) summarizes Toor's hypothesis.

In the recent paper of Kosaly (1987), it is shown that the application of

Toor's hypothesis is not valid for the predictions of plug flow reactors in
which the initial shape of the PDF of the variable J(x,t) is not Gaussian but

-a ". rather of bimodal shape determined by initial conditions. Kosaly showed that,

while d 2t) and 2(t) are identical for zero rate chemistry [i.e., Equation (7)]

and at t - 0 for all K, Equation (8) should be replaced by
lim 2 d2(t) (0)

'I" K7

at later times. The factor 2/w was a result of algebraic manipulation assuming

the PDF of J becomes Gaussian (see Iosaly, 1987, for details).

JI In this note, we first provide a generalization of Kosaly's result and, by

use of direct numerical simulation (DNS), further investigate the validity of

Toor's hypothesis and the revisions proposed by Kosaly. In this application

DNS refers to the numerical solution of the aerothermodynamic transport

equations of turbulent reacting flows for the detailed time development of the

flow field. This technique uses no closure modeling, and no assumptions are

0-

0 This assumption can be relaxed for symmetric PDF's (O'Brien, 1971).
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made pertaining to the turbulent behavior of the fluid. DNS has proven very

useful in computational studies of turbulence (see Rogallo and Moim, 1984,

for a review) and is used here as a means of performing experiments on the

computer. This approach offers advantages over laboratory experiments in that

the instantaneous values of the hydrochemical variables are known at all

locations at each time step, allowing better statistical analysis of the

data. Computer limitations restrict, of course, the ranges of time and space

scales that can be accurately resolved.

GENERALIZATION OF TOOR'S HYPOTHESIS

Kosaly's results can be generalized by defining the normalized variable

and the standard PDF P( ,t) as (Pope, 1982)

S- (11)

P(*,t) = P(4,t) o(t) (12)

where P( ,t) is the PDF of J, and a is the standard deviation. Assuming that

the PDF approaches an asymptotic time-independent form (whether Gaussian or0
not), we have

P(w) ) (13)

or

0 P( ,t) P (14)(t)(

With an asymptotic shape of P(;), Kosaly's results generalize to

V T 2(t) - C d 2 (t) (15)

where

C - 4[ f P(.) d ]2 (16)

For a PDF that asymptotically assumes a Gaussian form,

1A 1
P() r2 T exp (-2/2) (17)
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Vthe value of C would be the same as that given by Kosaly (1987), i.e., C - 2/1r.

The exact asymptotic shape of the PDF, therefore, determines the constant of

proportionality in Equation (15). The magnitude of this constant, which is

valid only in the final stages of mixing, cannot be predicted mathematically

and can only be estimated experimentally or numerically.

SIMULATION RESULTS

A pseudospectral numerical method developed by McMurtry (1987) was modified

for the calculations of the homogeneous turbulent flow considered here. This

method is very similar to that employed previously by Riley et al. (1986),

McMurtry et al. (1986, 1987), Givi et al. (1987) and Givi and Jou (1987) and,

therefore, will not be explained here. The scalar fields are defined to be

square waves with the two reactants out of phase and at stoichiometric condi-

tions. This is similar to that used previously by Leonard and Hill (1986,

1987). The flow field is initialized by specifying the turbulence spectrum

(similar to that used by McMurtry, 1987), and a forcing mechanism is employed

to keep the turbulence stationary by adding energy artificially to the large

scale motions (low wave numbers in Fourier space). This forcing was applied

in such a way to conpensate for small scale dissipation without affecting the

small scale statistics of interest (McMurtry and Givi, 1987). Periodic

boundary conditions are employed in all three directions, and the aerothermo-

dynamical variables are spectrally approximated on 64X64X64 collocation points

within the computational domain. The values of the Reynolds and Peclet numbers

are kept within moderate levels to ensure the accuracy of the simulations on

the grids used. Calculations were performed with zero rate and infinitely

fast chemical reactions to assess the influence of the chemistry on the decay

- rate of the unmixedness parameter (y ). In the zero rate chemistry
simulations, the value of K was set to zero in Equation (4), whereas, in the
infinitely fast rate chemistry calculations, the statistical variations of the

two reactants A and B were related to that of the conserved scalar variable J
(Bilger, 1980; Kosaly and Givi, 1987).

0
For the purpose of flow visualization, two-dimensional contour plots of

species A are presented in Figure 1. Parts (a) and (b) of this figure

correspond to zero rate and infinitely fast chemical reactions, respectively.

Time is normalized by the large-scale turbulence frequency, and the

nondimensional time of t " 1.2 corresponds to the case when the average

V TP-208/12-87 4
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concentration of species A under reacting conditions has reduced to 30% of its

* initial value. This figure exhibits the effects of three-dimensional

turbulent motion on the distortion of the scalar field and the mixing of the

two initially segregated reactants (the contours form parallel lines at t - 0).

4 The effects of chemical reactions are to increase the steepness of the scalar

gradients and, obviously, to reduce the instantaneous values of the reactants

as indicated by a comparison between parts (a) and (b) of Figure 1. The influ-

ence of the chemical reactions on the decay rate of the unmixedness is shown in

Figure 2. In this figure, the ratio Y2 (t)/d 2(t) is presented versus time for

zero rate and infinitely fast chemical reactions. For zero rate chemistry, the

ratio, obviously, remains at unity. For the reacting case, at the initial time

(t - 0), the influence of chemistry is nil. At later times, however, the value

of the unmixedness for the fast chemistry is lower than that under zero rate

chemistry. The results shown in this figure indicate that, for initially non-
premixed reactants, the decay rate of the unmixedness is not independent of the

chemical reactions and depends on the magnitude of the local Damkohler number.

The theoretical discussion given in the previous section on the lack of

agreement with Toor's hypothesis is verified by examining the temporal evolu-

tion oi the PDF oi J (i.e., P( ,t), -1 < < 1) in Figure 3. It is clearly seen

that the evolution of the PDF from its initial bimodal shape (composed of two

delta functions at - +1 to its asymptotic shape (composed of a single delta

function at * - 0) cannot be characterized by its first two moments (i.e., 0

and a). Therefore, Equation (9) is not valid for intermediate times, and the

application of Toor's hypothesis is not appropriate for the prediction of the

dconversion rate in plug flow-type reactors with initially segregated reactants.

Figure 2 further indicates the interesting result that the ratio of Y2/d2

for the infinitely fast chemistry approaches the value of 0.64 (z 2/7). This

value corresponds to the case if P( ) asymptotically adopts a Gaussian Profile

(Kosaly, 1987). To ascertain the asymptotic shape of the PDF, the temporal

variation of the kurtosis (V4 - normalized fourth moment) of species A is pre-

sented in Figure 4. It is seen that, under no chemical reaction, the value of

this variable approaches 4 " 2.9. The asymptotic values of the normalized

sixth (superskewness) and eight moments are 6 V 13.9 and '8 " 98, and all the

odd moments remain close to zero (not shown here). A comparison of these

values with those of a Gaussian profile (i.e., V4 - 3, 116  15, and V8 - 105)

TP-208/12-87 5
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indicates that the approximation of a Gaussian PDF for the ""-al stages of mix-

ing of a nonreacting scalar is justified. Better agreements u.ld require a

larger sample size than the presently used 643 data points for more accurate

statistical analysis. For the reacting case, however, the values of the

normalized fourth and higher order moments are larger than those of an inert

scalar. This is shown in Figure 4 for the Kurtosis of one of the reactants

and is consistent with our previous calculations (Kosaly and Givi, 1987).

Therefore, a Gaussian PDF assumption is not justified in this case.

Finally, it must be mentioned that the results of our present calculations

are not in agreement with those previously obtained by Leonard and Hill (1986).

In their calculations, the ratio of T 2/d2 initially decreases from unity with

time but asymptotically returns to unity for longer times. This lack of agree-

ment with Leonard and Hill's calculations may be attributed to the fact that,

* in their finite rate chemistry simulations, the magnitude of the Damkohler

number is not large enough to justify the infinitely fast chemistry assumption

adopted here.

The results of this work and those of Kosaly (1987) indicate the need for

detailed measurements in plug flow reactors for comparison with numerical

simulations. The present simulations indicate that Toor's hypothesis (T2 - d2)

should be modified by Equation (15) for infinite rate chemistry at the temporal

asymptote. For finite rate chemistry and intermediate times, however, the

application of the hypothesis is not valid and full simulations are required.

A. The numerical experiments reported here indicate that the asymptotic shape of

the PDF of a conserved scalar characterizing mixing is approximately Gaussian.

This suggests a value of C - 2/w in Equation (15).

5619R
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NOTATION

A,B instantaneous concentration of reacting species

a,b instantaneous concentration fluctuation of reacting species2 2 2>
d2(t) < a 2>/< a m o

m t mo0
. J A- B

K kinetic reaction rate

* -P - PDF

* t time

W reaction rate

, - standard deviation

" scalar space

S2(t) - < ab>t/< ab>o

Indices

0 initial

* m mixing in absence of chemical reaction

Other Notations

< > - ensemble average
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Plots of species A concentration contours at t - 1.2.
#1 (a) nonreacting case, contour minimum is 0.06, contour maximum is

0.72, contour interval is 0.06. Labels are scaled by 1000.
(b) reacting case, contour minimum is 0, contour maximum is 0.66,
contour interval is 0.06.

Figure 2: Temporal variation of 12/d2.

Figure 3: Temporal variation of P().

Figure 4: Temporal variation of 94"

.
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ABSTRACT

Direct numerical simulations have been performed to study the mechanisms

of mixing and chemical reaction in a three-dimensional, homogeneous turbulent

flow under the influence of the reaction of the type A + B + Products. The

results are used to examine the applicability of Toor's hypothesis [11 and also

to determine the range of validity of various coalescence/dispersion (C/D) tur-

bulence models that have been used previously to model the effects of turbulent

mixing in such flows [2]. The results of numerical experiments indicate that

the probability density function (PDF) of a conserved Shvab-Zeldovich scalar

quantity, characterizing the mixing process, evolves from an initial double-

delta distribution to an asymptotic shape that can be approximated by a

Gaussian distribution. During this evolution, the PDF cannot be characterized

by its first two moments; therefore, the application of Toor's hypothesis is

not appropriate for the prediction of such flows. The results further indicate

Lthat the initial stages of mixing are well represented by the Dopazo-O'Brien

C/D model, whereas, at intermediate times, the experimental results fall

between those obtained by the two closures of Dopazo and O'Brien [3] and

Janicka et al. [4], and deviate the most from those of Curl [5]. Therefore, a

C/D model between the two closures of Dopazo-O'Brien and Janicka et al. is

expected to result in favorable comparison with our data. The final stages of

ni.ing are not well predicted by any of the C/D closures in that none of the

models is capable of predicting a Gaussian asymptotic PDF for the

Shvab-Zeldovich scalar variable. The results of our numerical experiments may

be used to generate a C/D model (or models) that can predict all the stages of

mixing accurately.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper, Kosaly and Givi [2] studied the mechanisms of mixing and

reaction in a non-premixed, homogeneous turbulent flow under the influence of

an isothermal chemical reaction of the type A + B - Products. In their

calculations, single-point probability density function (PDF) methods were

employed for the transport of scalar quantities, and various coalescence/

dispersion (C/D) mixing models were used for the closure of the molecular

mixing term in the PDF evolution equation. Calculations were performed with

zero-rate, as well as infinitely fast chemical reactions, and the results

indicated sensitivity to the choice of the C/D model employed. In that work,

a set of new observations was presented that helped to clarify the relationship

between the different types of C/D models. Also, new insight was gained

regarding the nature of C/D modeling by comparing the results of such models

to those obtained by applying Toor's hypothesis [1,6,7]. Despite encouraging

results, it was concluded that, since C/D modeling is fundamentally phenomeno-

n, -Ilogical in nature, comparison to experimental data is the only way to determine

its applicability and range of validity.

In the present work, we intend to provide such experimental data for the

purpose given above. The data provided here, however, are not obtained from

conventional laboratory measurements but rather using the method of direct

numerical simulations (DNS). DIIS refers to the numerical solution of the exact

%" aerothernodynamical equations (nonaveraged) of the unsteady, turbulent reacting

%- flow field. No turbulence modeling is used so that no assumptions are made

concerning the turbulent behavior of the fluid. Computational requirements of

DNS are very severe, however, and restrict the range of time and space scales

% that can be resolved. Full simulations require on the order of hours of CPU

time on the fastest available computers and are limited to relatively simple

0% systems, as studied here. Despite these limitations, this approach has proven

very useful in computational studies of turbulence (see Rogallo and Moin [8]

%: for a review) and turbulent reacting flows (Riley et al. [9]; McMurtry et al.

[101; Givi et al. [11]; Givi and Jou [12]). In conjunction with laboratory

measurements, DNS offers a useful alternative of probing data when experimental

techniques may fail.

Here, direct numerical simulations are employed to study the process of

mixing and the influence of chemical reaction in a non-premixed, homogeneous,

constant-density flow under the influence of a single-step, irreversible,

TP-209 /12-37 2
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isothermal reaction of the type A + B - Products. This type of reacting

system has been extensively used by Toor and associates (see Toor [1] for a

* review) and provides a simplified system in which the effects of mixing and

chemical reactions can be isolated. The DNS results are compared with those

obtained by calcuiation based on C/D closures to address the shortcomings

associated with the presently used C/D models. A comparison between the

• results of simulations and Toor's results is also presented, and the validity

of applying Toor's hypothesis for initially segregated binary scalar field is

discussed. Pure mixing, finite-rate, and infinitely fast reaction rate cal-

culations are performed to examine the effects of chemistry on the transport

* of concentration fluctuations. Higher order concentration moments are also

calculated, and the results are compared with calculations based on C/D

closures to further study the sensitivity of high concentration moments to

chemistry.

6 In the next section, the methodology of direct numerical simulation applied

to a non-premixed turbulent flow field is discussed. A brief description of

the geometrical configuration and flow initialization are also given. In

Sections 3 and 4, we briefly review Toor's hypothesis and C/D modeling in

anticipation of our numerical results, which are presented in Section 5.

These results are used to examine the validity of Toor's hypothesis and, in

general, to study the statistical behavior of the reacting species. The

evolution of the PDF of a conserved scalar is presented to further clarify the

process of mixing in this system. Comparisons of the simulation results, and

those of various C/D models are also made in this section. The results are

summarized in Section 6, and we also summarize and present the conclusions of

our findings.

2. DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The subject in these numerical experiments is a three-dimensional

homogeneous turbulent ("box") flow field under the influence of an isothermal

* binary reaction of the type A + B -,Products (Fig. 1). To impose

homogeneity, periodic boundary conditions are employed in all three directions

of the flow identifying the "box" as a homogeneous member of a turbulent

universe. This periodicity allows the mapping of all the aerothermodynamical

*variables from the physical domain into a Fourier space using Fourier

transforms. Therefore, rather than approximating the variables on discrete

* TP-209/12-87 3



grid points (which is usually the case for typical finite difference schemes),

they are represented by functions passing through the collocation points.

This allows the use of pseudospectral numerical methods for simulating the

flow in the wave number domain [13]. Compared to typical finite difference

schemes, this approach has the advantage of resolving the various small scales

of the flow more accurately (and in fewer grid points), making it more

attractive for turbulence simulations. The values of the nondimensional

parameters characterizing the flow (i.e., Reynolds, Peclet, and Damkohler

numbers), however, must be kept at moderate levels to ensure the accuracy of

the simulations (as will be discussed in the next section).

The flow field is initialized by zero mean velocity and random three-

dimensional velocity fluctuations. These fluctuations have a specified energy

spectrum and are imposed in such a way to satisfy continuity [14]. The initial

spectrum used in these simulations is given by:

E W A k2 A 2

.4 Eu(k) = E3A (i+k 2 .2 )  (1)

u 3d3d d1 + k2

" This spectrum is a fairly broad-banded spectrum; A is the integral length

scale and c 3d determines the amplitude of the fluctuations. All1 the

variables are spectrally approximated on N = 643 collocation points within

*... tie conputational domain. The spatially homogeneous flow evolves in time,

and, at each time step, N defines the sample data size for the purpose of

statistical analysis. A forcing mechanism was employed to keep the turbulence

stationary by adding energy artificially to the large-scale motions. This

forcing was applied in such a way to compensate for small-scale dissipation

without affecting the small-scale statistics of interest [151. The scalar

fields are defined to be square waves with the two reactants out of phase and

at stoichiometric conditions. This is shown schematically in Fig. 1, where it

is seen that the two reactants are initially unmixed. The normalized initial

concentration values vary only in Y-direction and are constant in each X-Z

planes. In accordance with Toor's hypothesis, the reactants are assumed to

have identical diffusion coefficients and are introduced at stoichiometric

conditions.

TP-209/12-87 4
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To identify the nondimensional groupings, the variables are normalized by a

velocity scale characterizing the turbulence (U° =V'U
2 ), a concentration scale

(Maximum A = A.), and a length scale, Lo, conveniently chosen such that the

nondimensional computational domain size is 21. With such normalization, the

nondimensionalized instantaneous transport equations are
9

v • u=0 (2)V UU

L(U,Re) = - + U • VU - e V2 U = -VP (3)
at Re

L(A,ReSc) = L(B,ReSc) = -W (4)

where L is the convective-diffusive operator, and, for a second-order reaction,

W - Da A B (5)

kA

Da = - Damkohler number (6)
UL
0 0

* UL
Re 0 - 0 Reynolds number (7)

Sc =V Schmidt number (3)

* The Dankohler number, the Reynolds number and the Schmidt number are the

important nondimensional groupings that appear in the formulation. The value

of Sc can be set to unity, since this is approximately correct for gaseous

reactants. The values of other nondimensional parameters are limited by the

4G available resolution of the numerics employed in the computations. For both

zero-rate and infinitely fast chemical reactions, solution of a conserved

scalar variable with no chemistry source [similar to Eq. (4) with W = 0]

predicts the conversion rate. For finite-rate chemistry, the full solution of

Eq. (4) is required.

TP-209/12-87 5



3. TOOR'S HYPOTHESIS

For the purpose of examining Toor's hypothesis, we decompose each concen-

tration, A(x,t) and B(x,t,), into an ensemble mean value (denoted by < >) and a

fluctuation from the mean value (represented by small letters):

A = <A> + a (9)

B = <B> + b (10)

The transport equations governing the mean values are
a,

L(<A>,Pe) L(<B>,Pe) = -<W> (11)

<W> Da(<A><B> + <ab>) (12)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (12) is the homogeneous mean

rate, and the second term is the unmixedness term, which needs to be modeled.

This term can be written in normalized form [1]:

, 2 (t) <ab> /<ab> (13)

where the subscripts t and o refer to time and the initial time (i.e., at the

inlet of the plug flow reactor), respectively. A conserved, Shvab-Zeldovich

scalar variable, J(x.t) is defined by [16]

J(x,t) = A(x,t) - B(x,t) (14)

Turbulent mixing is characterized by the rms of the Shvab-Zeldovich variable:

1 d (t) = a (t)/ 2(o) (15)

2 2
It is obvious that, in the limit of zero-rate chemistry, d (t) and t) are

identical:

2 lim 2~d2(t) =Da-0 t)(16)

'-TP-209/12-87 6
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la the liait of infinitely fast chemistry, under stoichiometric conditions, and

assuming a Gaussian shape* for the PDF of the Shvab-Zeldovich variable, Toor

showed that

d 2(t lim 2(t )

* Da

Based on Eqs. (16) and (17), 'oor assumed that

d2(t) = W2(t) for any Da (18)

Equation (18) defines Toor's hypothesis. This hypothesis has been used for

calculations of a variety of reacting flows (for reviews, see Givi [18] and

Brodkey [191). In this paper, its validity is studied by means of numerical

[ !data presented in Section 5.

4. COALESENCE/DISPERSION MODELING

The general C/D model is expressed by a transport equation for the PDF of

* the Shvab-Zeldovich variable, J(x,t) [defined by P( ,t)1. In the homogeneous

flow considered here, the evolution of the probability is given by Pope [201:

+w

P( ,t) = -2r 3P( ,t) + 2r3a ff d 'd "p( ',t) p("t)
6t -f

(19)

X fX da A(a)6[4 - (l6[)' - a(

The kernal A(c) is the PDF of a, and the random variable a is a measure of

mixing. The function A(a) is zero outside the interval (0,1) and is non-

negative and normalized to unity within (0,1). The parameter 0 is defined by

Pope:

3 1 (20)

1-a
1 2 2

*This assumption can be relaxed for symmetric PDFs [17].
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' where

a. a m A(a)d a (21)

Multiplying Eq. (19) by and integrating, the time evolution of the standard

deviation, which characterizes turbulent mixing, is defined:

G(t) = G(o) exp .q(t')dt' (22)
.[r

'.5 where a is the appropriate turbulent mixing frequency and needs to be specified.

To complete the closure, the function A(a) must be specified. Different

choices of A(a) result in different C/D models. Curl's original model [51 is

defined by setting A(a) = 6(a - 1). The closure of Janicka et al. [4] is

equivalent to using A() = 1 within [0,11. The Dopazo-O'Brien [3] approxima-

tion is recovered by setting (Kosaly and Givi [2])

A(a) = lim 6 (a - E) (23)
E: -0.0

Note that the models of Curl [5] and Dopazo and O'Brien [3] appear as two

opposite limiting cases. A(t) = 6(a - 1) is obviously the most extreme of all

the cases that peak at a = 1 and decrease as a tends to zero. A(a) 6( -

E - 0, at the other limit, is the extreme representative of the physically

acceptable shapes at a = 0 that decrease with increasing values of a. The

A(a) = 1 choice can be considered to be halfway between the two extremes.

Depending on the shape of A(a), obviously, there is an infinite number of

choices, each leading to a different C/D model. The sensitivity to the choice

'P of the model can be expressed by examining the central and standardized moments

* of J(x,t), defined in order as

V+M

" n(t) =- f nP( ,t)do (24)

..(t) = n(t)/an(t) (n = 1,2, ...) (25)

.- TP-209/12-87 8
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It has been shorn by Kosaly and Givi [2] that the first three moments are

independent of the choice of A(a). It is the fourth (and higher even

* moments) that depend on the A(a) shape. For a constant 2,

(t) = [3 + ;4(0)] e y 't - 3 (26)

where

1 1

y (a 2 + 1 a 4 -a 3 )/(a 1- - a 2 ) (27)

It is seen that all models with y > 0 yield V4 o = as t + , hich indicates

4 the shortcomings associated with the presently used C/D models.

The above relations hold for any inert scalar, i.e., species A without

chemical reactions. In the presence of chemistry, the situation is markedly

different for the behavior of the higher-order concentration moments. In the

Cprevious work, Kosaly and Givi [2] showed that only the Dopazo-O'Brien closure

results in equal central moments in the presence and in the absence of chemical

reaction, and employing other C/D models predicts higher concentration moments

under reacting conditions than those under nonreacting conditions. However,

• since all the C/D models employed are phenomenological in nature, the

examination of the exact role of chemistry on higher-order concentration

moments was not possible. Here, examination is possible by means of numerical

exp:eriments, as discussed in the next section.
0

5. RESULTS OF NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Computations were performed on a cubic domain with dimensions of 2 7. The

values of the Reynolds and the Peclet numbers were set to 100, so that the

simulations would be accurately resolved on a 643 grid. The Reynolds number,
based on the Taylor microscale and the turbulence rms level (this is the non-

dimensional parameter of interest for describing the turbulence), was

approximately 50 throughout the calculations. Calculations were performed with

zero-rate chemistry (Da = 0), infinite rate chemistry (Da + a), and at inter-

mediate finite rates (Da = 2, 8, and 30) to assess the influence of the

chemical reaction on the statistics of the concentrations.

TP-209/12-87 9



it is well known that the formulation based on a one-point PDF [Eq. (19)]

does not include any information about the mixing frequency (,). This

frequency has usually been modeled by ad hoc closures [21] but can be evaluated

from the results of our direct numerical simulations. A discussion on the

evaluation of mixing frequency, as well as other hydrodynamical variables

characterizing the turbulent flow field, is reported elsewhere (McMurtry and

Givi [15]) and is not repeated here. For the time being, the influence of the

turbulence frequency is included in normalized time, which is defined by

* G(t)
-t f (t')dt' = -ln (0)

0

In the discussions below, this normalized time is used to exhibit the evolution

of the chemical quantities that are of interest to mixing and reaction of the

scalars.

The contours of one of the reactants (species A) are chosen for the purpose

* .- of flow visualization. In Figs. 2, 3, and 4, we present the time sequence

development of these contours for (a) Da = 0, and (b) Da w . These figures

represent conditions at one particular X-Y plane cut through Z = 10 (Fig. 1).

Nondimensional times of t* = 0.625, t* = 1.20, and t* = 3 correspond to the-

case when the average concentration of species A, under the infinite rate

chemistry, has reduced to 52%, 28%, and 4.2% of its initial value, respectively.

These figures exhibit the effects of three-dimensional turbulent motion on the

distortion of the scalar field and the mixing of the two initially segregated

reactants (with parallel contour lines). The effects of chemical reations are

. to increase the steepness of the scalar gradients and, obviously, to reduce the

* instantaneous values of the reactants, as indicated by a comparison between

parts (a) and (b) of Figs. 2-4. The magnitude of this reduction increases

with the increase in the value of the Damkohler number. This is clearly shown

in Fig. 5, where the influence of chemical reaction on the consumption rate of

the reactant concentration is presented. It is indicated in this figure that,

for finite values of Da, the combined effects of mixing and reaction are to

reduce the mean concentration of the reacting species. As the magnitude of the

Damkohler number increases, more reactants are consumed and the rate of decay

increases until it reaches a maximum value as Da =. In this limit, the

S chemistry does not play any role, and the consumption rate is determined solely

by the mechanism of the molecular mixing.

TP-209/12-87 10
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For the purpose of evaluating the C/D closure, the results of predictions

using such models as Da - - are presented in Fig. 6. All the calculations

[ using C/D models were performed by means of a Monte-Carlo numerical method

(Kosaly and Givi [2]) in a configuration with an identical statistical initial-

ization and mixing frequency, as used in the DNS. Implementation of the

Monte-Carlo method, developed originally by Pope [221, is discussed by

* gGivi et al. [211 for the present problem.

Figure 6 indicates that, at initial times, the results of numerical

experiments are closest to those of predictions using the Dopazo-O'Brien

closure. This is mainly due to the fact that the initial stages of mixing are

* realistically described by those members of the family of C/D models with an

A(a) shape concentrated at a = 0 (for a theoretical discussion, see Kosaly

and Givi [21). The Dopazo-O'Brien closure is the extreme representative of

shapes that peak at a = 0 and decrease with increasing values of a. Other

[ IC/D models that do not possess this property for the shape of A(a) are not

expected to result in realistic predictions at the initial stages of mixing

(Kosaly and Givi [2]). This is clearly shown in Fig. 6 and indicates that, as

Curl's model is approached [i.e., A(a ) = 6(a - 1)], the agreement with

*1 the results of numerical experiments gets worse.

At later times, none of the C/D models is capable of accurately predicting

the conversion rate, and the experimental curve falls between the two cases

given by the results of Janicka et al. [4] and of Dopazo-O'Brien. This

*discrepancy between the results of C/D closures and those of DNS is attributed

to the fact that none of the C/D models results in acceptable asymptotic

(t - o) behavior. As indicated originally by Pope [20] and later by Kosaly

and Givi [21, all the C/D models predict infinite fourth and higher even

standardized momeuts -R t for the conserved Shvab-Zeldovich scalar

quantity, J [Eqs. (26) and (27)]. The exception is the Dopazo-O'Brien model,

which predicts an unphysical constant value for those moments.

The asymptotic behavior of scalar mixing cannot be predicted by a

mathematical theory, and its determination is the subject of our numerical

experiments. The time evolution of the PDF of the random variable J(x,t) is

presented in Fig. 7. As shown in this figure, at initial times (t* = 0) the

PDF is composed of two delta functions at * = + 1, indicating the two initially

non-premixed reactants. As mixing proceeds, the gap between the two delta

functions is filled, and the original two delta functions smear and move closer

TP-209/12-87 11
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to each other. At moderate times (t* z 1.5), the PDF is composed of a peak

at the mixed concentration of i = 0, and proceeding further in time results in

a sharper peak at this mixed concentration. As time proceeds, it seems that

the PDF is approaching a self-similar Gaussian profile. To ascertain this

asymptotic shape, 1he temporal variations of the standardized moments character-

izing the PDF must be examined. The standardized fourth (;4 ) moment of the

variable J(x,t) is presented in Fig. 8. While all the odd moments remain in

close proximity to zero (not shown here), Fig. 8 indicates a monotontic

increase in the magnitude of all the even-order moments. In this experiment,

the values of the kurtosis, superskewness and superkurtosis approach the

values of 74 = 2.9, = 13.9, and 8 98, respectively. A comparison of

these values with those of a Gaussian profile (i.e., 4 3, 6 = 15, = 105)

indicates that the approximation of a Gaussian PDF for the final stages of mix-

- ing of a conserved scalar is well justified and is in agreement with the find-

ings of sone recent experimental results [23,24]. Note that the accuracy of
* 3

our statistics is limited by the size of the data sample, i.e., 64 . Future

Future higher-resolution simulations (i.e., 1283 or higher) might improve the

accuracy and, therefore, might result in better agreements for higher-order

moments. In Fig. 8, the temporal variation of the kurtosis obtained by C/D

modeling is also presented. The unacceptable behavior of the models of Curl

and Janicka et al. in predicting a continuously increasing fourth-order moment,

and also the nonphysical constant value of the kurtosis predicted by the

Dopazo-O'Brien model, are shown in this figure.

The influence of chemical reactions on the decay rate of the unmixedness is

" shown in Fig. 9. In this figure, the ratio ( 2 /d 2) is presented versus normal-

• U ized time for zero-rate, infinitely fast rate, and three intermediate rates

(Da = 2, Da = 8, Da = 30) chemical ractions. For zero-rate chemistry, the

ratio, as expected, remains at unity. For the reacting cases at the initial

time (t* = 0), the influence of chemistry is nil. At later times, however, the

values of the unmixedness for the reacting cases are lower than those under

zero-rate chemistry. This is in contrast with Toor's hypothesis and indicates

that the decay rate of the unmixedness is not independent of the chemical

reactions and depends on the magnitude of the local Damkohler number. A theo-

retical discussion on the lack of agreement with Toor's hypothesis is given by
0

T .
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Givi and MlcMurtry [25], who showed that, for initially non-premixed reactants,

Toor's hypothesis should be modified by replacing Eq. (17), at a temporal

* asymptote, with

C d 2(t) = lim T2(t) (29)
Da -o-

where the constant C is determined from the asymptotic shape of the PDF of J,

i.e., P( ,t)

c = 4 f (4)d (30)

This modification of Toor's hypothesis is due to the fact that the

evolution of P( ,t) from its initial binary shape to its asymptotic profile

(Fig. 7) cannot be characterized by the first two moments (i.e., 0 and a).

Therefore, Toor's hypothesis, which is based on the assumption of Gaussian

PDFs at all times, is not appropriate in this case, and Eq. (18) must be

replaced by Eq. (16) for zero-rate and Eq. (29) for Da + c at the temporal

asymptote. For an asymptotic Gaussian PDF, i.e.,

p _ exp(- (31)

the value of the constant C in Eq. (30) would be

C (32)

which is the same as that given by Kosaly [261.

The validati.a of this modification is clearly represented in Fig. 9.

Note that the ratio of 2(t)/d 2(t) is always between unity and 0.64 z 21r.

Also, note that the modification of the hypothesis [Eq. (29)] is valid only for

Da - - at the temporal asymptote. For finite-rate chemistry and intermediate

times, the application of the hypothesis is not valid and full numerical

simulations are required.

The results of our numerical experiments are further examined to study a

recent result of 1sieh and O'Brien 127], who found that higher-concentration

moments are not sensitive to chemistry. The possible reason behind this

finding is investigated by comparing infinite-rate chemistry and pure mixing

TP-209/12-87 13
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results in Figs. 10 and 11. In these figures, the skewness and the kurtosis

of species A are presented. For the purpose of comparison, the results

obtained by employing various C/D models are also presented and, for each

case, two curves are shown: one without chemistry and another with infinite-

rate chemistry. It is clearly observed that, in the Dopazo-O'Brien

approximation, the two curves coincide, whereas the results of Curl's model

show a maximum difference between the two curves. In each case, the

standardized moments are higher for the reacting scalar than for the conserved
4..

scalar. As the moments of the nonreacting scalar approach the asymptotic

values corresponding approximately to those of a Gaussian distribution, the

moments of the reacting scalar approach higher values, which indicates that

the assumption of a Gaussian distribution for the reacting scalar is not well

justified. These results confirm Kosaly and Givi's speculations that it is

the use of moderate rate chemistry by Hsieh and O'Brien [27] that makes the

*skewness and Kurtosis values similar to those calculated with pure mixing.

-. Increasing the rate of chemical reactions would probably change the results of

Hsieh and O'Brien considerably.

Figures 10 and 11 further indicate that the results of our numerical

experiments fall between those of predictions using the closures of

Dopazo-O'Brien and Janicka et al. Therefore, a closure model between the two

approximations may be used for the purpose of predicting the intermediate

stages of mixing. At the later stages of the developments, however, none of

the C/D models are satisfactory in that they all (except the Dopazo-O'Brien

model) predict an increase without bound of all the fourth and higher order

moments.

Pope [20] made an attempt to remedy this problem by introducing an age-

biasing technique that, together with an appropriate A() shape [(Eq. 19)],

% would result in an asymptotic Gaussian PDF. Although such a technique is very

successful in predicting the asymptotic behavior correctly, the shapes of

A(a) suggested by Pope do not predict the initial stages of mixing

* accurately [28]. The results of direct numerical simulations presented here

will be very useful in optimizing the A(a) shape, as well as in developing

an age-biasing technique that can be used to predict the mechanism of mixing,

both at the initial time and at asymptotic times.

TP-209/12-87 14
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6. CONCLUSIONS

A pseudospectral algorithm has been employed to study the mechanism of

6mixing and reaction in a non-premixed, three-dimensional, homogeneous turbulent

* flow. The evolution of the species field in an isothermal, one-step, stoichio-

metric reaction of the type A + B * Products was the subject of investigations

in our numerical experiments. Calculations were performed for zero-rate,

infinitely fast-rate, and intermediate moderate finite-rates chemical reactions

to assess the influence of chemistry on the transport of the scalar variables.

Mixing is characterized by the evolution of a Shvab-Zeldovich conserved

a, scalar quantity, J(x,t), defined by Eq. (14). The results of our numerical

simulations indicate that the PDF of J, i.e., P(O,t), evolves from its

initial double-delta function distribution to an asymptotic shape, which can

be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. During this evolution, the PDF

cannot be characterized by its first two moments (except when it adopts the
C asymptotic Gaussian shape). Therefore, the application of Toor's hypothesis

is not appropriate for the prediction of the conversion rate in such flows.

The results indicate that, while Toor's hypothesis (T 2 = d) is valid for zero-

rate chemistry (Da = 0), it should be modified by ( 2 = Cd ) for Da -. and at

a temporal asymptote. The parameter C is determined by the asymptotic shape of

the P( ) [Eq. (30)]. In the present experiment where P( ) adopts a Gaussian

asymptotic profile, the value of this constant is equal to 2/T, which is

consistent with that given by Kosaly [26].

0 -The results of numerical experiments are further compared with those

obtained by employing various C/D mixing models applied to a homogeneous flow

*with the same statistical initialization. The results indicate that the

initial stages of the mixing process are well predicted by applying the

4 Dopazo-O'Brien [3] closure. As mixing proceeds at intermediate times, the

experimental results fall between those obtained by the two closure models of

Dopazo-O'Brien and Janicka et al. [4]. Therefore, a C/D model between these

two closures is expected to result in favorable comparison with our

experimental data. The final stages of mixing are not well-predicted by any

of the C/D models in that all of the closures predict an increase without

bounds of the fourth and higher-order concentration moments. The exception is

the Dopazo-O'Brien model, which predicts unphysical constant moments during

4all stages of mixing. This shortcoming associated with C/D modeling has been

previously recognized by Pope [201, who suggested an improved mixing model by

TP-209/12-87 15
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introducing an age-biasing technique to the C/D modeling. This improved model

is plausible in that it results in a Gaussian asymptotic PDF; however, it is

not capable of predicting the initial stages of mixing accurately. The results

of our numerical experiments can be useful for c-njtructing a mixing model (or

models) that can accurately predict all stages of the molecular mixing. Such

a task is one of the goals of our ongoing investigations.

While the assumption of a Gaussian asymptotic PDF is well justified for the

conserved scalar quantities (e.g., J), our experiments show that this is not

the case for the reacting scalars. The results of our direct numerical

simulations indicate that the higher moments (third, fourth, ...) of the

species under reacting conditions increase faster than those under no chemical

reaction. This is consistent with that found by C/D modeling and, again, the

experimental results fall between the two closures of Dopazo-O'Brien and

V Janicka et al. In all the comparisons with C/D modelings, our results show

the greatest deviations from those obtained by using the Curl's model and

* iidicate that the models of Janicka et al. and Dopazo-O'Brien bracket the range

of the C/1 models that, in conjunction with an appropriate age-biasing

technique, can predict our experimental results accurately. Thus, questions

such as "Does such model predicting a correct PDF evolution exist?" and if so,

"Is it universal?" are to be addressed in future studies.

At this point, it should be pointed out that all the C/D models evaluated

here are mainly used for single-point PDF closures. This requires the

introduction of a mixing frequency into the formulation, as defined by

Eq. (22). Employing the results of direct numerical simulations to evaluate

(or to generate) models for more than one-point-level closures [29, 30] remains

to be a challenging task. Also, it must be mentioned that the simulations

presented here are similar to most of the laboratory investigations in that

they include the results of only one experimental realization. More future

V numerical experiments with different initializations and possibly with better

numerical resolutions (i.e., 1283 or 2563 grids) would be logical

extensions of the present work. The rapid advancements in super-computer

* technology and the expected better capabilities of such machines in the future

i will play significant roles in the continuation of the work presented here.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Geometrical configuration showing a schematic diagram of the
* initial instantaneous reactant concentrations.

Figure 2. Two-dimensional plots of species A contours at t* = 0.625.
Contour interval is 0.05. (a) Da = 0, contour minimum is 0,
contour maximum is 0.9. (b) Da , contour minimum is 0,
contour maximum is 0.9.

Figure 3. Two-dimensional plots of species A contours at t* = 1.20. Contour
interval is 0.05. (a) Da = 0, contour minimum is 0.10, contour
maximum is 0.75, (b) Da , contour minimum is 0, contour
maximum is 0.65.

Figure 4. Two-dimensional plots of species A contours at t* = 3. Contour
inteval is 0.005. (a) Da 0, contour minimum is 0.370, contour
maximum is 0.495. (b) Da , contour minimum is 0, contour
maximum is 0.135.

Figure 5. <A>t/<A>o versus time for various values of the
r Damkohler number.

* Figure 6. <A>t/<A>o versus time for Da .

Figure 7. Temporal evolution of P( ,t).

* Figure 8. Kurtosis of the random variable J(x,t) versus time.

Figure 9. T2 /d2 versus time for various values of the Damkohler number.

Figure 10. Skewness of species A versus time with infinite rate chemistry and
with pure mixing. In the pure mixing case, the skewness is zero.

Figure 11. Kurtosis of species A versus time with infinite rate chemistry
with pure mixing.
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